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_ FOREWORD
Ilic hook entitled as ‘-‘A Socio-Cultural Study on the l\/lalsom Tribe of
lripura“ pwscnts ethnographic account ofthe Molsom Tribes. in this book
I )r. Ramendrunarayan Sen has given the detail description about the
.“iL"lllL'lllL‘I1l|‘)i.lllCI'l1. origin, demo graphic proﬁle, economic life lites & rituals,

religions Ii lb. music. dance. games ofMolsom tribes.
I think the hook will be ofinensehelp to the reader, Research scholars,
ctltlculionist tmd administrators.

0

(SAILOHNUNA)
Director
Tribal Research & Cultural Institute
Govt. ofTripura
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A SOCIO-CULTURAL STUDY ON THE
MOLSOM TRIBE OF TRIPURA
Preface
I developed an interest in tribal studies when I was a student ofanthropology
in the Lniversity ofNorth Bengal in the early eighties. I thought ofstudying a
:"elati\'ely unknown tribe in Tripura since that was incidentally my home state.

From the little infonnation that was available on the tribes ofTripural got to
know that the Molsoms were one of the erstwhile jhumia tribes and the
members ofthis tribe were taking to settled cultivation fast. This was one of

:_1-. -.=.- tribes wliich was in close interaction with the non-tribals in the plains of
Tripura at the economic, social, cultural. and political ﬁelds, and I thought it
would constitute a good research problem to do an explorative, ethnographic
ofthe social and cultural life ofthe l\/lolsoms and the changes they
xx are experiencing. In l 987 I joined the tribal welfare department ofthe
sate in the month ofSeptember as an oﬁicial. And after that my relationship

\\iIl'1 the .\1olsoms no longer remained that ofa subject-object relationship. I
had to draw an insight ofthe tribal life and their mind-set in order to frame
poficies and implement them to resolve some oftheir social problems. I

could not but feel concerned about their hardships, their backwardness, and
problems. 5.-1}‘ role thus turned out to be like that ofa participant researcher.

I

This means I had to interfere in mobilising them for the sake of successful
implementation ofthe development policies meant for them. I began my
ind)" in the middle ofthe eighties and it took me about l 5 years to complete
this project. This inordinate delay demands an explanation. In the later part
ofthe eighties the tribal insurgency was intensiﬁed in the state and it was
risk)‘ to venture into the tribal bastions in the remote areas ofthe state.
I '.l?‘i~:1‘Tc?fOt'€‘ had to wait for long years to complete the remaining part ofmy
ﬁeldwork. Secondly. following the conditions ofmy service I was not able to
manage enough time to sit down and concentrate in writing the thesis. Thirdly,
I was badly entangled in sorting out some ofmy critical family problems
which took my concentration away from the present work. In spite ofthis

long delay I have tried to update the information used in this thesis and, I am
sure. it will not sound outdated.
vii

Chapter — I
Introduction
An outline of the problem of study
This is an ethnographic explorative study ofthe l\/lolsoms, a little known

tribe in Tripura, a small state in the North East of India. An attempt has
been made here to draw an account of the society and culture ofthe tribe

through an extensive ﬁeldwork conducted in the eighties in nine Molsorn
settlements, ofwhich ﬁve were in South Tripura district and the remaining

four in North Tripura district. A ﬁrst hand observation ofthe economic
activities, social organisation and cultural life ofthe Molsoms helps dispel
many ofthe established and superﬁcial notions about the community. The

study underscores the fact that the Molsoms constitute a distinctive
community with an identity distinct from similar other tribal communities
like the Kukis and Halams. This is, in no sense, a study ofthe static social
and cultural features ofthe l\/Iolsoms; instead, it has set out the social and
cultural features in the light ofthe changing realities and contexts.
-No tribal community can afford to live in isolation from the other tribal and
non-tribal communities. The tribal and non-tribal communities live side by
side in close interaction as they participate in the process of modem state
building. In the economic, social-cultural, and political ﬁelds these

communities cannot but interact with each other at both group and individual
levels. This inter-cormnunity interaction, which has been always growing in

intensity and sphere. is creating a social space where these communities
can share each other’s cultural symbols and change. It is not always the
question ofmutual sharing ofeach others symbols, but sometimes it becomes
an interaction ofthe ‘dominant’ and ‘subordinate’ cultural fonns where the
earlier prevails over the latter. The ‘ subordinate’ is left with no other choice
but to accept the ‘dominant’ social and cultural forms since the latter

possesses larger control over power and resources. The existing mode of
control ofthe forces ofproduction and power and the prevailing democratic
arrangements may not facilitate the desired forward movement ofthe tribal
COITLI"l'1L1l1l'£l€S. The resultant sense ofrelative deprivation and backwardness
may influence their pattem ofinteraction with other communities. especially
9

with other dominant communities. It may also affect their participation in
the democratic political processes. The tribal commtuiities may look at the
developmental packages offered to them by the government and the cultural
packages offered by the dominant communities with a great deal of
suspicion. In such a situation the tribal comm1.u1ities develop a shell encircling
their socio-cultural life and take all efforts to make it immune to external
forces ofchange. Whatever may be the case, these external and internal
factors help understand the dynamism in the social and cultural life ofthe

Molsoms. It is generally observed that the t1ibal-nontribal interaction creates
an opportunity for a mutual exchange ofculture traits, but such an exchange
can take place only up to a point. The outside culture can penetrate into
the tribal life only in certain spheres because the tribals take special care in
retaining‘ their core cultural forms which they have developed over
generations.

While going through the literature available on the tribes ofTripura, and
which has been written mostly by the non-tribal scholars. I have realised
that the anthropological tradition ofﬁrst hand collection ofdata through
prolonged ﬁeldwork by learning the language or dialects these communities
speak, ahd by earning their conﬁdence, has not been given its due
importance. As a result, the studies appear to be fur removed from the
everyday life ofthe tribal communities. In conducting the present study I

have made a sincere effort in drawing a true ethnographic account of the
social and cultural life ofthe Molsoms.
In the literature and in general understanding there are misconceptions about
the status ofthe Molsoms. This prompted me to take up the task ofprepaing
a narrative of how the Molsoms emerged as a distinct tribal community
and how they eamed a distinct identity oftheir own. An analysis ofthe folk
tales and the available stories and literature has helped me in this mission.
An interesting shift is fast taking place in the economic life ofthe Molsoms.
A tradionally jhumia tribe the Molsoms have been fast adapting to the
changing realities. They are making some signiﬁcant adaptive changes in
their cultivation-practices where they are continuing with jhzmr cultivation

and in most cases they have abandoned fhum cultivation and taken to
settled cultivation. The shift from fhum to settled cultivation does not have
10

consequence on their economic life alone but it has fur reaching
consequences on the social life and on the cultural practices. Besides
exploring these areas it would be interesting to see the difﬁculties they face
wltile trying to respond to the challenges of market economy and the
occupational diversification they experience in the process.
An intensive study of the house types, food habits and dress patterns
constitute an important part ofan ethnographic account ofa tribal community.

The ecological setting, the economic condition, access to technology-and
resources. tradition and the community's exposure to outside world — all
this together condition the house-types, food habits and dress patterns.
Any anthropologist coming liom outside would be impressed to study these

aspects olrnaterial culture ofthe Molsoms. In studying these aspects with
great interest I was also keen to look into their logic structure imbedded in
their material practices.
Many tribal commtmities
there in Tripura as well as in other parts ofthe
country whose life and culture have not yet been studied. Since the ﬁrst
ﬁve year plan, after independence, many programmes have been taken up
for developing the economiccondition ofthe tribal people. In Tripura too

a wide range of development programmes have been initiated by the
govemment agencies for the development ofthe Molsoms, along with other
tribes. The general understanding is that the beneﬁts ofthese programmes
are swallowed in the middle ofthe way and do not reach the target groups.
One ofthe objectives ofthe present work has been to make an assessment
ofthe tribal development programmes undertaken in the area ofmy study.

Since their emergence as a community the Molsoms, like all other tribes,
had the problem oforder. Over the ages and generations these communities
have developed their own method to resolve the inter-personal quarrels
and inter-group disputes relating to sex behaviour, land management and

so on. Every tribal community therefore has its own authority structure and
a set ofnorms, customs, and mode ofptmishment attached to it. The tribal
authority structure has developed independent ofthe tribal kingdoms. But

the rules. regulations and institutions require adjustments with the changing
social, economic and political contexts. The introduction ofthe democratic
processes, and the Panchayati Raj in particular, the tribal comm1.1nities living
11

in remote places now get the opportunity to actively participate in the larger
political processes. As a consequence it may be possible that many ofthe
functions ofthe tribal panchayats have been taken over by the Panchayati
Raj institution. Apart from drawing an account ofthe traditional panchayat.
its constitution and functions, I have tried to see how the traditional tribal
panchayat copes with the challenges thrown out by the Panchayati Raj.
institution and what adaptive changes it makes in the process.
.

An important component ofan ethnographic account has to be the study
ofsocial organisation or the social structure, i.e., the way the community is

constituted with its major groups and institutions. In order to have an idea
of the social organisation ofthe Molsoms I have studied their family in
terms ofits structure and ftmctions. the kinship structure and the functioning
ofthe kinship netvvorks, a study ofthe genealogy. the clans, and the marriage
practices.
The unique and unknown areas oftribal religion have always drawn the
attention ofthe anthropologists. Although the Molsoms mostly claim to be
Hindu. ifasked about their religion, and they are also recorded as Hindu in
the ofﬁcial documents. one has to examine the nature of their religious

beliefs and practices in order to understand what kind of Hinduism they
practice. A discussion ofthe unique features ofthe religious practices of
the Molsoms will reveal whether these can be located in-between Hinduism
and animatism.

An important part of the present work has been the study of the rites dc
prr.s'.s"uge and the elements of social control involved thereupon. It has
been fascinating for me to go through the various signiﬁcant ceremonies
that the Molsoms perforrnwith all seriousness and integrity at various stages
oftheir life. i.e., at the time ofbirth, in childhood, attainment ofpuberty. at
marriage, and till the time ofdeath.
Man has never been satisﬁed with a situation which ensures only survival
he has always looked for a good living, a better living. Amidst
impoverishment and daily struggle for survival all tribal communities have

found time to build up a strong colourful culture ofmusic, dance and games.
They practice all these with a sense ofcollective solidarity and collective

participation, and they have programmes for the people across all age-

12
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groups. It is but natural that their economic life, their moments ofsorrow
and happiness will be reﬂected in these cultural forms and the Molsoms
will have some degree ofresemblance with other tribalcommunities in
these cultural practices. I have tried to look into some ofthese areas while
studying the music, dance forms and games ofthe Molsoms.
The economic and cultural activities of a community are closely
interconnected. Hence, to implement any new scheme or to frame any

scheme for developing the tribal communities, it is ofgreat value to have
knowledge about the life and culture ofthe smaller unknown communities
eoncc-med. Besides Tripura, other states ofNorth Eastem India and some
other parts of India have been facing disturbances so far its communal
luumony and ethnic relation is concerned. And among the other causes,
the lack ofknowledge about the socio-cultural aspects ofa community by

the others is one ofthe major problems. Because unless we have knowledge
about the life and culture ofthe tribal or other communities, we shall not

able to have a strong bond of harmony among the people of various
communities ofour nation.
In Tripura, broadly, there are two groups of people, the tribals and the
non-tribals who constitute the total population ofthe state. The non-tribals
constitute about 69 percent ofthe total population and mainly reside in the

plain lands which constitute about 40 percent oftotal areas ofthe state.
The tribal population constitute about 3 l percent ofthe total state population
and mainly reside in the hill areas which constitute about 60 percent ofthe
total areas ofthe state. In regard to the relation between the tribals and

the non-tribals ofthe state, it was very much friendly and cooperative. A
close interaction was prevailing between the people oftwo groups. Before
it acceded to the Indian Union on 15"‘ October 1949, the Tripura had

been ruled by the tribal kings. The most ofthe non-tribal subjects belonged
to the Bengali linguistic group and practiced Hinduism and Muslim religion.
So far as the record goes, the demographic concentration of the tribal
and the non-tribal subjects were, all most similar in the ﬁrst part ofthe 20“‘

century. In the Census of 1901 the percentages ofthe tribals and the nontribals were 52.82 and 47.18 respectively. But the rate ofincrease ofthe
m m-tribal subjects were higher. Thus as early as in 193 1 the population of
13

the non-tribal subjects became majority. As per 1931 Census. the
percentage ofthe non-tribal subjects were 50.31 and that ofthe tribals
were 49.69. But that was not a question so far relation between the tribal
and the non-tribal was concerned. In fact such increase in the demography

ofthe non-tribal subject had no detrimental impact on the economic arena
ofthe tribal subjects due to the fact that the non-tribal subjects were mostly

settled on the plain areas and most ofthe tribal subjects did not know the
utility ofthose stretches of land for agricultural purpose since they had

been practicing shifting cultivation on the slopes ofthe hill at that time. But
later having adopted the methods of settled cultivation the tribal subjects
gradually started utilising the plain lands. As such the production in the
plain land cultivation is higher than that ofland extensive shitting cultivation,
and as a result a good number ofthe tribal subjects took to settled cultivation
and in course oftime all most all plain lands, a large part ofwhich remained
fallow earlier, came under cultivation. The increased land-man ratio in the
hills also made the tribals disinterested in shifting cultivation due to cut-

down in Jhum-cycle for the paucity ofnew fallowjhumable hill slopes. It
was than a major problem to rehabilitate the tribals, who adopted the
technique of settled cultivation, on the plain land because the land in the

plains had already been captured by the non-tribals even before 1947.
Unless we keep this historical reality in mind we would not be able to
understand the present tribal-nontribal conﬂict in the state in a proper light.
An understanding ofthe life and culture ofthe Molsoms would also help
understand the shaping ofethnic sentiment in the tribal mind.
The present ethnographic account of the Molsoms of Tripura has been
arranged in the following sections:
1.

Land and people ofTripura; the Molsoms ofTripura; the origin of

.
.
.

the tribe and its demographic proﬁle.
'
Settlement pattern, house types and food habits ofthe Molsoms.
The economic life ofthe Molsoms.
The social organisation ofthe Molsoms.

.

The authority structure

5'J\t.n-I2‘:-L»->t\J

Rites ofpassages 14

/.

ll he religious lite

H.

l\/lusic. Dance and Games among the Molsoms.

I

I nrlr nlitlrcse sections will constitute a separate chapter. Besides portraying
a tleseriptive account of what I have seen in my ﬁrst hand observation in
various aspects ofthe society and culture of the Molsoms I have tried to
put across the possible interpretation of what I have seen and tried to
place in an analytical frame the changes the Molsoms are experiencing in
all these areas.
A brief review 01' literature

_

-

I

In the existing literature no in-depth study on the life and culture ofthe
Mnlsnrns is avai lablc. I-lowever, some studies are there on the life and
er rltnre ol'st m re other tribes ofTripura and the tribes ofother North Eastern

States ol'lntlia from which we can have some idea ofthe socio-cultural,
economic and political aspects ofthe life ofvarious tribes ofthe area.
"llre book by .I. Slrakespcar titled The Lusaz' Kuki Clans (1912) deals
with various aspects olithe life and culture ofthe Lushais and Kukis. In six
chapters, the ‘author provides valuable information on the habitats,
appearance and physical characteristics, history, affinities, dress and

ornaments. artifacts, economy, domestic life, laws and customs, religion,
lolklor'e, language and so on. This can be termed as one of the classical
ethnographic account ofthe tribal life in the region.
Kaliprasanna Sen (ed). I926, Rajmala (in Bengali)(l926) is one of the
most useful and oft quoted document -history ofthe Tripura kings and their
subjects. Original Raj mala was written by Sri Kaliprasanna Sen in the year
I 45 8. He was patronised by the King Dharrnamanikya. Subsequent additions
have been published updating the original Raj mala. Some doubt have been

raised by the scholars like Suniti Kumar Chattarj ee and D.C Sarkar about
the historical value of the documents produced in Raj mala. However,
descriptions ofsome ofthe tribal communities ofthe Tripura are available in
the document.

-

I

I he book Udazpur Bibarani (in Bnegali) by Dutta Braj endra ( 1 930) gives

st nrre valuable information about Udaipur, the then capital ofTripura. It
provides us the important fact that the first Bengali immigration from the
15

then British India took place in that part under the direct patronage ofthe
Tripura kings. The early batch of Bengali immigrants who were adept in
settled cultivation, or belonged to some artisan castes like the barber,

washermarr and so on were given settlement in Hirapur, Joshpur, Rangarnati
and some other nearby villages.
Deb Burman’s Censtts Bib0ram' (l933)” (in Bengali) mainly deals with

an analysis ofthe information taken from the 1931 Census ofthe state of
Tripura. Some important matters like demography of different tribes,
statistical information on the religion, language etc. are available in the
book, which are of vital importance for understanding the demographic
proﬁle ofthe state at that time.
In Economic Problems ofthe Jhumias ofTripura (1 969) J .B. Ganguly

gives an economic proﬁle ofthe jhum cultivating tribes ofTripura. The
book mainly deals with the traditional agricultural methods namely shifting
cultivation ofthe tribals ofTripura. In this study, Dr. Ganguly analysed the

economic aspects ofthe Tripura tribals highlighting the relation between
the production and the consumption pattern ofthe tribals.
B.P Misra’s study on the Socio-economic Adjustments ofthe Tribals

—~- case study of Tripura Jhumtas (1976), conducted mainly on the
socioeconomic adjustment ofthe Tripura tribals in the settlement colonies
ofthe Tribal Welfare Department ofthe Government ofTripura, discusses
the problems the tribal communities in the state were facing while trying to
adjust with the requirements of settled cultiva .ion. The book also gives
information on the life and culture ofsome Tripura tribes.
Saigol’s book Tripura -— Its Htstory and Cttlture (1978) provides
information about the royal history ofTripura kings and the cultural heritage
ofthe royal palace and also gives an account ofthe condition of the tribal
subjects. The book gives some case studies related to the culture and
economic status ofthe Tripura tribes. The book based on the personal
experience ofthe author who worked as. a high ofﬁcial in the state.
Bhattacharjee, in study ofthe Jamatias ofTripura (1983), traces down

the origin ofthe Jamatias, and provides valuable information about their
relation with the kings ofTripura, their religious practices, chieftainship,
economy, settlement patterns etc. According to the study the Jamatias
16
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were one ofthe /to/cborak speaking tribe that had served in the army of
the successive kings of Tripura. In another study (1983) Bhattacharjee
has collected information on the Kolois - a kokbomk speaking tribe of
lripura. The Kolois have been classiﬁed as a sub-groups ofthe Halams.
l he latter is ofa Kuki-chin linguistic origin. The Kolois are not listed as a
sclreduled tribes in Tripura. However they get the government facilities
eqr rt rl ly with the other scheduled tribes ofthe state since they are considered
as a sub-group o fthe Halarns.
I iosc. in his hook titled G/imps of'Trr'lJcr/ Life in North-East [radio (1980).
has dealt with some tribes ofAssam (of early thirties). The volume gives
an analysis olithe dual organisation in Assam. cross-cousin marriage,
lnvirate. tri-c Ian and marriage classes in Assam, the Nokram system ofthe
t inn is and the laws oliinheritancc found among the Garos. The book also
ttives an analysis ofthe geo-political background ofthe North East India
tll rd the rlescct rt systcln prevail ing among the Dirnasas. Though the title of
the hook is “t ilirnpse ol"l rihal I .i ll: in North East India”. the study is limited
only o|r sonre tribes of/\ssam.
( ‘lraudhury . in his hook The Khasi (.'anrrr.s' (1983) gives a social and cultural
account ol'Klrasis living in some ofthe states ofthe North East. The Khasis
constitute one o 1' the scheduled tribes in Tripura. They are mainly
concentrated in Mcghalay state ofNorth East India and are well known for
their matriarchal pattern ofsociety. Chaudhury. in his book, has given an indepth inlonnation and analysis ofthe Khasi rnetriliny. their traditional religion,
'ndi genous games, economy, social customs, ceremonies etc. Among the
tribes ofNorth East India, the technology ofiron smelting could be found
only among the Khasis ——the book infomis. Besides, the indigenous methods
oﬁrrigation on hill tops developed by the Khasis, have been narrated in the
‘nook. The book titled The 7i"z'be.s' ofTripura, by Deb Burman S.B.K (1983)
gi ves some primary information on nineteen scheduled tribes of the Tripura.

llre book mainly deals with the sub-groups ofand the interrelationships
I ret ween these scheduled tribes. In the chapter on the Halanrs the Mulsurns
t Mt rlsoms) are included as one ofthe sub-groups ofthe Halams. It seems

that the author is not prepared to accept the Molsoms as a distinct tribe.
17

Deb and Lahiri wrote a book on Lztrcti (.'ustom and Ceremonies in
1982. This book deals with the customs and ceremonies ofthe Lushais of
l\/Iizoram. Social organisations ofthe Lushais, religious practices, traditional
political organisations etc. have been discussed in the book. The Lushais
are also found in Tripura and are considered as one ofthe scheduled tribes
ofthe state. Though, there is no reference . in the book, to the Lushais of
Tripura, yet we ﬁnd some information about the life and culture of the

Lushais who are also known as the l\/Iizos.
Dutta in his book 7i*ipz.n"crr Lus/tat‘ Kukider Eli/ratha (in Bengali), (1983)

portrays the interrelationship that historically developed among the Lushais,
the Kukis, the Tripura kings and the British rulers. This book also gives an
account of the battle that took place between the kings of Tripura. the
British rulers and the Kukis in the year 1777.
Gan Chaudhury, in his book The Riangs Qf7i"ipura (1983), gives some
infonnation regarding the environment, ecological and natural phenomena
ofTripura along with the socio-cultural and politico~religious aspect ofthe
Riangs ofthe Tripura.
Sailo’s book The Bongcher (1995) is one ofthe recent book on the culture
and history ofthe Bongcher tribe ofTripura. The study gives information
about the origin, migratory roots, religion, traditional self government,

folktales and some other aspects of the Boncher tribe of Tripura. The
Bongchers , as the study reveals, belong to the Kuki-chin linguistic origin.

They migrated to Tripura from the Lilichamphai area ofthe present Mizoram.
Their migratory roots, as per the study, have got some similarities with that
ofthe Molsoms ofTripura.
S.B. Saha's Socio-economic Survey ofthe Noatia Tribes (1986) gives
information about the culture and economy of the Noatia — a kokborrrk
speaking tribe ofthe Tripura. According to the study, the Noatias have

similar cultural and social practices with that ofthe Tripuris. They are, in
fact, a part ofthe group ofthe tribes which have newly assimilated into
the Tripuri commtmities ofthe state.
'Trt'bes ofN0rth-East India, a collection of twenty one essays edited by

S. Sengupta (1994) cover the biological and cultural perspectives of some
tribes of North East India. The book opens with an article with a brief

is

tle .-.t-1 l|'rl ion on some tribal groups ofeach ofthe North Eastern states.
‘A.

nle ]'_l ving description on the Tripura tribals. K.K.Kar. in his article
r'|| t lllt‘rl "'l he Tribes ofNorth-East India : An Overview", has observed
that. ol the various tribes and clans (ofTripura tribals) only the Durlongs,
Vt. l to e; n r re from eastern Burma some three centuries ago via the Mizoram
l Ir t ~. and now eonlincd to Kailashahar. claim to be indigenous to Tripura.
I h .1 rtlll't‘.\i|1L‘l"L‘lIL'.C.S' do not conform to this observation. The Darlongs in
I t Ill rt an are not treated as a separate tribe so far as the ofﬁcial records are
-. tr '|t't.'I'llL'(l. il';rc_v. however. are considered as a section ofthe Kukis in
l r . aria. lhei "name. in fact. is not included in the list ofthe scheduled
tr r hes i: I lripr: ra altlrongh they get the facilities meant for the scheduled

tn it--. -.1nt-e tlrey are treated as one ofthe sub groups ofthe Kukis. The old
I Int It n tie. use the term Kuki after the surname (i.e Darlong Kuki).
t\cconl~'rrp, to some ollicial documents published bythe state government
tl\lt'tto1t l‘t'/5: I50; l)eo Barman I983: 8; Dutta 1980: 1, 58 ) the
I lnlntnu at e in hrct a part olthe Kukis who were in constant conﬂict with
the |n||np_ |nineel_v linnily ol' 'l'ripura. One section ofthis tribe surrendered
tlretrrwlvcs to the prirrcely larrrily, who incidentally belonged to the
donrinnnt 'lri|nn"i tribe. 'lhat section ofthe Kukis later came to be known
on l l_nln|nrt. llrese docurncnts. however. do not provide any information
as to wlrctr this had lrnppencd.
ltnlnnprasnrl l)ttttn's hook ( I980 ) gives an account of the battles
hetwccn the l\'ukisontlreonelrand and the princely familyanthe British
on tlreotlrer, which occtntctl around the year 1777 ( ibid:1l ). Hence
we can prcsurrre that the I lalarns came to be known as a separate tribe
duritrp. tlrisperiod.
,
It is not c.caras to what is the exact number of sub-tribes among the
I alatns. 'l'hc'l'ripura District Gazetteer ( Menon l975)notes that the
I nlarns had twelve sub-groups which later split into sixteen. However,
ira another government publication ( Deb Barman 1983 ) it is mentioned
ll at the llalams have seventeen sub-groups. In both the books the
l\ ‘t rl- it n r rs are included as a sub-group. The above information reveal how
Ir llc is actually known about the Halams.
19

There are, however. some signiﬁcant studies which provide useful
information on the society and economy of some tribal groups in the
state. These are studies by the J.B.Ganguly( 1969); B.P.l\/Iisra ( 1976)
f. S.B.K.Deb Burman ( 1983 ); P.N.Bhattacharjee 1983 ) and some
other scholars. In addition, there are some studies and records in
Bengali which also provide information onthe tribes ofthe state. The two
more important sources are:(1 ) history of the Tripura royal families known

as Rajmala and (2) Ramaprasad Dutta’s work on the Lushais and the
Kukis( 1980 ). The original Rajmala was written by Kaliprasanna Sen

in 1458. He was patronized by Raja Dharmamanikya. Subsequent
additions have been made updating the Rajmala. Ramaprasad Dutta’s(
1980 ) work on the Luhsais and the Kukis also throw light on the origin
ofthese two tribes . As mentioned earlier, the present study is the ﬁrst of

its kind on the Molsoms of Tripura. The other studies have beeniused
while comparing ethnographic data on the Molsoms and other tribal groups.
Fieldwork

I

Since no comprehensive study was available on the Molsoms I had to

depend almost exclusively on the primarydata collected through an intensive
ﬁeldwork. At ﬁrst I did a survey on the location ofthe Molsom villages.
Inquiries were made at various Block offices. Tribal welfare Ofﬁces and

with some knowledgeable persons to locate these villages. I also
inquired with the Molsoms of one village as to where the other Molsom
could be found and what would be‘ the possible population composition
of these villages. After compiling the data which I collected from the
government sources and from the Molsoms, I found that most of the
Molsom villages were situated in diiferent parts of the South Tripura and
North Tripura districts with larger concentration in the former district.
There were roughly fort-y Molsom villages detected in the state and I

visited eighteen ofthem to ﬁnally select nine villages for the purpose ofan
intensive study. I did this on the basis ofthe geographical location and

population concentration ofthe villages. Ofthese nine villages, ﬁve were
situated in interior hill areas and four were closer to some small townships.
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1.

.'\t lirst. in November I983 .I went to a few of the market places
\\ here tzre weekly markets which are locally known as haul, were held
. I IL-ll tlfat this was safer because people ﬁ'om different villages gather at
these /touts. I made contact with some l\/lolsom who had come to these
/mots and l spoke to them about my proposed study. Ifound that most
ol the se reople showed interest regarding my study and they invited me
to stay in their villages. In fact these people were very hospitable. They
even assured me that no harm would be done to me. What was
st irprisi ng here was that I had no previous acquaintance with these people.
I rnct them in the /routs for the ﬁrst time. Yet, they were hospitable. The

sin rplieity and wannth that the Molsoms had shown to me at the ﬁrst meeting
irate nrc a lot of conﬁdence in undertaking the ﬁeldwork. It may be

mentioned here that while selecting the villages I had been advised by
the ollicials ofthe 'l‘ripura Police department not to visit some of the villages
in the interior areas because of the risks involved. At the time of my
Iicldwt rrk. as stated earlier. the rural areas of Tripura were disturbed as a
result oltlrcongoing extremist movement byatribal organisation. Butl
did not always pay heed to their advice and fortunately Idid not have to
lace any problem from the extremists in particular. All I had told the
people whom I nrct in the hunts was that Iwanted to writeabook on
their lili: and culture and they offered me all cooperation. In fact I had
selected t|n'ee ofsuch trouble prone villages for intensive study.
I went to Raipasa Molsom Bari in the lirstpart ofl984. Istayed there
lor ten days to get some primary information on their life and culture and
at the sanre time to build up some sort of rapport with the villagers.
l )1 rriug that period I was residing in a township called Ambasa which is
situated about seven kilometers away from Raipasa. I was unable to get
acctnnrnodation at Raipasa then.I used to visit the village in the

morning and return in the aftemoon. Initially,Ihad absolutely no idea
ahout the life andculture of the Molsoms. So I used this opportunity
to familiarise myself with their life style. I was also able to make

nrnnrnement for my stay in the village for ﬁeldwork in the next phase.
I lntortunately, when I planned to return to the village for my intensive
study. a riot occurred in the village and its surroundings. Some criminals

lrorn the non-tribal population around this village attacked the tribals to
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take revenge for an earlier attack on some Bengalis in Ambasa by some
members of the TNV. (Tripura National Volunteers) The leader of the
TN V, l\/lr. Bij oy Hrankhol, incidentally was from a village close to
Raipasa. The main victims ofthat riot were the Molsoms. Raipasa l\/lolsom
Bari was a deserted village as all its inhabitants ﬂed to the interior forests
for safety. Their houses had been squandered and many were burnt. A
few Molsoms were killed. Under that circumstances I decided not to

cover the Raipasa Molsom Bari for the collection ofquantitative data. I
then made a pilot survey ofsome neighboring Molsom villages and decided
to cover Patabiri l\/lolsom Bari, Dhanchera Molsom Bari and Shibbari.

After selecting three other l\/lolsom villages I came back to Udaipur subdivision of South Tripura district to begin an intensive study there. I left

Ambasa for the time being because the situation in l\/lolsom villages at
Ambasa was still tense as the memory ofthe tenible riot was still haunting

their mind. However, the circumstances became normal when I came back
to Ambasa after conducting studies on the villages of South Tripura.
In South Tripura. I started my study from Kalabon Molsom Bari, a village
situated near Tulamura bazar ofUdaipur sub-division which was consisted
of forty-two households . At that time I was residing at Udaipur and
was visiting the village every moming and returning in the evening. At
ﬁrst I began my study by having conversations with the elders about
their life, customs, norms and ceremonies. These people were very
interested in telling me all whatever I wanted to know. In this regard it

should be mentioned here that the little knowledge andexperience which
I gathered from Raipasa regarding their life and culture helped me in
establishing rapport with the people ofKalabon l\/lolsom Bari rather easily.
The Molsoms in this village were especially excited that I was going to
write a book about them. After a week, I was able to make an arrangement
for my stay in the village. Ithen was also able to collect information in a
more ﬁiendly and homely atmosphere. Soon I found that the village people
started to refer to me as Itihas Babu, that is, a person who writes history.
I, of course, took care to check whatever I was told were facts and not

exaggerations. It was possible that since they were conscious of the
purpose of my visit, they would give a different picture of their
activities. Thereforelcross-checked everythinglwas told with others in
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the xi I lagc and also in other villages to find out how reliable my information
\\ as. I nus able to establish a better rapport with the youths because of
my interest in music. I learnt some of their songs which I used to sing to
them. This made me more friendly with them. They were especially
nrrpressetl at the tact that an outsider and a non l\/lolsom could, sing their
.-.1 II I} I also participated in their activities by trying to dance with them in
then" ceremonies. In this wayl was able to get closer to them and soon
a close bond of friendship grew with many ofthem.
Idid not know their language though Itried to pick up some words.

Most ofthe lvlol soms knew Bengali and I had no problem in communicating
with thcnr. In this sense most ofthe Molsoms are bilingual as they speak
their owrt language as wellas the local diaIectofBengali.Icompiled a

;.P,loss1tr‘y of Molsom words with their English equivalents which is
added at the endolithis dissertation.
lstnyed Iirr one and ahall' months in Kalabon l\/lolsom Bari. Igained
n lot lrorn my stay there as this is the village from where I collected the
hnsic data. I could use this as the basis ofmy study in the othervillages.
Since I had developed close relationship with the village folk they had no
hesital ion in allowing me to attend many oftheir ceremonies. One of
lln-rsc was the puberty initiation ceremony. Usually no outsider is
al lowed to witness this ceremony as this is a highly private affair. I was
interested in witnessing one such ceremony as this would give me some
lirst hand knowledge.
I was so far being given only descriptions ofthis ceremony which
is an important rite ofpassage among the Molsom. Initially there was
st nrre hesitation in allowing me entry but after a few weeks of my stay I

was not only allowed to witness one such ceremony but was also permitted
to plrotograph it. The people requested me not to take photograph of
the girl when she was unelothed. Irespected their sentiments.

Sri Swaran Kumar Molsom ofKalabon Molsom Bari one day invited me
l'or dinner at his house which I attended with a great deal of curiosity.

St n ne elderly Molsoms ofthe village were also present there. They offered
me ro/<.:'a.. the local alcoholic drink which I, along with them, enjoyed

since it was one oftheir customary ways to honour a guest. In that gossip
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session Sri Swaran Kumar told me. ‘ Dada, as such you are writing our
cultural history, you should know one ofour social ceremonies about which
we generally do not make any discussion with any non-l\/Iolsom person
since this is a very private matter to our community”. After that. as an
exception to their established practice. they gave me a detailed description
ofthe puberty initiation ceremony and also the permission to witness one

such ceremony.
During interaction with the Molsoms in their villages I noticed that they
were giving some special importance and attention to me based on their

understanding that I had a keen interest to know about their culture. As
they reported none had made such an attempt before. In this regard I
remember one incidence that took place at a time when I started writing
the dissertation. One day I met some l\/lolsom youth at Agartala who
had came to the Tribal Welfare Department for some ofﬁcial works. In
course of discussion they informed me that Khoser would be worshiped
the next week (in July 1985). I decided to witness the ceremony. And
accordingly I started for I,<alabon Molsom Bari ofUdaipur. Unfortunately
I could not reach the village a day before the day of worship. It was the
worship-day andit was known to me that during the day of Khusher
worship no outsider, not even the villager who may have gone out for
some business, is allowed to enter the village, because that is taken as a

serious offense.'Seating on a stone under a tree just outside the village I
was waiting and thinking what to do. Some children of the village saw
me and reported to other_village people. After a few minutes, some young

men of the village came to me but stood inside the village boundary.
Seeing them I stood up, narrowed the gap and apologised that I failed
to come in time. They requested me to wait there and went back to the
village. After about half an hour they came back and informed me that

they had discussion with the village priest and elderly persons who specially
considered the case and allowed me to enter the village on condition that
I pay a ﬁne of twenty-ﬁve bottles of rakza and ﬁve hens. I entered the
village and conveyed my sincere thanks to the village priest and others.
Just before making payment for the ﬁnes imposed to me, there was another

round of discussion between the youths and aged persons. The youths
were arguing that since I was to record their culture I should not be
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tnatle to pay such a “heavy fine“. At last, it was decided that only an
amount of R550 would be taken from me for mkzu and hens. I paid the
same accordingly and observed the ceremony freely.
/\ lie? collecting information on their life and culture—their rites, rituals.
ceremonies. customs etc. I started conducting the household census. I
lrannetl a schedule which sought information on the household
composition. sex. clan. religion. occupation. level of education. land
holding. pattern of land use. type of marriage, age at marriage, place
ufhirth etc. Some ofthe questions sought information on more than one
generations. the present and past generations. After completing this I
tlecitletl to take up one more from the selected villages and followed the
similar sequence oftechniques to study it.
I eol lectetl qualitative data in the initial stage of my ﬁeldwork because I
thought that the village people would be less interested to respond to
the object ive type questions like how many children you have, how much
lantletl property you posses. in which class do your children read in etc,
which were a part of my census schedule. However, they given me all
sueh in formation after a period of twenty/twenty-two days when I was
liunil iar to them in a better friendly atmosphere.
ll"he nest village I went to was l\/Ianithang Bari ofthe same subdivision
which hatl thirty-eight households. My visit to l\/Ianithang Bari was followed
by visits to 'I‘hali Bari (thirty-three households) , Atharobhola Boro Bari
( forty households) . and Raia l\/lolsom Bari (thirty-two households) villages.
l spent about a month in each ofthese four villages. My experiences in
lslalahon l\/lolsom Bari made me familiar with the Molsoms and hence it
tlitl not lake much time for me to establish rapport with the people in
these villages. In fact the people of these villages were astonished
when I explained to them some of their culture traits. They wondered
how un outsider knew something about their culture. For instance, when

I asked a person what clan he belongs to-—whether Deorai, Mapu, Achep
or so on. they gave me strange looks. At the same time, however, they
were glad that I knew the name of their clans. Thus in the villages of
South Tripura I conducted studies in a friendly and favorable atmosphere.

Igathered same sort of experience during my ﬁeldwork in the villages
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of ‘.\Iorth Tripura (present Dhalai) district. In Kamalpur sub-division of
North Tripura district, in the second phase of my visit, at first I went to
Patabiri Molsom Bari. which was followed by visits to Dhanchera
Molsom Bari and Sib Bari. I had to finally drop the study ofthe Raipasa
l\/lolsom Bari the ﬁrst l\/lolsom village where I had been to. since
intercommunity riots took a heavy toll on the people there. Most of
them had abandoned their houses and settled elsewhere because they
were under constant threat of attacks from non-tribals. The government
was trying to ensure peace and encourage the people to return to their
houses. But during the time of my fieldwork this process was going on.

ltherefore could cover three of the selected villages especially for
quantitative data. I however. managed to collect some qualitative
information from the aged persons of that village.
I conducted the household census in eight villages and collected qualitative

information on different aspects oftheir lives from nine villages. Most of
my information in these eight villages matched with what I had collected in
Kalabon Molsom Bari. There was some variations on songs especially in
love songs. The content of these songs were different though the tunes
were the same. There are of course differences in some aspects of the
quantitative data which I collected from the eight villages.
I started writing the draft of my dissertation after the analysis ofthe

data. I made a few trips to these villages again in order to cross-check
some points or to clear some doubts.
The terrorist activities ofthe outlawed TNV (-Tripura National Volunteers)
had started in the month ofJune 1980. which is popularly known asjuner
drmga. Though at the outset, I was advised by the officials ofthe Tripura
police department not to visit the tribal village ofinterior areas because of
the risk involved. I, fortunately, did not face any problem from the TN)/s.
On the contrary, through middlemen, they given me the assurance that
their would be no problem from them if I resume ﬁeldwork since it was a

purely academic study and it had got nothing to do with politics. They
were pleased that their life and culture would be highlighted through my

study. The TNVs problem came to an end in the year I988, after the
Raj ib-Rankhol (Bij oy Rankhol : president TNV) Chukti (agreement). After
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I ‘I93 the situation deteriorated remarkably when another extremist group
nan 1 rely N LFT (National Liberation Front of Tripura) started terrorist
activities with much more vigour. Besides killing they started kidnapping
the civilians with an intention to earn money and spread terrorism. With a
similar intention they started to collect annual / monthly ‘taxes’ from the
employees and common people of some interior areas. Under the
circumstances, it become a major problem. especially for the people
net mging to tovmships. to visit interior nibal villages. It was therefore almost
in: possible for me to visit the villages selected for the present study.
i Itnvever. through an intimate interaction with the l\/Iolsoms, which was
ut tssihle because ofthe ﬁeldworks since 1984. a strong bond ofﬁiendsliip

=1; .d grown with the inmates ofthe sample l\/lolsom villages. The village
pet I|'}ll.f when visited my office or residence informed me about the condition
o lithe villages and their inmates. I also paid trips. although occasionally, to
some ofmy sample villages as and when I got an opportunity. But since the
last part of I 997 the conditions deteriorated to such an extent that even
my friends in l\/lolsom villages were not confident in welcoming me to their
villages. No Molsom was supporting the activities ofthe NLFT yet people
ofthe sample villages requested me not to visit their villages because of
the tleteriorating inter-ethnic relations. With deep sense ofregret they said
that the N I I“ extremists were constantly threatening those who had been
in touch with the non-tribals.
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Chapter - 2
The Lantl and the People of Tripura
In this chapter I have discussed about the state of Tripura, especially
some ofthe historical, geographical, demographic features which would
help “locate” my problem ofresearch in a context. Besides discussing the
people of _Tripurain general I have speciﬁcally focused on drawing out the
history of the Molsoms and the story of their emergence as a distinct

community. with its own history, society and culture.
The tiny and hilly state of Tripura is situated in the l\Iorth Eastem region of
the country. About sixty percent ofthe total area ofthe state is covered with
hills and jungles and the rest is plain-land. Opinions differ regarding the
origin ofthe name Tripura. Ofthe views, the view of Sri Kailash Chandra
Singha ( I985 ed :8 ) appears to be quite probable and signiﬁcant. The
name Tripura has been coined, opined Singha, from the Tripuri words —
mi and pm. In Kokborak, the dialect ofthe Tripuris, mi means water and
pm means meeting point. In this regard it is believed thatoriginally the land
was known as rnrprrz meaning a land where a number ofwater sources are
present. It is a fact that”, writes l\/Ienon (I975: 1) “in the days ofyore the
boundaries ofTripura extended up to the Bay ofBengal when might be that

_.-_i-_—-‘\.I\|-I_l'.|_—l-

I

I

the name appropriately derived its origin from its neamess to water. This
Tripura has subsequently been corrupted into Tipra and from it to
Tripura. It is relevant to note that even today the hill people pronounce the

J‘

word as tipra and not Tripura. To the hill people, the water. which is the

most essential thing for life to survive, is a scarce material due to the high
altitude oftheir habitat. Naturally, for inhabitation the hill people prefers a
hilly place where water is near and abundant. This is why amongst other
favorable conditions the availability of water in the locality might have
been specially considered and highlighted in the case ofsettlement in
Tripura and subsequently this advantage ofthe land might have lent the area
its name.
The present state of Tripura, as its history tells, was a princely state.

' ~'

"ii
I‘

A state ofgreat antiquity, Tripura claims to be the most ancient ofall the
1

I
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princely states of India. Its recorded history is supposed to go back to
the days of the Mahabharata. It has been claimed in Rajmala that the
reference to the Frontier Kingdom in the Mahabharata, the Puranas
and the Ashoke Pillars are reference to the state ofTripura. The state
has been ruled by the Maharaj as for an unbroken period of thirteen
hundred years before it acceded to the Indian Union on 15*“ October
I‘)--I‘) .and subsequently became a part ‘C’ state under the Indian
constitution. Tripurawas. in fact, a union territory till I972, and was
granted statehood on 21*“ January I972 .The cultural activities of a

eonnnunity are hugely guided by its economic setup and the latter
depends mostly on the physical environment of the land. Hence. in

order to untlcrsuuid the social and cultural life ofa community, its surrounding
environrnent has to taken into consideration. The state of Tripura is not
very old wrote a scholar( Gan Chaudhuri I983: I. 2) regarding the land
and environment of Tripura. In the late tertiary age thatis about four
eo|'esol' years ago. he mentioned. the patch of land,known as Tripura.
rose lrotn asea hottom. At present it is largely mountainous with hills
and plains situated almost alternately and rivulets. brook, streams, etc.
cutting across its length and breadth. There are seven long ranges ofhills
namely .Ian1pni. Sakhangtang. Longthorai, Atharomura, Baramura.
l)evta1nura and Sardeng. Gomati, Mann. Haora. Longai, Juri, Deo.
I )ha|ai, Khowai. Muhuri and Feni are the principal rivers, all ofwhich
llow intothellay olillengal through Bangladesh. These rivers are neither
hroad nor deep for navigation. Temperature is moderate and about l0
tleg|'tPe centigradc in December-.lanuary. The territory receives a heavy
rainfall. Summer spreading over March to May, the rains lasting from
late May to September. Autumn bring October and November.

Winter covering December to January and Spring breezing through
l"ehrt|ary are the main season found in the state.

"

At present the state covers an area of 10,486 squire kilometers. The
records. however. show that earlier the area of the state was quite large
and it was 74,000 square miles that is l,l9,066 square kilometers. At
that time the boundary of this state extended to many other adjacent

areas. namely the present Lushai Hills, the South-West
ofManipur,
the central and southern part of Cacher, the southem part of Sylhet, the

I
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~.onthcrn part of Maimansing. the eastern part of Dhacca. Chakla
ltosltanalxttl ofComilla. the whole of Noakhali and Chittagang district
ol‘ present Bangladesh (0 Singha I985 :9). At present. three sides ofthe
state are surrounded by Bangladesh covering a total intemational boarder
t Ill H+ I ii kilotneters and only by its no1th- eastern part the state is connectedvt I I I I the rest ofthe country through a part ofthe Cacher district ofAssam.
and the state oliMizoram.
t oadly. there are two groups of people, namely the tribals and nonrihals w;1o constitute the population ofthe state. The tribal communities

ofthe st: rte have been classiﬁed, as per order ofthe President ofIndia in
ust», into nineteen scheduled tribes. Among these tribals the Tripuris.

the l(L‘ttl'|}.',?s‘.IIIL‘l\lt)ttll£lS.Il1€hI£1lE1l11S,'[l1€.l8111Eill8.S,ll1€ Lushais, the Kukis,
the t 'lta'nta|s. the Uchois and the Mogs have been residing in the state

since long past. They together form the autochthonous group. The other
tribes namely ( taro. Munda. Oraon, Santal. Bhil. Bhutia, Lepcha, and Khasi
lntve came later. The tribes like Bhutia and Lepcha came from Bhutan,
Sil-tint and North Bengal; (taro and Khasi from Meghalaya; and the
lt;tiI. ()raon. Santal and Munda from Orissa. Bihar. Madhyapradesh and
West Bengal. The later four groups actually came only whentea plantation
started on a commercial scale inthe state in I916-17 to work asplantation
labour.
S
Among the autochthonous groups. the Tripuri. Noatia and Jamatia may

he c lassi lied under a common group because a great degree ofsimilarities
are found in their life andculture. In fact the Noatia and Jamatia, as

mentioned in the Tripura District Gazetteers ( 1975:1118-155 ).
origitnated from the Tripuris. On the other hand the tribes like Chaimal,

l\'n ti. I.nshai and Halam may be brought underacommon group due to
tlte'rhaving a number ofsimilarities in culture. The Chaimal,Halam and

lsulo. as stated in the above Gazetteer, follow the same culture. In
lac the (‘haimal and Halam are a branch ofthe Kukis. Those of the
l\' as is who had submitted to the Maharaj as of Tripura came to be known
as ': lalatns. The Lushais also racially belong to the Kuki stock ( Ibid:
|'\IiI-I58 ).

I he Iteang and Uchois believe that they have originated fromacommon
ancestor". Basing on this belief they address each other as takhuk
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wliich means brother. Besides. the life and culture of these two tribes

are also. more or less. similar ( Deb Barman 1986: 8 ). So the Reang
and Uchoi may also be classiﬁed under a single group.
The non tribal communities of_the state are mainly the Bengali Hindus as
well as and Muslim. and the Monipuris —— both Bisnupriyas and Methais.
The majority of the tribal people have been residing in the _ hill areas

whereas most of the non-tribals have settled down on the plains.
The Molsoms in Tripura
The name Molsom has been commonly recorded in government
documents and census reports as Murchum or Mursum which is, in fact.
a corrupted form ofthe original name. During the ﬁeldwork for the present
study. it has been found that the members of this community refer to

themselves as Molsom. In fact some of the educated members were
upset to ﬁnd that the name has been corrupted in government records.
Hence in this study I decided to retain their original name in order to
honour their sentiment. In the census reports, except the 1931 census,

the Molsoms were treated as one of the sub-tribes ofthe Halams and
there was no exhaustive study on its sub-tribes. Therefore we do not

ﬁnd any infonnation exclusively on the Molsoms lrom the census reports.
The Molsoms form a small minority of the tribal population in the state.

In I931 the total population ofthe Molsom tribe in the state was recorded
to be 3499 of which 1817 were male and 1682 female. They were at
that time concentrated in Udaipur, Amarpur, Sadar and I_(howai Subdivisions (Census 1931 ). Another idea ofthe Molsom population can
be obtained from the language census of I961 which recorded Mursum
and Mulsum as two separate language groups. The census shows that
there were 4486 (2356 male and 2130 female ) people who spoke
Mursum and 289 ( 153 male and 136 female ) who spoke Mulsom (
Menon 1975 : 408). This may ofcourse be an understatement because
it is likely that several Molsoms might not have recorded their language
as Mursum or Mulsom. A comparative study of the 1931 census and

the language census of 1961 shows thatthere was an increase of only
1276 people in the community during the period from 1931 to 1961,
ifwe consider Mulsom and Mursom as one tribe. But there might have
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bet-II htrther increase in their population which had not been recorded.
Si I Ice no datum is available after I961 only an approximate estimation
til the population ofthis community can be made. We have therefore tried
to Iual~;e this estimate based on the population ofthe villages which are
| net It lIIIll'li.lI1tl_‘y' inhabited by the Molsoms.

Table-1
Distribution of the Molsom population in the state
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Sub-divisions having concentration of Molsom population :
The Molsoms are. at present, mainly concentrated in the Udaipur and
/\Inarpur Sub-divisions of the South Tripura district where there are

about 32 Molsom villages. Besides. some of them have been residing
in Kamalpur and Sadar Sub-divisions ofDhalai and West Tripura districts
respectively, where about eight Molsom villages could be identiﬁed. So,
roughly there are forty villages which are predominantly inhabited by the
Molsoms. In trying to estimate the Molsom population the total number
ot theirhouseholds in these villages have been taken into consideration.
these data were available at the Block ofﬁces. The total number of
Iiouseholds have been multiplied by the average household-size of the
kainple villages covered by the present study. The average householdst /e is six and the total number ofhouseholds in forty villages is 1238.

I I It-re I 3. Ire the total Molsom population can be approximately estimated to
he '/-I28 (I998).
i
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Nine villages were selected for ﬁeld study, of which ﬁve namely,
l~;n|nhon Molsom Bari, ThaliBari, Raia Molsom Bari, Monithang Bari
tlllti Atltarobhola Boro Bari are situated in Udaipur Sub-division and four

nninely Raipasa Molsom Bari, Patabiri Molsom Bari, Dhanchera Molsom
llnri lllltl Shib Bari are in Kamalpur Sub-division. Villages were selected
on the basis of their geographical location, population size etc. Ofthe
nine vi I luges, ﬁve are located in the interior hill areas and four are closer to

fit une townships. Attention has also given to the population size so that
ll would not be too small or toolarge. Another consideration which
nlso hu_d to be made, was the accessibility ofthe villages selected
lor the study. The terrorist activities of the outlawed T.N.V extremists
hud ntzule it dillicult to carry out ﬁeld study in the interior villages and
therelore only such villages were selected which had proximity to the
tnnin roads.
t_)nnntitulive dntzt were collected with the help of a schedule and

quulilntive informzuion were collected from some selected infonnants
through prolonged interviews. Some case histories, genealogies etc. were
ttlso recorded. To get an insight into their rites and rituals I took part in

tnnny ol' their social functions, ceremonies such as marriage, puberty
lnitintion which took place during my stay in the ﬁeld.
The origin ofthe Molsoms

l'nneity ol' the written documents on the background ofthe Molsoms
iiiitkes it ditlicult to trace their origin. There is no recorded evidence to
show where the Molsoms came from, how they came and when they
sell led in Tripura. All we know is that the Molsoms settled in Udaipur
und Auutrpur Sub-divisions of South Tripura several generations ago.
Ht une o|' l hei r_ linftilies migrated to the Kamalpur Sub-division ofNorth

l|i|inrn(|in.-setit I)h:tlai)district about ﬁfty years ago.
l'erliu|1s one ol' the reasons why no one has studied this community
.'lt‘|!lll'lllL!l y is the general beliefthat it is a sub-group ofthe Halam. There

tll e sent ll re licrences to the Halams in the few discussions and studies that
ho ve been made on the Tripura tribes. The Molsoms are rarely referred

to Ill tliese sl udies~.This is so because offor ganted that the views that they
lll e tl snh-group of the Halams. It is taken culture of the Molsoms
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must be similar to that of the Halams and hence no separate study is
required. Our ﬁndings show, on the contrary, that the little information

that we have on the social life ofthe Halam is, in many cases , at variance
with that of the Molsoms. We have not studied the Halam and therefore
any comparative picture of these two groups can not be produced here.
However, an attempt has been made to present a comparison between
the different aspects ofthe social and cultural life of the Molsoms and

those of the Halams wherever data were available on the latter.
There are two things that one has to consider while trying to ﬁt the
Molsoms into the Halam group. Firstly, whether there are adequate

empirical bases by which one can equate the Molsoms with the Halams
or is it based on common knowledge or popular belief. One has to. raise
this question because there is no clear knowledge even in the administrative
records regarding what the sub-groups within the l—Ialams are. Different

government records, as stated earlier, give different pictures. The
Molsoms are always included in all the records, yet doubt can be raised
on this point because ofthe manner in which the sub-groups have been
traced and grouped. Had these been ﬁxed on the basis ofcertain criteria
or had the Halam themselves been certain about the ntunber oftheir subgroups this confusion in the number of sub-groups would not have taken

place.
The second point is how the Molsoms view the fact that they are a part ot
the Halams. Our ﬁndings show that a large number ofMolsoms believe that
they are an independent group with a separate language. It is found that
a large number ofMolsoms are unable to speak or even understand the
language of the Halams. Similarly, they claim, the Halams too do not
understand their language.
Another point worth mentioning here is that the earlier records show that
the Halams were apart ofthe Kuki tribe which was in constant conﬂict

‘I-

with the ruling Tripuri tribe. The group which is known as Halams, as

mentioned earlier, had broken away from the Kuki and accepted the
sovereignty ofthe ruling family ofTripura. Even though the Halams broke

\

away from their parent stock and became loyal to the royal family of

the Tripura with which the Kukis were at enmity, there is nothing on record
to show that the Halams did ever ﬁght against their parent stock, the
36
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ls l tlt i s. llut there are several folk tales among the Molsoms which narrate

their eon ll icts with the Kukis. These tales also try to establish the fact that
the :'\~lolsoms were different from the Kukis. These points needed be
tlettll in greater details and perhaps when we have more ethnographic
‘il ndies on the tribes ofTripura it will be possible to come to a conclusion.
I he seope o f the present study is limited to the Molsoms and it is not
pt ntsilile here to provide any deﬁnite answer to the points raised.

I lowever. coming back to the question ofthe origin of the Molsoms, a
loll; tale is stated below which is very popular in this community. It
tleatls wit 1 how they came to the state.

r\t'L‘ul‘tllI'.t1 to the folk tale, the Molsoms originally used to reside at
Ht tl| ‘tlllllll tg which was adjacent to the present Lushai hills. The particular
village xv tere they were residing consisted often hillocks from which the

not t te Molsom was coined. In Molsom mol means hillock and som means
ten. l\/lolsom thus means the inhabitants of ten hillocks.
Alter t..'t nning lrotn under the earth. their folk tale tells, the Molsom had
l‘lL‘L‘ll originally residing in the village named Arshiemkhosak which was
situated at llolpuitang. ln this connection it may be mentioned here that
the Mt ll!~il nn helieve that all human beings were once under the earth. The
men tit/\rsliie|nl<ltosak was so large that ifany one traveled all over the

vi I Inge with a wet wrapper made ofraw cotton which is locally known as
;ionpm' then the wrapper would dry up by the time the walk was complete.
In that village all the Molsotns were under the control ofthe community
eltiel‘ niuncd Kamchiltao. Along with other activities, the Kamchikao

lttttl to eollect subscriptions for the annual Sangrak worship. Besides, he
hnd to arrange for daily worship of Sangrak.
t lnee the lslamchikao was so busy in collecting subscription that
It u" .-tevernl ‘days he had forgotten to arrange hens for the daily Sangrak

wt ll'Hll ip. I he Sangrak became angry since no hen was offered to him on
nll those days and in anger he left the village and went to the nearby hill.
l ly that time an evil spirit named Rurangnu entered the village and started
I-. t I I ing one person of the village every day. The villagers were unaware of
this in the beginning. Due to the density ofthe population in the village,

the loss ol'one person every day was L1I11‘10'[lC€Cl by them. They became
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seared when one day the daughter of the Kamchikao was missing.
Kamchikao ordered all the villagers to apprehend the person or thing
responsible for the missing ofhis daughter. Every youth ofthe village then

started searching day and night for the abductor. In the mean time Sangrak
came to know, by the exercise of his supematural power, all about the
Ruregnu. He then got converted to a snake and entered into the village to
punish the Ruregnu. But as soon as Sangrak entered the village in the
form ofa snake, the watch party killed it by cutting its head. The Sangrak
however could save himself due to his supernatural power. The watch
party then distributed the ﬂesh of that snake among the villagers. An old
widow got its head as her share which she kept above the hearth to dry
it up for future consumption.
Next day early in the morning the snake-head cried out like a hen and
then in clear human voice told the widow to flee elsewhere because an
earthquake would destroy the village. The widow conveyed the forecast
to all the villagers. A

T

All people ofthe Arshiemkhosak, accordingly, ﬂed the village that morning
with their belongings. They had to cross a river on their way to another
hillock. The river was too deep and its water too cold to cross. They made
a rope-bridge with ﬁber ofa local tree known as ronsoi and started crossing
the river. The Kamchikao was supervising the safe movement ofthe villagers
across the rope-bridge.
After all the villagers had crossed, the Kamchikao started crossing the
bridge and as soon as he stepped on to the bridge, it broke down. He
cried out for help. The widow then declared that it was because ofthe
sin committed by the Kamchikao to Sangrak that he failed to cross the
river. She advised him to worship sangrak by sacriﬁcing a hen, which
has lost no feather from its tail part and having long nails. The rnolsorns
call such a hen archangphir, which means a mature hen. The widow
then told the Kamchikao that only after worshipping the Sangrak he
would be able to cross the river. After that the widow and other villagers
left the place. They then reached ahill named Rhili Champhai where
they settled down for some period.

A

as

ll re settlement area ofRhili Champhai ofthe Molsoms was also scattered
n\-'L‘t' ten smaller hillocks and as per their saying, it was situated near present
I\='Ii'/.ot':.lt11. The area ofthe Rhili Champhai, as their folk tale tells, was
er msistcd o fa large quantity of plain areas on the hill tops. From Rhili
t ‘I isunphai they shifted to Rangdil ofpresent Mizoram and then came to
the I )umhur area of Amarpur sub-division of Tripura while searching
tor hetter_ihum land. From Dumbur they got scattered to different parts
ol'/\marpur and Udaipur sub-divisions.

It is interesting here to note that the hearsay relating to the migration of
the I longchcr which is one ofthe sub- groups ofthe Halams especially the
nnine ofthe original place ofsettlement, root ofmigration etc. are similar
to those part o I‘ the folk tale ofthe Molsom narrated above. As per the
I It IIIgel rer ‘s hearsay. they were also inhabiting in Rilhi Champhai area of
present M ixorarn. Relhi. which is a big lake, lies to the east of l\/lizoram

just within Burma and Champhai is one ofthe towns ofMizorarn lying on
the eastern side bordering Burma. Champhai has a good paddy land and
is known as the granary oflvlizoram. Reh lake also has good surrounding
paddy lields it Sailo I992 :4).
l"|'o|n the R ehli (‘hamphai the Bongchers, as per the hearsay, moved to
lhe_North West side of Mizoram The village they could trace was the

Iltttttptti which is situated in the Lunglei district of Mizorarn. During their
in igratory movement . according to the hearsay,at one place they crossed
one deep river with bamboo rafts stringed together with jungle creepers.
While some of them had crossed over the river, the jungle creepers got

hrolten and the bamboo ralts capsiicecl. Due to that mishap, some were left
hehind on the other side ofthe river and those who could cross the river
pn ieeetled liirther and settled on a nearby hill for some period (bid : 5).
So liir ns this record goes. the Molsoms and Bongchers are sub groups
ol the I lalnms. The Molsoms have, on the other hand, some folk tales
wl tieh indicate to their relationship ofenmity and rivalry with the Halams.‘

lhe lit ingcher too, as per their hearsay, had a hostile relationship with the
I Inn us. ' l he Kukis themselves call them Hmar. According to a story narrated
Ivy them, when they were staying at Parsonship village under the control of
their ehief Kawrpuia, a war occurred with the Hmar or Kukis where the
I longehers were badly defeated and their chief was killed (lbid : 5).
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Chapter - 3
Settlement Pattern and House Type
The settlement pattern and house type ofa community may depend on the

ecological set-up, the availability ofthe necessary materials, the economic
condition ofthe members and their necessities, and the available technology.
Taken together, the settlement pattern and house types are the important
components ofthe material culture and taste ofthe community. Such material
culture and taste are created over generations and thus constitute a part of
the community tradition. These aspects ofmaterial culture are never static;
they change in tune with the changing ecological, economic and social setup.
A Molsom village is generally set up on a hillock the top ofwhich is more
or less ﬂat. Besides, a number of things are taken into consideration
when a settlement area is chosen. The area, for instance, should be
large enough to accommodate every households of a group; it should not
be too densely forested and to be cleared up easily; water sources should
be available nearby; it should not be far fromjhum lands and so on. In
the village the houses are generally constructed in two rows having a
vacant space in the middle which is used as a path way. A traditional
Molsom house is known as chungin . It is almost the same as that of
other tribal communities ofthe state which is commonly known as tang .
The chungin is generally constructed at ﬁve to eight feet height from
the ground with wooden or bamboo pillars. The ﬂoor and walls are made
ofbamboo splits and the roof is thatched. There are two entrances to a
chungin the front door and the back door, but no window is there. In front
ofeach door there is a balcony which is also made ofbamboo splits. The
front balcony is used as a place for gossiping, weaving etc. and the back

balcony is used to dry food grains. Sometime a bamboo made platform,
locally known as inchoor, is constructed adjacent to the back balcony to
dry food grains. In past a group consisting of four to six houses were

connected with each other by bridges constructed between the back
balconies ofthose houses. The inside of the house has only one room
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xvhieh is of multipurpose use-—usedas bedroom, kitchen, store. drawing
room etc. A mud platform is made at a corner, preferably near the back
tloorofthe ﬂoor of the house, whereahearth is made. The space under
the lloor of the house is protected with bamboos and bushes and is used
as pi gsty. The Houses, especially of the traditional_/'/mmia villages, are
te|npo'rary in nature and made for two / three years use.

At present there is a trend among the Molsoms to construct houses of
permanent type. constructed with wooden pillars or mud-walls and built

on the ground level. Windows are nowadays found in these houses and
tlt tors number. in some cases, more than two. The houses have generally
tnore then one rooms and in most cases a separate house is made for
It itehen. In some cases more then one bed rooms are made and. in few

eases, more then one houses are constructed for a single household.
I he community feeling very much come into play in the settlement pattern
o|'the Molsoms. Usually they do not allow other tribes an entry into their
own settlement area nor they settle down in the settlement area of other
non-Molsom tribes. The Molsom mind-set that they prefer to live in relative
seclusion from other communities and that they want to live all by themselves
is nicely rellected in their settlement pattem.
I can cite one more illustration in support ofthe above point. In Tripura
one ofthe important tribal development schemes is to build up tribal

settlements in a compact area. which is oflicially known as Colony Scheme.
In the ( iolony Scheme ofthe Tribal Welfare Department, a group oftribal
lat t tilics rue given settlement in a compact area. Each ofthe family is provided
ten lslanis oftilla land, Rs.25,000 in cash for implementing various scheme-

t'uttt|‘it1t1tIlttS and the settlement is provided with some infra structural facilities
I ilt e I ink-roads, drinking water sources like Mark-II tube well, water
reservoirs. Cuchcha well ; Community hall, dwelling house etc.
( ‘I n tsidcri ng the preference ofthe beneﬁciary and depending on the nature
ofprovided land, agriculture, horticulture, animal husbandry or ﬁshery based
sehemcs or a combination ofthese schemes is provided for the economic
rel rabi I itation ofthe colony-settlers. Due to paucity ofcultivable plain land,
the scheme is, now-a-days, limited to Tilla land. In the year 1978-79 one
such colony was established in East Khupilong gaon sava area ofUdaipur
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Sub-division ofSouth Tripura District. A total ofﬁfty families were selected
ofwhich twenty two families were Molsoms and the rest twenty-eight
families were Jamatias.
Despite repeated persuasion of the ofﬁcials of the Tribal Welfare
Department, the l\/lolsom beneﬁciaries were not constructing their dwellings

in the new settlement area which was situated about three kilometers away
ﬁom their original residential areas. Fortunately, all those Molsoms were
from Manithang Bari, one ofmy sample villages. One day when I visited
Manithang Bari. my Molsom friends informed me that as many as twentytwo families oftheir village were selected for the colony scheme. But they
were not willing shift to the demarcated settlement areas ofthe colony
since they will have to live alongside twenty-eight Jamatia families. They

were apprehending that while living with the Jamatias they will not able to
share the common settlement places since they had some signiﬁcant cultural
deference. While rejecting the idea ofa mixed settlement the Molsoms put
forward an alternative proposal. They said that ifthey be allowed to reside
in their present village and be allowed to use the tilla lands provided to
them for cultivation or for horticulture-based schemes. They also informed
that the village l\/lanithang Bari was on khas land. To know the opinion of
the Jamatia beneﬁciaries I had a discussion with some of the Jamatia
beneﬁciaries namely Sri Kashipada Jamatia, Jaleprasad Jamatia, Shibalal
Jamatia, Kharan Hari Jamatia and some others regarding the sharing of
common settlement area with the selected Molsom beneﬁciaries under
the scheme. The Jamatias replied that they had no problem to share the
common settlement areas. I conveyed the opinion of the Jamatia
beneﬁciaries to the Molsoms. But the Molsoms fmrrly stuck to their decision
and requested me to convince the government authority to allow them to
use the present homestead areas for their settlement purposes so that they
could avail the beneﬁt ofthe scheme for which they had been selected.
I, as an employee of the Tribal Welfare Department, took up the matter
with Sri Ranjit Kumar Deb Burma, the District Tribal Welfare Ofﬁcer,
South Tripura District and Sri K.V.Satyanarayan, the District Magistrate
and Collector, South Tripura District. Both ofthem given me assurance
that they would examine the government policy and guidelines and would
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try to lind a solution within the ofﬁcial norms. As per the government policy.
the sub~divisional officers were only the implementing authority so far the
eolony scheme was concerned. The District Magistrate and Collector
instructed the District Tribal Welfare Ofﬁcer, South Tripura District and
the Sub-divisional Officer, Udaipur. to resolve the problems of selected
Molsom beneﬁciaries ofthe East Khupilong /'hum1'a settlement colony.
I Iollt ofthem took initiatives to consider the preferences ofthe Molsom

hene liciaries. From the documents ofthe settlement office it was conﬁrmed
that the settlement area ofall the 38 households ofManithang Bari village
was actually k/ms land. A meeting was held between the members of
Village council. lirmily heads and aged inmates and the District Tribal Welfare
t lllieer. South Tripura District, and myselfwhere an unanimous decision
was taken that all the families would sunender their homestead possessions
to the Tribal Welfare department and the latter then would arrange for
redistribution of the land equally among the households without any
discrimination. The remaining sixteen families who were not covered by
the colony scheme would get beneﬁt of other developmental scheme.

Besides. the members ofthose sixteen families were to be engaged as
labours in the works related to the development ofinfrastructural facilities

for the village along with the colony-beneﬁciaries. The members ofthose
sixteen liuni l ies would use the infrastructural facilities created for the inmates
ofcolony-scheme. After this the government accepted the demand ofthe

Molsom beneﬁciaries of the East Khupilong Settlement Colony and
implemented the colony scheme. The part ofthe colony with l\/lolsom
lrouseholds was named l\/lolsom Para and the part with Jamatia households
as Jamatia Para.

The Molsoms were very sincere in implementing the provisions ofthe
er rltmy scheme and as a result this scheme was one ofthe few successful
eolony schemes in the state. I was keeping constant contact with the
inmates ofthe Molsompara ofthe East Khupilong settlement colony so
long as I was in Udaipur. I was in Udaipur from 1988 to the middle part of

I 094. During that period I used to visit the Molsom villages ofUdaipur
S ub-division as and when I got an opportunity and my Molsom friends
also were visiting me in my quarters as and when they came to Udaipur
town. Their love and respect made me more dutiful to them. Itried to bring
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changes in some oftheir bad practices like dependence on the quack and
Awchais for treatment and to some other traditional practices. In
Molsompara (Manithang Bari) a quak used to render medical facilities.

He, in fact. was a cheat. He used to give some pain killing medicine,
paracitamol, vitamin tablets or syrup to all most all types of patients. I
found him injecting distill water in the name ofmedicine. I disclosed the
matter to my Molsom friends and convinced them about the bad effect of
getting treatment from such quack and advised them to avail medical
facilities from the nearest Govemment health centers or Hospital. I also
arrangedifor frequent visit ofthe medical unit ofthe Primitive Group to the

Molsom colony area so that they could develop a regular habit ofaccepting
treatment from the registered medical practitioners. To my delight I observed
that the average Molsoms gradually stopped depending on the quack. But
their faith in Awchai remained as it was.
t
Table - 2
Distribution of the Molsom houses according to types
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These sorts ofchanges in the type ofthe houses have resulted mainly from

the adoption of permanent type ofsettled cultivation. In normal shifting
economy the jhumias leave a homestead area after one or two years of
inhabitation. because after a coupleofyears they have to shift theirjhurning
operation to a different hillock and are obliged to stay in adjacent area.

Their mode ofcultivation necessitate a temporary nature of settlement.
Hence the house that the jhumias construct are also of temporary

nature. But in settled cultivation ceaseless use ofthe same plot of land
requires stay of cultivators on a settled area year after year.
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Food Habit
The Molsoms are omnivorous so far as their food habit is concerned.
Rice is their staple food. Two varieties of local rice namely bait and sctza
are commonly used. The former is used in common dish and the latter is
taken occasionally. Vegetables, meat, ﬁsh, dry ﬁsh etc. are common among
their food stuff. A commonMolsom mealconsists of boiled rice, a
preparation of dry ﬁsh, especially putty ﬁsh, chilli and some vegetables

locally known as annok, a vegetable curry or ﬁsh curry or a curry
preaaration ofeither pork or chicken or other birds or reptiles. Mainly
two methods namely boiling, locally known as but and roasting, locally

known as kong are used in preparing food. Food stuffs are boiled
trar‘.itionally_. in bamboo pot , locally known as Bul which nowadays is
replaced, in most cases,by earthen pots or metallic cooking pails. For

boi.ing in bamboo pot, rice and water are poured and the open end ofthe
pot is covered tightly with grass or banana leaves. The pot is then heated
on lire. A special variety ofbamboo, locally known as rumaora is used
to make bul. While boiling in bamboo pot water is not strained off
from boiled rice. A bamboo pot can be used only once as its outer
surface gets bﬁmt after the cooking. Traditionally meat, ﬁsh, dry ﬁsh etc.
are cooked by singeing which nowadays is limited to the case ofpreparing
an item ofdry ﬁsh only.

Traditionally no oil is used in cooking as the process of frying or
roasting were absent in food preparation. Chili, tumreric and ginger are
the common spices ofwhich the use ofchili is dominant. Curry, Annok
and other food preparations tests pungent due to excessive use ofchili.
Locally made alkaline water known as Chaltui is used to cook hard roots,
herbs, etc. Such alkaline water is made from the ashes of dry bark of

banana or bamboo plant. Keeping ashes in a funnel made of bamboo
splits water is poured slowly at the open end. The alkaline water which is
locally known as chalphu is a solution ofparticles ofashes, is collected in
a container placed below the conical end of the funnel. Same kind of
alkaline water is used also by the other tribal communities ofthe state and
is well known as kharpani. Such alkaline water makes the hard roots

and herbs soft and smooth.
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Arrnok is also popular among the other tribal communities ofthe state and
is commonly known as godak . The preparation of annok or godak is
more or less the same with a little variation in the vegetables components.
For preparation ofAnnok at ﬁrst some dry ﬁsh is taken and some vegetables
such as buds of bamboo plants, locally known as Toi , wild potato, arum
root, beans, etc. are cut into pieces which are then put into bamboo pot
along with green chilies and dry ﬁshes and well mixed by pulping with a
small bamboo or wooden stick. The bamboo pot is then heated on ﬁre
and after that the boiled mixture is taken out and kept on a piece ofbanana
leaf for use. Sometime ﬁshes or meat are also used in preparation of
Annok. Excess pork or other meats are cut into pieces, strung side by
side with bamboo split and kept over the hearth to be dried up and thus
preserved for future constunption.
It is observed that the traditional system of food preparation among
the tribal communities ofTripura has got some scientiﬁc basis which has
made the system itself adoptive to the local situation. Mention may be
made of the boiling system. On the hills the boiling point of water
decreases due to low atmospheric pressure. As a result cooking take more
time as excess of heat is required for the food stuffs to be boiled. In

this case cooking in air tight bamboo pot minimizes the time ofcooking
because the water in air tight bamboo pot boils on normal boiling point as
the water vapour increase the pressure in the air .tight bamboo pot.
Besides cooking in air tight bamboo pot is hygienic. Pigs usually bear the
spores/gemis ofhook worm which affect human I ody ifpork is taken without
proper boiling. But the spores/genns die if the pork is boiled at a high
temperature. The spores / germs die in the case of singeing also. In this
regard it may be mentioned that the pork is a very favourite food item
among the tribals of Tripura. Moreover, the food value, in case ofrice
especially, remains intact ifit is boiled in such a pot from which no water is
strained off.
'
Traditionally, the Molsoms do not know the use of milk. Milk, in fact, is
nauseating to many of them. In this regard the other tribal communities of
the state are their counterparts. Drinking of local alcoholic beverage
namely zukola and the local liquor namely rakzu is most popular
among them. Zukola is prepared, broadly, in two phases. Chall- , the
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fermenting cake, is prepared in the ﬁrst phase. Rice dust of about I 00
grams. sugarcane leaf one piece, cholkung , a local herb, two or three
leaves. one ripen banana, three or four pieces of green chili,
Banchikolnum, a local herb, three or four leaves and about half a kilogram
of boiled rice are mixed and grinded by the pestle and mortar. Water is

added to the mixture dust converting these into paste from which cakes
are prepared. Some hay are scattered on a banana leafon which cakes
are kept covering them with some more hay. These are then kept in a
cool place for about three or four days and then dried in the sun light.
These dry cakes are known as Chall which are preserved in bamboo made
basketknown as Chall- rebom . The number and variety of leaf, root.
hark etc. used in Chall preparation very from place to place, pierson to
person. but the rice dust, boiled rice and Chalkung are used commonly
as basic ingredients. The taste and ﬂavor of the Zukola differ in
accordance with the variety ofother components.
In the second phase, about one kilogram of boiled rice is spread on a

bamboo mat and a Chall is mixed. The mixture is then pulped by hand
and put in an earthen vessel. Water is ﬁlled in the vessel and its mouth is
covered with a banana leaf. The vessel is then kept untouched in a
cool place for ﬁve to six days for fermentation. Fermented beverage
or Zukola is drunk through bamboo-straw locally known as chumki .
The local liquor namely rakzu is prepared, as stated earlier. from
distillation of local beverage. Distillation is done in the local distiller known
as batizone consists ofthree parts namely a boiler known as be! which is
made ofclay, cooler tube made ofclay locally known as somrrang is used
for cooling the liquor vapour. The liquor vapour is passed through a
bamboo pipe locally known as batizone . Another stronger liquor
locally known as rakzual is prepared by distillation ofrakzu.
Liquor and alcoholic beverages are prepared by the females. Some
restrictions are observed by the women while preparing liquor or
beverage. They take bath and wear clean dresses. Besides, the women
who are in menstrual cycle are not allowed to take part in the preparation;
they are even not allowed to touch the materials or the persons engaged
in the preparation. There are some women, more or less, in every Molsom
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village, who are well known for their expertise in liquor p_reparation.
Sometime simply by tasting liquor one can identify its manufacturer. These
women use some special bark, roots etc. which bring about the variation

in taste or ﬂavour. They generally do not disclose such special components
to others. There are some women whom the Molsoms believe to be gifted

ones and it is thought that liquor prepared by them is bound to be better
in quality and more in quantity. Tobacco smoking is another common

habit among them. This habit also is analogous to the habits of other
communities of the state. An indigenous implement made of bamboo
and locally known as dabo is used for smoking.
Some formalities are observed while drinking or smoking is done in formal
gathering or in groups. Persons having higher social status get ﬁrst
preference to smoke or drink. In a village gathering, for instance. the
order ofoffer respectively follows from the Awchai the village priest to
khuoulm the village Chaudhuty. khcmdoiloom the assistant to Chudhury,
khcmdolloum the messenger and other elders. Drinking or smoking in

front ofelders or other respected persons is not socially restricted nor is
treated as unmannerly as found in the neighboring plain land society. These
have, rather, some prestige value in their society. Guests and other
respected persons are cordially entertained with smokes and drinks.
Distinguished persons are honoured and entertained with the liquor
prepared from the sazzr or binni rice.

In Molsom society, liquor is used in every socio-religious occasion. It is
used in the rites and rituals related to birth, puberty, marriage, death and
worships, festivals and ceremonies—in the joy and sorrows of life.
Traditionally the alcoholic beverage zukoia was used predominantly, but
nowadays it has been replaced by the local liquor rakzu. Zukola at
present is preferred mainly by the female, whereas the rakzu is widely
popular among then male.
Minor boys or girls are not allowed to drink or smoke. In some cases,
at present, molasses is used in lieu ofrice especially for rakzu or rakzual
preparation.

The memory oftasting rakzu for the ﬁrst time in my life is still fresh in my
memory. I was, at that time, doing my ﬁeldwork in Kalabon Molsom Bali
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nll ltltll|1lll' sub-division. It was the very day I was started residing in a
-.1 1 as Ill In ll use in Kalabon l\/lolsom Bari. It was a new bamboo walled. thatchIt H 1 It-tl house ofSri Swaran Kumar l\/lolsom, the Chaudhury ofthe village.
I he house was especially made as a shelter for his domestic cows. The
v i I I: rite people spared that house for me for the period of ﬁeldwork. They
voluntarily constructed a bamboo made macho to be used as my bed. In
the evening of that day some young Molsoms gathered in that house with

some local drinks. I welcomed them and offered them Rs.20 to meet the
expenditure ofthe drinks. But they refused to take the money. I honoured
llxei r sentiment. They offered me some rakzu in a bamboo-pipe specially
on-.|tle lbr the day’s occasion. Since it was the ﬁrst time I was going to taste
suclt an alcoholic drink my mind was full of doubts whetherl would be
1| ale to consume it. Just after tasting one mouth full ofthe rakzu, I realised
that l will not be able to swallow the whole ofthe liquor they had given me
because ofthe peculiar smell ofthe drink that I could not stand. I. however,
managed to consume, in course ofgossiping, full ofmy share. Next day, at

noon. I was invited to a family occasion. It was an occasion ofobserving
the ahnrsuk ceremony which is observed after detachment of last part of
the umbilical cord ofa new born. The new bom was the son of Sri Nityahari
l\/lolsom. The village Chudhury and some elderly persons had gathered in
a room where an arrangement was made for me to seat. In that gossiping
every body was drinking zukola. the local alcoholic beverage. Two bamboo

straws were inserted into an earthen vessel full ofzukula from which we
drank. At ﬁrstthe Village Choudhury Sri Swaran Kumar Molsom consumed
zukola and after that some water added to the zukola container and was
offered to me. I found that there was a marking in the body of longer

straw. I was told that I could consume zukola till the water level touches
the marking. I started consuming as I was told. But when I started drinking
through the straw, I found that some fermented rice were coming through
the bamboo-straw, the taste and smell ofwhich were not good. The village
Chudhury realised my problem and he told something in Molsom to a
young men. I could not understood what he told but observed that the man
took another bamboo-straw one end ofwhich was covered with a piece
of cotton-net. That bamboo-straw was inserted into the Zukola container
and I consumed the zukola up to the marking made _on the body of the
s
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straw. That Zukola was prepared with mummy rice and the taste was
almost like beer. I realised that zukola is a good rice beer.

Drinking Water
I observed that there was serious problem relating to supply and habit of
drinking water in the Molsom villages. On the supply side there was no

adequate supply of safe drinking water, the government had begun only
some works in this area. But wherever there was availability ofsafer drinking

water the Molsoms were not accepting them with delight. Many did not
like the well water and its typical irony smell and therefore they preferred
to stick to their traditional habit ofdrinking water extracted from riverbeds or from some other conventional sources. As an obvious consequence,
the average Molsoms, despite their better immunity system, were often
suffering from water-carried diseases. I as an employee in the Tribal Welfare
Department ofthe state felt concemed about the problem and thought of
doing something to change their habit for the better.
In this context, I would like to mention about an interesting development
which I experienced with regard to the acceptance of the Mark-II tube

well as the source of drinking water. The inmates ofthe Molsom colony
were habituated in using the water of tuikarcm, a small hole made on the
bank of streamlet or crerra to promote send—ﬁltered water to come out.
As a part ofproviding new infrastructural facilities, one Mark-II tube well
was installed in the settlement area ofthe Molsoms but the Molsoms were
not using the water of Mark-II tube well since they were not liking its
smell. They than were using its water for taking bath and washing ofutensils.
I tried to make them aware ofthe ill effect ofusing the water ofTuikaran
and requested them to use the water of the Mark-II tube well since it
would be better for their health and there would be less recurrence of
water-carried diseases. But there was no instant acceptance ofmy appeal.
I, however, continued putting across my arguments for the use of well
water for drinking. Fortunately, a good numbers ofyouths were convinced
and agreed to help motivate the colony people to use the water for drinking
purposes. And ﬁnally our venture was successful. The inmates ofthe Molsom
colony gradually started drinking tube well water as they could feel the
difference themselves.
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Chapter -—— 4
l".t-onornic Life of the Molsoms
I he I\~loIsoms are. by tradition. shifting cultivators. Among them the
-tl ti I I It Ip, ct tlti vat ion is known as Ian. They have been surviving in a subsistence

ct -t II It II t I rt tl t ivati ng food itemsjust enough fortheir hand to mouth existence.
HI ti II it in cultivation involves barest ofimplements. This type ofcultivation

is |tt't trt iced by many of the tribes ofNorth East India even now. In shifting
rah I vat it tn usually a few crops are grown together which are all useful for
the t'ttItiva*.ors because these are either food crops or those which are of

aw in their daily life . Apart from shifting cultivation, they also practice
-tttltsitlittty economic activities such as animal husbandry, hunting. ﬁshing,
tt,tttItet'i|n.r_ of roots. tubers etc. for food and some other activities.
I he present study sltows an interesting feature ofthe economic life ofthe
I\tlol.~totns. It is found that most ofthem have adopted settled agriculture
mttl only tr IL-w ltouseltoltls are practicing shitting cultivation. The reasons»
for this have been discussed in the latter part of this chapter. The
ttatlit ional fortn ofslti fling cultivation and other economic activities as
ptlttrt Icctl by the Molsoms will be discussed now.

Sltllllttg cultivation
I ratlitiottnl method oI'agricuIture namely shi [ting cultivation is done in the
_'tltt|tt's ofthe hills. This system ofcultivation is well known as Jhum and
the cultivator as .Ihumia in the state. After one season of cultivation a

.Ilttttn Iieltl is to be left fallow fora successive period ofnine to ten years
c.-tpcc ittlly in Tripura for regeneration offorests which ultimately help the

Ittntl to regain its productivity. The possession of a group on apatticular
/Imm lnntl ismostlytemporary in nature. The jhum area which is possessed
by tt |tttrticttlar group may be occupied by another group after the

//mm cycle and the latter group may also be ofanother tribe. Thus there
i'i no practice of establishing permanent occupancy ofthe jhum land by
n pntIit't|lat' tribal group.
I he /lmm cultivation, as practiced by the Molsoms, consists of many

|rIttt.ses, such as. site selection, jungle cutting, setting ofﬁre,clearing of
tlehris. seed sowing, weeding, watching. harvesting etc. Mainly three
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tools or equipment are used for the purpose which are hand chopper
(locally known as chemlu which has an iron blade with two sharp working
ends, one at outside and the other on tip; for handling an wooden handle
is attached to the blade) and a small basket locally called /caichaning
(used for keeping seeds) and sickles.
Generally during winter -—— in November-December, a broad area is

selected by the village-chiefwho is accompanied to the site by some old
experienced villagers. Preference is given to a place where plenty ofhill
slopes are there and which is nearer to the homestead area. A‘bamboo
forest area is also preferred as, according to their experience, it is more
fertile. After a broad area is selected, further selection is done for
the individual household by the head and other members ofthat household.
\

The area of each group is demarcated by natural marks like big tree,
stream, river etc. After selecting a particular area many cross-mark made
of bamboo splits known as thorba are put on the boarder line of the
area which indicate the temporary possession of somebody on that area.
The meaning of the Thorba is known to every tribal community of the
state and when they see these symbols in an area, other group do not
consider that area for their occupation. Another type of symbols are
used after selecting a place for the individual household's cultivation.

Many bamboo pieces are put on the boundary line ofa selected area
the height ofwhich remain at chest level ofthe head ofthe household and
about two feet ofthe tip of the bamboo pieces are split giving them a
conical shape. A household occupies as much land as it can manage with
its members.
Site selection, both in group and at the individual level, is followed
by some magico-religious tests. The test for the village level selection is
done by the Awchai and that in household level is ‘done by the
household head. Two bamboo splits are dropped from above in favour of
aparticular site or plot ofland. If the splits fall having opposite side up,
that is one dorsal and one ventral, then it signiﬁes that the ﬁeld is auspicious
and falling of splits with the same side up indicates that the ﬁeld would not
be favourable for cultivation. This test is locally known as perter . The
tests are done three times simultaneously and ifat least for one time the
split do not fall in auspicious manner then they leave the site of plot in
question -and search for another. The dorsal side of a bamboo split
represents, asthey believe, female and the ventral side represents male.
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I fthe splits fall with the same side up it symbolizes barrenness because
ot tly tnale or female can not give birth to an offspring whereas a male and

a female jointly can. Based on this concept the opposite sides ofthe
splits are treated as the sign ofproductivity.
I I he sect rt rd test is done by dream revelation locally known as Remangrekai
. A htntp ofearth is brought home and is kept under the pillow ofthe

vlIIap_e ehiefor household head as the case may be. The reveler wears
c lean cloths and sleeps alone for the dream. Ifhe dreams a dream relating
to clean water, marriage ceremony, face of umnarried girl, house, sands,
or naked unmarried girl then it signiﬁes high productivity ofthe land.

I lat a dream relating to buffalo, dog, monkey, cat, face of an unknown
person or a married women portends low productivity ofthe land.
lhe bushes. bamboo shrubs and other wild growth on the selected land
are ettt down by hand chopper. Thisjungle cutting is known as laaoat.

I he uprooted jungles are left on the ﬁeld to dry up for about a month
which is known as pemplum . liireis set on the pathless jungles usually
In the evening. this is locally known as lcmhal The ﬁre continues for two or
three days and only males participate in this action. Duringjhum-ﬁre

some magical practices are followed. Mustard seed, Ghila (alocal seed
entatla seaatlens ) and alkaline water ( chalrai ) are sprinkled on the
lieltl with a view to drive out the evil spirits. Minuthappa is worshipped

as a protective measure against mishaps like injury from the quill of
|tttl't‘lt|1lIlt3 or the bite of repti le. At borne women sprinkle water and place
lntntl-fans on the courtyards with a view to relieve the mother earth
In an the burning sensation. I In-bumt debris are collected and set on ﬁre
which is known as Sangrukhom . The ashes remain on the ﬁeld and are
tmetl as tnanures.
In the lirst part ofsummer in April-May, after a few showers when the
soil heeomes loamy. the seed sowing starts. Ifthere is a continuous spell
ol tlrt atp,I rt in the ‘summer the Tui Pathen is worshipped for rain. Different
vat It-ties ofseeds such as paddy. sesames, cotton, pumpkin, water melon,
chili etc. are mixed together and kept in the Kaichaning. Male and female

tnenthers of the group of cultivators tie the kaichening to their left
waist by a tree-fiber and stand in a row to sow seeds. They make small
shallow holes with the tip of hand chopper and put some seeds in it.
I I he females predominate the sowing team. Sowing is initiated from the
st attheast corner of the ﬁeld where, at ﬁrst, on a small sacred plot ofland
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some seeds like ginger, turmeric, mastered etc. are sown. This small plo
ofland is known as Barmathun and the crop ofthis area is not harvested

The sowing continues from the top to the bottom ofthe ﬁeld. In som
cases, nowadays, paddy seeds are sown on separate plots.
After the seeds have germinated and the plants have grown to certain length, the weeds are uprooted from the ﬁeld. Weeding i

done four time in a season. The ﬁrst weeding is known as Lauramchau
and is done after ﬁfteen to twenty days ofseed sowing. First weeding i
done very carefully as at that time, crop plants remain still in their infanc Y
Rinichaul is the second weeding which is done after ten to ﬁfteen day
ofﬁrst weeding and Ruthumchaul while the third weeding is done whei
cornstalk grow. The fourth weeding namely Ruthenchaul is done, i
necessary, in the period between the third weeding and harvesting
Besides, amagical rite called Sena is also performed as a preventiv
measure against the excessive growth ofweeds in the ﬁeld. On the seven
day of Vaisak (April—May), for Sena rite, some weeds are uproote
from different parts ofthe ﬁeld, and kept on a leaf. The leaf then i
made to float on the water of a stream or river. They believe that as th
J

weeds ﬂow away with the current of water the probability of weed

growing on the ﬁeld also declines therewith.

I

When cornstalks grow, these are protected from birds and wild animals
A watch house known as Kaireng is built on a tree or on the top of -,
hillock within the jhum-ﬁeld. A number of bamboo made small
instruments locally known as Rolerokihem, for producing sound, at
erected here and there on the ﬁeld and are connected by a long rope wi
a pillar of the watch house. The watch party pull the rope and mak
slapping sound in rolerokihem which drive away the birds and othe.
animals. In some cases they bit an empty tin and make sound. At nigh
ﬂambeau are set especially on the probable pathway of the boar i
Watching continue till the crops are harvested. The different varieties o"
crops ripe at different times so the watching has to continue for a Ion
period, though the seriousness of the job decreases after paddy
harvested. The youths ofthe household shift temporally to the watc
house with essential utensils to facilitate constant vigil. The period o
vigilance is also the time, as mentioned earlier, for mate selection amo 1
the Molsoms and the other tribes of the state. The members ofdiffere
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watclr house gossip together, make merry, sing songs and thus enjoy
the or I rerwi sc monotonous j ob ofwatching.
I Ire crops are harvested as and when they are ripe. Reaping of paddy.
locally known as songat constitutesthe major harvesting activity and it
is done with sickle. A rite locally known as Sakumphai is observed
he II Il'L' the start of harvesting. For Sakumphai a paddy plant is uprooted
Irorn thcjhum field and is taken to the village where it is worshipped by

st reri tic I rig a hen. Many bunches are made from the reaped paddy shoots
and are kept on the field for two or three days. After that threshing is
done on a funnel shaped big basket locally known as Jeobem. The carrying
of paddy from watch house to village is known as scmgrithak. In the
village paddy grains are stored in small granary known as dal which are
constructed separately for the respective households. In the past paddy

rrsed to be stored in warehouse locally known as sapcmg. constructed in
a row at the middle part of the village. In scrpang separate rooms ware

there for each and every household of the village and these were
rnairttairred collectively by the villagers. Nowadays the use ofsapang is
out ofpractice. Other crops are harvested as and when they are ripen.
I it rtlt male and female members take part in harvesting. A ceremony known
as Httt'l1iltgo|' Is observed when new crops are cooked and eaten for
the lirst tirrrc. In sarbingor the Minuthapa deity is worshipped after the
sun rise by saeri licing two hens. Boiled jhum rice is offered on the tip of
a banana leaf. Sorrrcjlrum rice is kept in an earthen pot or bamboo pot

and preserved in the house. This rice pot is locally known as Sairibing and
is wor'sl"rippcd on every full moon-day with aprayer for higher productivity.

Iltis practice ofprcscrving and worshipping the rice-pot is found also
rnnong the Tripuris of the state, who call it mailuma.
In every phase ofjhum cultivation, mutual exchange of labour, locally

Itaown as Ron. takes place as and when necessary. On the ﬁeld, the
speerl and unity of team work is maintained by humming or singing a
II rylhrrric music.
I lnnting

'

With a variety ofindigenous weapons the Molsoms hunt games. Only males
take part in this activity. Hunting is tabooed for the women. They

believe that if women participate in hunting, they would be attacked by
a tiger. The type of hunting implements very according to the species
and nature ofthe game.
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Hunting is done more or less, throughout the year though the winter is
considered to be the prime season. The village priest worships
Hasongnu pathein the forest deity ofthe Molsom with an egg before the
group goes out for hunting. In this case the priest can forecast the

availability of games observing the yolk ofthe egg. If any red spot is
formd in the yolk then it reveals ﬁuitfulness ofthe expedition and it denotes

a better hunting if the colour ofthe yolk is found to be more yellow.
A hunting team is generally consisted of four to eight persons. During
hunting a team is divided into two parties. One party takes food,
drinks, extra weapons and some other essential things and follow the main
hunters maintaining a distance from them. In deep forest the two parties
maintain communication with each other through some symbolic sounds
produced by them orally or with the help of a special type of bamboo
read. Generally they produce chirp, screech, chatter sounds so that the
game remains unaware ofthe hunters. As and when the ﬁrst party hunts a
game they call the second party through symbolic sounds and hand over
the prey to them. At night ﬁre is set on some dry offshoots. around which
one party sleeps and the other keeps watch by rotation. The game bogged
in a group hunting is distributed among the villagers. The village chief
generally gets the right leg ofthe big game. The people of a particular

village have to hunt within it’s boundary. Hunting in the area ofanother
village is treated as a social offence.
Large and ferocious games are generally caught by trapping as risk is
involved in face to face hunting, though in some cases, especially in group

hunting, ferocious games are killed with hand weapons. Broadly, ‘two
types of traps are used by them. Traps like Janter, Sungchang,
Archachang and bird-lime etc. are used to capture the game alive and

traps like Zuth , Ringchang, Phaiphachang, Gurapchang, Mankhawang,
etc. are used to kill the pray. The hand weapons such as spear (Shai),
bow and arrow ( Thal-phel ), sling Phell-sylum ) etc. are used to kill or
injure the game. In some cases guns are also used in hunting.
Among the Molsoms, as also among other tribes of the state, a good
hunter enjoys some special status in society. The degree ofsuch status is
determined by the skill in hunting and the number ofbig games a person

has hunted.
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Fishing

Fishing is done in the stream. river and in other water sources. Both
individual and group level involvement is formd in ﬁshing. Mainly two
types of implements are used in fishing. namely, traps such as Phol. net,
Chal, Ahak.Ngoi, Ngoiinchor etc. and hand implements like Ngakoi.
Calching etc. Besides. latex oflocal herb namely Ruis used especially in

community ﬁshing. During winter when the water level of a river or
stream decreases a huge quantity ofru is put in the river or the stream.
Ru stupeﬁes the ﬁshes which are then easily collected by the villagers.
The ﬁshing implements used by the Molsoms are akin to those of the
neighboring plains people namely the Bengalis. Unlike hunting

expedition. no deity is propitiated before going out for ﬁshing, nor the
ﬁshes are used in any rituals as pig and hens are used. Besides, the
Molsoms do not know the technique ofmaking dry ﬁsh which they widely

use. This may be taken to indicate the fact that the Molsom have
adopted the technique offishing at a later period.

Settled Cultivation
Over the years there has been a major shift from the traditional economy

of the Molsoms. As mentioned earlier, many households have switched
over to settled cultivation which is mainly practiced on the plain lands,
between the feet oftwo hillocks, commonly known as Jul. This Jul is
well-known in the state as Lunga or Nal. In some cases cultivation is
also done on the plain surface of the hillock which is locally known as

Tang. In settled agriculture the Molsom are practicing multiple cropping
and they remain engaged in the 'job through out the year. In plain
cultivation a single variety of crop is cultivated on aparticular plot of
land and the production is higher than that of jhum cultivation. Both
cash crops and crops for consumption are cultivated in settled cultivation.
Jute and sesame are the main cash crops and these are cultivated during
pre-kharif and rabbi season respectively. Paddy the staple food-crop is
cultivated during kharif. Other food crops such as pumpkin, vumber.
chili, arum. kidney been, pigeon-pea, sweet pumpkin etc. and bringle,
sweet potato, maize, Maisenga, the seed ofa local herb which is used to
make parched rice, etc. are cultivated during the rabbi season. During
pre-kharif and rabbi season necessary irrigation is done from nearby
stream or river.

Water is lifted with the help of a bucket pulled and
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swayed by ropes held by two persons standing on opposite sides. During
kharif season the land is naturally irrigated by the rain water. However,
where water sources are not available nearby, irrigation is aimajor
problem for plain land cultivation.
Tilling of land is done by spade or plough pulled by bullock. Generally

male members participate in tilling or plowing. The preparation ofland
ﬁnally depends on the variety of crop to be sown. For paddy, for

instance, the soil is ﬁrst thoroughly soaked in water so that it tums muddy.
The upper surface ofthe soil is leveled with a loader pulled by bullock or
man. A big plot is divided into a number of small plots by setting up

ridge ofearth to hold water. A nursery bed is prepared to saw paddy
seeds and grow paddy shoots. For cultivating other crops the soil need
not be converted into absolute mud though it is required to be made wet
especially at the time ofseed germination.
T
The system ofsowing and the nature ofcultivation are also dependent
on the type and variety of the crops to be cultivated. Paddy seeds, for
instance, are to be soaked in water and kept for two/three days for
germination. When seeds germinate these are scattered on the nursery
bed. Just after the sowing of seeds and growth of paddy shoots up to
about three inches’ height, constant watching, especially during day
time, over the nursery bed is done to protect the seeds from the birds.
Usually teenagers are involved in the job. For this job they make sound
from a hakbor or beat an empty tin with a stick or even chase the birds.
After the growth ofpaddy shoots up to one twelve to fourteen inches these
are transplanted to the main ﬁeld. Three to ﬁve shoots are taken together
in right hand and rooted in the clay-soil. Both male and female members
participate in thejob. They stand in a row and do thejob oftransplantation.
Except paddy and some seeds like chili, bringel etc. other seeds are directly
sown to the main ﬁeld.
To protect crops from domestic and wild animals the ﬁeld is surrounded
by bamboo fancying. When crops ripe up the cultivators keep constant
watch over the ﬁeld, as in case ofjhuming. All day long, they sit in a small
watch-house constructed at a comer ofthe ﬁeld and drive away the birds
and other animals by making sound and noise. At night ﬂarnbeaus are
kept on or near the probable pathway ofboars. In some cases scarecrow
locally known as Manierrimil are set to keep the birds away and as a
measure against evil eyes. An old duster or a round shaped earthen
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vessel decorated with charcoal and lime. which is locally known as

Belkinot is also set on a bamboo stand as aprotective measure against
the evil looks. The Molsom believe that malicious look may not be
able to cause any harm to the crops ifit falls in the belkinot manior rimil or
lomphi first. Similar practices for protecting crops from evil eyes is also
found among the neighboring plain cultivators. namely the Bengalis.

Watching over the crops continues till harvesting is over. Watching in
settled cultivation is not as much colourfulas it is in case ofjhum cultivation.

It is not so interesting and thrilling to the youth groups, hence no love song '
is sung nor do they enjoy any romance rn watching.
Q
Most of the crops such as paddy. sesame. jute etc. are harvested with
sickle. and other crops, as and when they get ripe. are harvested by
hand. No rite or ritual is observed relating to harvesting in plain cultivation.
Husking and grinding of paddy. sesame etc. are done by pestle and
mortar or by seesaw. Before using the harvested crops Sarbingor rite is

observed. Mutual exchange oflabour takes place, as is found in case
of jhum cultivation as well as and when necessary in all phases of settled
cultivation.
Earlier the Molsoms did not know about the use of animals in the ﬁeld

.

ofagriculture, although, they were habituated in consuming ﬂeshes. But
later on. with the acceptance of settled cultivation, they have adopted the
use ofcattle for ploughing. At present bullock and in some cases buffaloes
are found in many families especially those which posses landed property
in the plains.
.
In the new agricultural set up the Molsoms have adopted many ofthe

socio-religious rites and rituals related to agricultural activities which
were practiced in jhum cultivation. They worship Sangrak and Hasugnu
before preparing a new piece of plain land with a view to have better
output and, at the same time, as a preventive measure against the evil eyes.
They also perfonn Sena rite for preventing weeds in the crop-ﬁeld;
observe, as stated earlier, Sarbingor the festival performed while eating
new autumn crops for the ﬁrst time in the season and so on, though the
sanctity and importance of these rites and rituals have, to some extent,
been diminished. Sacriﬁcing ofhen, for instance. was a must in Hasungnu

worship during selection ofajhum ﬁeld, but it is not necessary while the
Hasungnu is worshipped before preparing a new piece ofplain land for

cultivation. At the same time some of the practices relating to traditional

,
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cultivation have become out ofpractice in the changed agricultural set up.

Mention may be made of dream revelation or Pertet which were
observed for selecting a jhum land, these are not observed while a new
plain land is selected for cultivation.
This is probably because of the paucity ofplain land for settled cultivation

the Molsoms can avail. As no altemative land is available even if such
tests forecast the low productivity of the land or indicate it to be

ominous no magical test is performed to select a site for settled cultivation.
Besides._ the magico-religious rites relating to ﬁring ofjungles are also
not in practice as the system ofﬁring is absent in the processes of settled
cultivation. This may be due to the fact that most of the plain land have
minimum jungles which can be cleared by cutting or uprooting only and
once a plain land is prepared their remain no chance forjungle to grow up
as the system ofjhum-cycle is absent in settled cultivation. Over and
above. they use cow dung, composed manure etc. as fertilizers in plain
cultivation which diminish the necessity of using ashes. Besides. there
might have been some other difﬁculties to set ﬁre on the jungles of the
plain lands. especially when preparing it for the first time, as most ofthese
lands are situated near the settlement or areas which are used otherwise

such as for grazing ofanimals or rearing. horticultural lands etc. where
ﬁre may cause damage.

Along with the settled agriculture the Molsoms have adopted another branch
of cultivation namely horticulture. They are now cultivating jackfruits.

banana, pineapple, guava, mango and some other fruits on the hill slopes
near their settlement area.
_
Hunting among the Molsom has been limited to birds, boars and to some
other reptiles. Fishing however, is more popular than it was earlier, but
food gathering, more or less, has gone out of practice though during
drought or other crisis period they collect fruits, roots.tubers, leaves etc.
from the forest. Animal husbandry has become more popular and
some new species such as duck. goat. milching cow etc. have been
domesticated.
After

having

adopted to settled cultivation the Molsoms have

experienced some remarkable changes in the areas ofworking forces
and land use pattem.
I
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A good number of Molsoms have become land less so far as plain land
cultivation is concerned because of the paucity ofthe plain land. These
land less Molsoms have been working as agriculture labours, day labours
or Bargaders to the neighboring Bengalis or to the landed tribals and
practicing jhum asasubsidiary occupation or, in a few cases, as the I
primary occupation. In Molsom society labour is not purchasable ,
commodity due to the existence of the system of mutual exchange of I

labour which. in fact. obstructs the possibility of labour becoming a I
commodity especially within their own society. But for the people of
other comrnunities, especially the Bengalis, they work as wage labours. I
Some land wining families have surplus labour due to the fact that unlike in t

jhum cultivation where afamily could occupy as much land as it could
manage to cultivate with its members. a family in settled cultivation. is not
in a position to have so much of land due to the paucity of the latter.
These households. in most cases, engage their surplus manpower as day
labours, in ﬁre wood selling or. ifsuitable land is found. in /'/arming.

Ta ble-3
Distribution of the household of the sample villages
according to the type of animal husbandry in practice
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Table-4
Distribution of the household of the sample
villages based on occupation of the head
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Previously injhum cultivation the land was not a salable commodity

nut in settled economy it has become purchasable. Besides, there was
10 unit, traditionally, to measure landed property so far as jhum area
rvas concerned, but some descriptive explanations were used to denote
ilre area of a plot ofjhum or other type of land. For example. to

ienote a big jhum area one might say that the jhum area of their
village was so wide that a wet warm cloth would get dry if one traveled
wearing it, round the whole area or it would not be possible to hear
any shout from one end to the other or one would not be able to see a
oi g tree which stands on one end of the ﬁeld if one goes to other end
and so on. But nowadays the units like Kani, Gonda, Bigha etc. are
rsed to denote the measurement of an area as such terms are used
Jy the neighboring Bengalis. One can thus discern the intrusion of

land-related culture of the dominant society into the Molsom society.
The other way of looking at the changes is that there has been a growing

awareness among the Molsom about the value of land as a result
Jf ever increasing pressure of man on land.
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( hanging in Economic life: The Nature and Reasons:
The tribes ofTripura have been facing tremendous economic crisis, for a
greater section ofthem are still clinging to their traditional method ofshilling
cultivation, commonly known asjhum. A number ofmeasures have been
taken to wean them from shifting cultivation and to persuade them to take

to some other advanced economic activities, especially to settled
cultivation. But with a few exceptions most of these attempts have
proved futile. In this respect the change over ofa greater section ofthe
Molsoms from traditional methods of shifting cultivation to settled
cultivation deserves special analysis.
In trying to analyze the factors which helped the Molsom in adopting
settled cultivation we have gone through some written documents
relating to the past economic conditions ofthe Tripura tribals. interviewed
some aged and experienced Molsoms and some oftheir plain Bengali
neighbors. It has been found that before the adoption ofsettled cultivation
their economy had been going through a period ofsevere crisis. The old

Molsoms still remember those days when a family could hardly rrranage
sustenance for three to four months a year even after engaging all the

hands in j hum cultivation. Tire remaining months ofa year had to be spent
in great Irrrcertainty.
The hardship in economic life was not a unique event for the Molsoms. It
was common to alljhumias ofthe state and it took along time to come to
such a condition. The process started ever since Tripura had come under

the hegemony ofthe British in I765 when its rulers were burdened with
bribe ( Nazar ) in addition to the revenue to meet up their princely
requirements. The ill subjects were increasingly pressed to contribute to
the state’s revenue. The hill subjects, especially the jhumias had to pay
house tax known as Ghar Chukti Kar. The amount was a ﬁxed one for all
jhurnia households per annum irrespective ofhow many members it had
and how much land it cultivated under jhum. The amount, however, varied
from tribe to tribe.

With a view to increase income, the people from neighboring districts
of British India were encouraged to settle down on the plains of the
state. A good portion of the plain land was allotted to the non-tribal
immigrants, especially the Bengalis, on payment of premium (Nazrana)
and settlement of annual land revenue. At the same time, leaders ofthe
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hill tribes from the neighboring British District were also invited to
cultivate jhum on the hill areas. Those leaders were given the titles of Raja

L.

1_
I
i

I"

and offered a deed of grant ( Snead ). By such steps the rulers of
Tripura were able to increase the state's revenue and thus as early as in
1785 they paid Rs. 1 ,3 9.000 lacks as bribe to the English. Beside those
who were encouraged by the rulers to settle in Tripura. a good wave of
immigrants carne and settled in the state due to heavy crushing burden of
taxation imposed upon them by the English Trading company and their

successors in the neighboring British Indian districts ( Saigol I978: 43
). It would not be proper to think that the tribals ofTripura, especially the
jhumias, were in a better economic position then. “The hill people as a rule”
. wrote Hunter( 18761499) describing their material condition are very
poor and improvident. A good season means with them merely plenty of
pigs to eat, and plenty ofspirits to drink; abad season is next door to starvation

“. However, the population of the state went on increasing and by I875
I‘

I‘

I
I

it reached the ﬁgure of 74,242 (42,345 tribals and 31,897 non tribals ). It
steadily increased to 1.73.325 ( 91.544 tribals and 81,781 non tribals ) in
1901 . The increasing trend in population continued steadily with the
ﬁgure reaching 3.82.448 (1,90,036tribals and 1.92.412 non-tribals) in
1931; 6.45.707 (2.29.865 tribals and 4.15.842 non tribals) in I951;
l 1.42.005 (3.60.06l tribals and 7.81.944 nontribals) in 1961 and so on.
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It may be noticed from the table that as early as in 1931 the non tribal
population outnumbered the tribal population in of the state. But up to
the middle part of the present century such increase had no detrimental
impact on the economy ofthe tribals. mainly ofthe jhumias ofthe state. It
was so. because the non tribal immigrants were mostly settled on the plain
areas and the jhumias did not know the utility of those stretches of
land for agricultural purpose then. Such immigration rather opened the
channel for exchange of culture traits between the people of hills and
plains. In fact. the technique ofutilizing the plain land for agricultural purposes

was diffused to the tribals ﬁom those immigrant plain settlers. It has been
incorrectly opined, in this regard, that. “ the immigrants were from the

plains driving the tribals to the hills ‘(Saigal : 43). The tribals in fact reside
on the hill by nature and tradition in Tripura. I11 this regard it is worth
mentioning here that in Tripura the settled cultivation started to a
remarkable extent from the middle part of the nineteenth century. There
was little or no plough cultivation among the tribes till the last part ofthe
eighteenth century ( Hunter 1876 : 505 ).
.

Though the hill economy in the past was not in a plentiful condition, it,
however, provided them subsistence except during the period ofdroughts
or other calamities as far as the productivity of the land was concerned.
Lewin, the then Deputy Commissioner of Chittagang Hill Tract (
1869) estimated that ajhumia couple couldjhum nine kanis ( 3 .6 acres ) of

land every year where the man had to put in 176 days of labour and his
wife 146 days and they together produced Rs.75 worth ofpaddy and
cotton and Rs.4 worth of vegetables. They could make an additional
thirty rupees by wood cutting. selling offrre wood and other forest products.

A couple could thus earn a total of Rs. 106.00 of which about Rs.4l .00
were spent on rice, ﬁsh, oil and salt; Rs.10.00 on betel and tobacco;
Rs.12.00 on cloth; Rs. 14.00 on rituals and festivals; Rs.7.00 for
treatment; Rs. I 5 .00 on omaments and Rs.7.00 on seeds and implements
for the jhum work ( Saigol 1978 :42).

The inter tribal conﬂict, among the other factor, hampered the production
in the hills. Due to persistence of such conﬂicts. thejhumias were unable
to move from one place to another for betterjhum land during the period

of jhum cycle. Regarding such hostile relation among the various groups
oftribals, the Political Agent ofhill Tripura reported in 1874 that though
there was ample land suitable for jhuming, the want of fresh jhum lan'd

was severely felt in some parts ofthe state because ofinter tribal conflict.
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Jhurning is" . he reported after ajourney from Udaipur to Agartala
through interior tribal villages. “ the most exhaustive method ofag1*ictIlture;
three or four crops are grown at the same time on the same soil:
consequently a second crop will not be a ﬁrll one Trying to analyse the
cause oflow yield injhuming, he further said that for a high-yield jhuming.
the land needs to be allowed to lie fellow for ten years. after which
period oftime the jungle which has grown up in the meantime may be
felled and burnt. the ashes serving as manure. But for this it is imperative

that the jhumias must move to some fresh hill every year to practice
jhuming on a virgin slope and retum to the old spots in cyclic order after
an interval often years. The jhumias ofTripura, unfortunately could not

do this because the fear of Luslrais prevented them from moving east
wards. the only direction where fresh virgin jhum land was available.
Hence the hills near their own villages had to be jhumed at an interval

ofevery three years or so. the consequences of which were short crops
and recourse to the moneylenders ( Hunter 1876: 505). Such inirnical
relation hampered the collection of taxes also along with failure in
production. Thus “ during the years 1871 and 1872 hardly any taxes
were levied, — ﬁrst on account of the Lushai raids; and secondly

. on the ground that the men serving as the coolies during the Lushai
expedition and with the survey party could not cultivate their jhum. and
had therefore no means of paying taxes (Ibid : 510 ). A good portion of

cultivable jhum land in northern part also remained fallow as nobody
was willing to shift there due to the fear ofrepetition of Lushai raids. In

the annual report of I872. the political Agent reported regarding the
utilization of land in the northe_m part that, “ most ofthe available lands
was, however, until recently, exposed to constant raids from the Lushais,
and never been used
Ibid. :492 ). In the Southem part also. where the
land was admirably suitable forjhuming, vast stretches ofhill slopes had
for year been deserted. owing to the occurrence of Lushai raids and the
fear oftheir repetition ( Ibid.: 493 7).

Besides the house tax and land revenue collected from the hills and
plains subjects respectively the forest was a major source ofincome to the
rulers. They leased out forest as Mahals and levy in kind ( To/ls ) on the
forest produces were collected. The forest revenue continued to

increase over the years and this drew the attention of the then rulers.
They passed. for the ﬁrst time, the Forest Regulation Act. in 1887 to
protect certain species oftrees. A reasonable area offorest was declared
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as reserved where jhum cultivation was made a penal offence. In the
memorandum ofthat Regulation it was mentioned that, “ whereas it has
mute to notice of the administration that jhuming near the Sal forest

eat mes great harm to the trees, the following rules are hereby framed in
I .‘.‘)7 ‘II E, dated 9"‘ Falguna :
,
I . None can do jhum within an area ofhalf drona distance around
the Sal forest. -

.3.

.1.

4.

Divisional officers and the sal forest guards will dully inform the
content of clause l to the hill people ‘and particularly to those
who live near sal forest.
If after the notice has been circulated, any body practices jhum
in the prohibited area, then he may be criminally prosecuted under
the Penal Code and be punished with rigorous imprisonment
not exceeding six months and also be ﬁned up to one hundred
rupees.
‘
.
The ofﬁcials responsible for the protection ofthe sal forests shall

take special care to this effect, and if any fault is found with them,
they may also be prosecuted criminally.
/\ ller 4 that an area of 251 square kilometers was demarcated as

reserved and 9858 square kilometers as open forest in the year 1908-O9
( Haigal I 978: 45-46 ). Thus in the ﬁrst quarter ofthe present century in
I 9 I 5- l 6 -the revenue from the forests exceeded the land revenue. In

that period Rs.3.72,477 was collected as forest revenue and Rs. 3,5 1,814
as land revenue. The rulers were then more interested in the forest and

tleclaretl more areas as reserved. Thus by 1946 a total of 2637 square
kilometers forest area had been declared as reserved andjhum cultivation
was made a penal offence there ( Ibid.: 45-56 ).
5 I he I lengalis who had settled down on the plains, achieved much progress
in cult ivationi and raised the revenue ofthe state which inspired the rulers.
'l he plains “ where the cultivation is carried on in the same manner as in
Ilengal "‘, wrote Hunter regarding the condition of the plain'people, “ a
peasants holding would be considered a large one ifabove l5 bighas or
li vc acres in extent; and a very small one ifcontaining only 6 bighas or two
acres. A farm of about 12 bighas, or four acres in extent, would be
regarded as a fair-sized and comfortable holding. The oxen ofthe plains
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ofHill Tripura are small and ill-fed. and a pair can, with difficulty. cultivate
l5 bighas or five acres of land. A husbandman, cultivating a farm ofthis
size, would not be considered to be in such good circumstances as a
respectable shopkeeper is; but he would probably be as well offas a man
earning Rs.8/= a month in money wages.
The classes cultivating by the plough are not generally in debt, although
they do not hesitate to borrow money, especially for any domestic

ceremony, such as marriage “.Among the Bengalis, he mentioned,
women are never employed in agricultural work especially in ﬁeld
labour, but the children occasionally take part in the work of cultivation.
But among the tribes like the Tripuris, Kukis etc.. women and children

are largely employed in agriculture (_ Ibid.: 505 ).
Being encouraged by the increase in revenue through plain-land

cultivation, the rulers intended to compel the hill people too to take to
plain land cultivation. Thus in the memorandum of the first jhumia

settlement scheme in 1888-89 it was mentioned that, most of the hill
people conform to their traditional habit and practice shifting cultivation
instead of producing paddy by ploughing with the help of cows and

buffaloes. From this cultivation often they are not able to raise enough of
paddy and other grains; at the same time, because these people are not
accustomed to produce crops by the method of ploughing, the speedy
reclamation of waste lands is not taking place; consequently there has
not been much improvement of the state and the welfare ofthe subj ect.

the following rules are hereby framed to introduce plough cultivation
among the hill people “ ( quoted from Misra l976: 67 ).In that
memorandum the administrators namely the Magistrates and Police
Superintendents were directed to call chiefs of every tribal village and
properly explain to them the usefulness ofplough cultivation and advice
them to adopt such method.
‘
The administrators, in that memorandum, also directed to appoint, as per
necessity, experienced Bengali plough cultivators to teach tribals regarding
settled cultivation. Provisions ofsome other facilities, like financial assistance
for purchasing bullock, cow and other agricultural implements, setting up
some model agricultural farms etc, were also provided in the scheme (Ibid.).

The steps to restrict jhuming and settle the hill tribes on the plains were
taken primarily with a view to increase the revenue ofthe state making the
t
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hills free for forestry and, at the same time, for utilizing waste plain lands. It
was not solely intended to rehabilitate the hard pressed jhumias to wean
them from jhuming to some other economic activities specially in settled
cultivation. We are not aware of the after effect of such efforts of
rehahi I itation on the tribes ofTripura. Most probably such effort failed to
Hill iw any remarkable development. Thus in 1908 the Imperial Gazetteer (
\'ol.x i ii 1 120 ) reported that, “ the nornadic tillage, known as Jhum

eul t ivation. is almost universal even though attempts have been made to
induce the tribals to adopt plough cultivation.” The step especially to
rehabilitate thejhumias through settled cultivation, however, was taken
during l 93 l -32 when an area measuring 1 10 square miles in the northem
suh-division of Khowai was declared as tribal reserve area. Arestriction
was imposed within those areas to all kinds oftransfer like gift. sale, lease
etc. ofland to any non-tribal members. Thus we may say that no sincere
thought was given to an immaculate rehabilitation plan for the tribals till
I 93 1 .
l)uc to utter poverty ofthejhumias large number of families were every
year exempted from payment ofthe family tax. In 1874-75. for instance,
I014 families were exempted in the state excluding the population of
l\'ailushahar suh-division (8 Hunter 1876 : 510). This gives us some idea
regarding the degree of indigence in the hills. Besides, customary habit of
drinking liquor and use of the same in huge quantity during socio-religious
activities were also a reason which increased the degree ofpoverty ofthe
tribals in the state. The local liquor commonly known as Langi (8 in
l\/lolsom : '/ukola ) and country liquor locally known as Chuak or in

Molsom Rak:z.u. are prepared by. as stated earlier, fermentation and
dist i I lat ion of rice mixed with some leaves. bark and roots ofsomej ungle
tree. One Ser (a little less then one kilogram) ofrice yields one bottle of
fcrntented |iquor(Ibid.: 501). And it is estimated that ajhumia family
needed on an average at least about 400 bottles ofliquor in ayear in

normal situation that is without any occurrence like marriage or death
when a huge quantity ofliquor was needed to celebrate relevant rites and
rituals. which required a minimum of400 kilograms ofrice for preparation
ot liquor. This also added a dimension to the economic crisis ofthe
trihals. Besides, traditional practice of sacriﬁcing domestic animals in
various rites. rituals and ceremonies also added yet another dimension to
the economic crisis ofthe tribals.
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The poverty of the jhumias in the increased land-man ratio is
reﬂected in Saigal’s estimation. “ It has been estimated mentioned
Saigal ( l976:58 ), that shifting cultivation is capable of supporting
a population of only 20 per square mile. To ensure a reasonable standard
of living for all the jhumias, therefore, we need an area of more then
7,500 square miles. But the total area of the state is only 4,106 square
miles.“

Dr. Gangully ( 1969 : 23-25 ) has also estimated the carrying capacity of
land injhum cultivation. While discussing the method of estimating the

canying capacity ofland he quoted from Mr.Colin Clark and said that in
his ‘The condition of economic progress’ Colin Clark has made a
comparative study of the density at which a primitive population can
live under different forms ofprimitive means ofsubsistence. ‘The density
at which aprimitive population can live, has been approximately

1

1

estimated. Expressed as adult males per square kilometer, Ratzel's
estimate designate the following range ofpossible density :
Primitive agriculture in settled village
:
0 .6 —— 2.80
Primitive herdsman.................... ..
:
0.25 -— 0.60
Shifting cultivation..................... ..
:
0.06 —— 0.25

Shifting cultivation has thus least capacity among the different primitive
forms ofproduction , to support population per square kilometer. One
form ofﬁnding out the efficiency ofany method of cultivation is to calculate
not simply by finding out the average requirement ofland to support one
person ( or a constunption unit ) ifhe depends on shifting cultivation alone
on the basis of one operation only, that, after one operation, ajhum plot
will remain fallow for a certain number of years, will have to be taken into
consideration. William Allen calls it cultivation factor which is ‘merely an
expression of the number of garden areas required for each type to
allow of the complete cycle of cultivation and regeneration normally
practiced on that type under the system to which the calculation applies.
Area of land required to support consumption unit under the system is
worked out by multiplying cultivation factor by the average area ofland
required for producing one year’s subsistence, requirement of a
consumption unit calculated on the basis ofthe actual results.
“ On the basis ofthe normal requirement of rice per consumption unit” ,
continued Ganguly regarding the condition ofthe jhumias, “ it is found
.
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that if the_]humias consume the whole quantity of rice produced in the
ihunt and exchange sesame, cotton and gouge for rice then they are
uhle to drive their subsistence for four months only from their jhums.
Iesitles jhum products, each and every jhumia family has its own
-mu try and pi ggery; they also collect various forest products free ofcost.
)t tri ng the rainy season which is the most difficult period for the jhumias
wnury of them precariously live on various wild roots, leaves and
warnhoo shoots collected from forests.
" In '.'ripura’". -mention Ganguly. “a particular plot of land is jhumed only

once and then left fallow for about ten years for regeneration offorest.
I Iencc the cultivation factor is l l. As 49.81 hectares ofj hum provides

I 78 persons with 4 months’ subsistence, 0.84 hectares of such jhum will
he _j ust enough to provide one full years’ (I twelve months" )
subsistence for one consumption unit. But the same plot of land is not
jhumed every year. In other words, to calculate the land canying capacity,
we have to take into consideration the cultivation factor which is I 1. Hence
the net area required per consumption unit underjhuming will be 9.24
hectares ( 0.84 X l l ). Every year approximately 20,23 8 hectares of land
isj hurned which means that this form ofcultivation can support about 2,200
souls only. This shows the utter inadequacy‘ ofthe system today.”
So the economic wretchedness ofthe Molsoms, which they experienced
especially before adopting the settled cultivation, was not an isolated
event; it was the situation laced by all the hill people especially the
iltumias of the state. The main factors responsible for the crises in economic

life ofthe Molsoms may be summed up as follows:
a). Increase of hill population through immigration due to the
encouragement of the then rulers with a view to increase revenue.
h). I )ecrease in availability ofjhumable hill areas as a result ofreserved
forest declaration.

Inter tribal conllict due to which thejhumias were not in a position
to move freely from one placeito another for search of suitable
jhum land during ajhum cycle.
tl). Natural calamities which decreased production injhum.
cg). The habit and custom ofexcessive consumption oflocal alcoholic
hquor
c).
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f).

Sacriﬁcing ofdomestic animals during rites, rituals. ceremonies etc.
socio-religious activities and some other causes.

The Molsoms were, as stated earlier, mainly concentrated in and around
the Udaipur sub-division of South Tripura. Before adopting settled
cultivation, as the Molsom themselves stated, they had to cultivate a single

plot of hill land for three or four years ceaselessly. Because, due to
increased land-man ratio. the causes ofwhich have been discussed earlier,
there was a scarcity ofsuitable fallow slope where the Molsoms could
shiﬂ duringa jhum cycle. Such type of ceaseless plain hill top cultivation
is known as Tang among the Molsoms. That the Molsom practiced
ceaseless jhuming on a particular hill slope for three or four consecutive
years may be evident from the course of migration and duration of
stay on a homestead area. In normal shifting economy, as mentioned
earlier, thejhumias shift to new homestead areas when they have to move
to fresh hill slopes duringjhum cycle. But for the Molsoms ever since the
first part of the present century the duration of stay on a particular
homestead area became increasingly longer. Since the ﬁrst decade of
the present century - around 1903-04 —-— they breached their normal

practice. For instance. the villagers of Kalabon l\/lolsom Bari changed
their homestead area only ﬁve times during a period of 31 years.

Table-6
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I-‘ronr the above table it may be seen that the villagers ofKalabon Molsom
I lari had been staying for three years continuously at Henna Bari; for four
ye; trs at Sandal; for six years at Mirza Bari; for eight years at Tuidhum; for
ten years at Tapardhum and now they have been staying ever since 1934
at the present place of settlement.
The plain hinterland ofUdaipur sub-division were predominantly inhabited
by the Bengalis, most of whom were settled cultivators. They used to

reclaim and make arable new waste lands and thus they kept on
increasing their holding. The plain land was taken up under Jangal Abadi
I .ease . The usual conditions of such lease was were that the land was to

he rent free for a period offour to ten years. according to the nature ofthe
jungle: then it was to be subjected to a rent at the rate of 2 or 3 Anrras
per higha gradually increasing till it reached amoderate amount, which
did not yet equal the rate paid for adjoining lands in government territory
( llunter 1876: 505).

So when thejhumias were struggling hard for the minimum requirement,
the plain people were going on increasing their production by making
arable new and new waste lands. And thus by the ﬁrst part of the
present century the economy of the plain cultivators reached some sort
ofsolvcncy.
The intcraction between the Tripura tribes and Bengalis had been prevailing
since long. Most probably the interaction started in the market places

which is traditionally known as Haat . In the early years ofthe eighteenth
century trade and commerce ﬂourished even in the interior areas ofthe
state. ‘ Udaipur, the capital of Tripura. was a very big market town.

Bengali traders maintained permanent shops ‘there. The tribals who lived
in the hills. not far from Udaipur. used to come regularly there for
purposes of buying and selling. Paddy and cotton were the main
commodities sold by them. Arum plant and its root, guard, watermelon,
gi rrger. potato -these were the other commodities brought by the tribals

to the market for sale ( Tripura Buranji 1962 : 22 ).lt may not be irrelevant
to point out that the claim of Ganguli (1969: 37-38) that the tribals
(.lhurnias) ofTripura were constrained to consume whatever they produced
and thus they were left with nothing to exchange or sell is a sweeping
generalization not based on facts. Udaipur, in fact, was one of the oldest
rnarkct places ofthe then Tripura. As early as in C. 1 660 ( Rajmala (ed)

I967 : 80-81 ), the then king Gobindamanikya purchased as mush as
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2000 mounds of salt from a trader and the salt was consumed not only by
the people living in Udaipur but also by the other people who were

living in the interior places.

,1
'1

V

It was during the reign ofkingRatna1nanikya that the Bengalis started
coming from adjoining British India to settle in South Tripura especially in
and around Udaipur. At that time 4000 Bengalis had settled in four
places, namely Rangamati. Ratnapur. Jashpur. and Hirapur of South

Tripura ( Sen Kaliprassanya (ed) 1926: 69 ). In fact that was the ﬁrst
settlement ofthe Bengalis in Tripura. Numismatic sources testify to the
fact that Ratnamanikya was the ruler ofTripura during the period 13 6467 and that the Bengalis settled in South Tripura during his reign. From this
it may be said that the Bengali settlement in Tripura is dated from 136467. Another important wave ofplain migrants, who were Bengali (Muslim).
also settled in and around Udaipur in 1728 when Tripura passed into the
hands of the l\/Iurshidabad ( Misra 1976 : 21 L).

It is worth mentioning that the migrants from the plains were settling
down in and around the Udaipur, the Molsom who had also come to the
region some time earlier were moving from hill to hill practicing

'3-_=rI-1.| .- !l'-"'-

jhuming. As a result, the Molsoms, along with other jhumia tribal groups,
were in economic hardship. Whereas the plain settlers. on the other hand,
were in better position -they could at least produce some surplus to manage
their minimum demands.

The plain settlers were in need of engaging hired labours in their
agricultural operations especially for making the fallow land arable and for

cutting the jungles. Some of the l\/lolsom were engaged as hired
labours along with other local tribal groups. Though at the out set they
were engaged for cutting of jungles only, in course of time, they were
used in other agricultural activities like tilling of land, ploughing, planting
of paddy shoots, weeding, harvesting etc. Such sort of experiences
and training in settled agricultural work made Molsoms interested in
cultivating some Lunga lands near their settlement. Generally the Lunga

land is naturally fertile as the natural manures from the nearby hillocks
accumulate on the Lungas having been carried away by rain water. As
a result, though in the beginning they could not follow the proper methods

ofwet cultivation, the yield was very much satisfactory compared to the
yield out ofJhuming at that period. They then, got interested in cultivating

the Lungas which were nearer their settlement areas inalarge scale. As
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a result of this a good number of jhumias started withdrawing from the
jhum sector. It is worth mentioning here that the availability of fallow
I .urrga near their settlement was one of the vital factors which
facilitated such achange and helped in adopting settled cultivation. At
present the families who are practicingjhuming as their primary occupation.
have been practicing this due to non-availabilityofcultivable lungas or
other plain lands. and not because oftheir liking.
The non availability offellow plain land, in fact is the biggest hindrance
faced by the state govemment in rehabilitating the jhumias since the

beginning ofthe forth ﬁve year plan. Thus while formulating an approach
regarding the problems ofthe jhumias for the purpose ofascertaining the
Iirnd requirements ofthe state during the forth plan it was mentioned that
not much o l’plough-cultivable waste land was left in Tripura. And as a

consequence it would not possible to settle the rernainingjhumias on
plain land( l\/lisra 1976 : 106 ).
That the techniques of using plain lands for agricultural purposes were
diffused to the l\/lolsom from their Bengali neighbors due to close
interaction between the two communities may be evidenced by the
fact that the agricultural implements used by the Molsoms in settle
cultivation are the common ones used by their Bengali neighbors. In
fact these implements such as Langol (plough). l\/Ioi ( lodder ), Joal ,
l'\'odal ( spade ) I)ao(hand chopper ),Tukri etc. have no l\/lolsom terms
to denote them. These are the names used by the neighboring Bengalis.
So, to sum up. the major causes which helped the Molsoms to adopt the
rrretlrod of settled cultivation were contiguous settlement ofthe I\/Iolsorns
with the Bengali plain land cr.1ltivators which facilitated diffusion of
technique ofthe settled cultivation from the Bengalis to the Molsoms;

presence of some common market places locally known as Haat which
helped close interaction between Molsom, along with other tribals, and
lletrgalis. In this regard it is worth mentioning that the common market
places have a vital role in the socioeconomic changes experienced by
the l\/lolsonrs . Regarding the nature and functioning of the market
especially in socioeconomic changes Areusergt 1934 11,5 ) wrote that “
the market, like any central ceremony of a culture, is alsoachannel of
cultural and social changes”. The availability of fallow plain land near

the settlement area ofthe Molsoms, asmentioned earlier, was one ofthe
most vital reasons forthis change. It is found in the present study, that
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the Molsoms who are still practicingjhum cultivation. have been doing so
due to non availability ofcultivable fellow plain lands.
Another factor which might have helped in bringing about such a change
is the psychological change among the l\/lolsom. as also among some
other tribals of Tripura. which may have been caused by some
political organizations. In this regard it may be worth mentioning that
from the first part ofthe present century some sort ofleftist organizations

have been active among the 1\/lolsoms as among the other tribes ofTripura.
A strong organization of Gana l\/Iukti Parisad ( Gl\/IP ) formerly known

as Janashikshya Samiti . led by tribal leaders like Dasharath Deb
Bunna. Sudhannya Deb Burma and some others, was deep rooted among
the I\/lolsorns. In fact. the tribals of Tripura were already organized
under some sort of a progressive political ideology even when the
state was a princely kingdom. This is rather unique for the tribes of Tripura.

Later on the Marxist ideology and communist movements developed some
sort of an adaptability in the mental make up ofthe Molsom as well as in
that of some other tribal groups of the state, which helped them to
cope with the new situation. When people are confronted with new
opportunities t‘, wrote Foster( l973:I30 ), “ acceptance or rejection
depends not only upon the basic cultural articulation, a favourable pattem
of social relations and economic possibility, but also upon pychological
factors".
I

Inheritance ofproperty .
The property in the Molsom society is inherited by son or son-in-law
depending on the condition that the son or son-in-low resides permanently

with the extended family. Ifa son-in-law, after marriage and completion of
Sa.rnak Ahangte, resides permanently in his father-in-law’s house. he gets
a share of his father-in-law"s property; but if he returns to his parent’s
house and resides there permanently, he does not get any share of his

father-in-law‘s property but gets a share of his parent ’s property. None
is allowed to enjoy the property offather and father-in-law simultaneously.
A person loses right over his father ’s property when he enjoys the property
ofhis father-in-law and vice versa.
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lrr a traditional Molsom society. especially injhum economy, the inheritance
of property actually means the inheritance of cultivation right ofthe land
but not the right of permanent possession. Because, in traditional jhum
economy a land is collectively owned by the village group under the control
ofthe village council. And such ownership of a particular land is for a
temporary period oftwo or three successive years when a household of
the group cultivates, as mentioned earlier, as much land as can be managed
by it‘s members. So no land is needed to be allotted separately to a

son-in-law as he gets it for cultivation in normal course along with the other
members ofthe household ofwhich he is a member. Beside the cultivation

right onjhum land in such a society, other movable material properties are
not of much I importance so far as inheritance is concemed. Because,

other artifacts are mostly made of the local materials like bamboo, wood.
cotton etc. which are easily available and every adult of their community
knows how to make these.
_
Arts and Crafts

In l\/lolsom society every household is, more or less. selfsufﬁcient so far as
making ofdomestic utensils and production ofother essential materials
are concerned. Most of their utensils are used in multiple activities and
only a few utensils are used to meet all the needs ofa household.
The skill in arts and crafts constitutes a major part of or%e’s culturally

transrnitted qualities in his society. Some sort ofdivision of labour, based
on sex, is found in the practices of arts and crafts. Basketry, bamboo,

cane, and wood-crafts are usually practiced by the males and loom
weaving is done by the females. It is tabooed for a man to weave cloth
and that for a women to practice basketry and wood crafts. If women

practice cane crafts and men loom weaving then, as they believe, they
would be attacked by tiger. On the other hand. a Molsom female, who
does not know loom weaving, and a male, lacking the knowledge ofcane-

crafts. are considered to be lacking essential qualiﬁcations for marriage.
In fact, a good craftsman or weaver has got some special status in his own
society.

'

Basketry, bamboo, wood-crafts, cloth weaving and making ornaments
are the components ofarts and crafts practiced by the Molsoms. Baskets
such as bem to carry rice, paddy etc., tuilcok to carry water pots,
kur'chcrm'ng to cany jhum seeds, rebom to keep hen and other bamboo
made articles like lakhu the rain shield, reloi the bamboo plate for drying
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crops, nerrreng the hammock. .s‘zrltr~rrul or flute. chalphu the small conical
basket used for preparing alkaline water. shei the local javelin. rtlralphel
the bow and arrow etc. ; wooden articles such as srzm-.s'nr'hil the
local pestle and mortar, sarirzcla and chorzgprerzg the local musical
instruments and some other things are, as stated earlier. rrrade by the
male.

In dresses. the female dresses are more colourful than those ofthe males.
puenzel the waist garment and risa the breast garment are two female

dresses woven with colourful cotton threads. The width ofthe puenzel
is found in two sizes--from waist to knee and from waist to ankle. The
waist-to-ankle size pr-renzel is just double in length ofthe waist-to-knee
size puenzel. This limiting down ofthe size ofpuenzel to only two sizes is

necessitated by the fact that the maximum length ofthe cloth woven for
the purpose cannot go beyond the size of the full stretch ofarms by the
weaver. Trrkbrolc the male waist garment, parclari the loin cloth and lulrum

the turban constitute the male dresses of which trrlrbrolc is widely used,
lu/cum is used occasionally during social visit or in ceremonies and the
pardari is mainly used during work time.

_

During winter, ponpui the womr cloth is used by both men and women.
Traditionally all male dresses are white in colour but some colourlitl threads

are used specially for weaving rakbrolc. Some common designs are
followed in weaving ruenzel and rim. Dying is performed by the females

and traditionally only three colours, namely, red, yellow and black are
used in weaving these two garments. The three colours are extracted
from local roots rulum, turmeric and seeds ofa local tree respectively.
But nowadays ready made coloured threads are used for the propose.
Ceremonies are performed, as mentioned earlier, when a boy or a girl
wears cloths for the ﬁrst time.
Another essential art for the female is the making of local beverage and
local alcoholic liquor namely zukola and rakzu. In fact, the brewing of
the high quality zukola is treated as an additional quality for the female in
Molsom society.
i
A variety of omaments are wom by the Molsom women on their nose,
neck and ears. Naper and toia, the ear rings, are put on the lobe and
upper part ofthe ear respectively. Noth the nose omament is put on the
bridge between the nostrils and rather‘ the necklace is used around the
neck. All the ornaments, except rurhoi, are made of silver or brass,
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and the rutlroi is made of the seeds of wild bananas locally known as
1'Hrrlt'l'?l. Nowadays the necklace are made of beads also. Except ru.rhor'
the Molsom do not know the technique of making any other of these
ornaments. These are collected from the plain people.
The technique of iron smelting is not known to the Molsom. They also
do not know the making of iron implements. The iron implements like

hand chopper and sickle which they use in every day life are purchased
from the Bengali blacksmiths. In fact iron smelting and making of iron
implements are unknown to the other tribal communities of the state
as well. The Khashis ofMeghalaya used to smelt iron ( Hunter 1879:) but
it is not found among the Khashis residing in the state ofTripura.
With the change oftraditional production system namely, jhum cultivation,
a scarcity ofraw materials especially for loom weaving, has occurred.
Cotton. from which cotton thread is made, is scarcely available now as
this was earlier produced only in jhum land. But,jhuming nowadays

has been limited to production offood stuffonly. At present cotton threads
have to be purchase from the market. Previously they used to dye
cotton threads with indigenous colouring agents but at present the

cotton threads which they purchase from the market are already coloured
in factory or elsewhere and this has limited down the practice of local
dying. The ready availability of cotton threads of various colours has

introduced novelties in motif and design affecting, in the process, the
traditional designs of their cloths. Besides, availability of cheaper
garments, especially the second hand garments coming from America and

.Iapa11 via Bangladesh, has crippled household weaving. _
The shortage of labour force in the craft sector has also hampered the
household weaving. Settled cultivation is labour extensive, and as
crops are cultivated almost through out the year, the manpower of the
community is absorbed in agriculture throughout the year. Thus
manpower stands withdrawn from crafts. Another factor that has led to
the withdrawal of man power from crafts is their lack ofknowledge in

making implements which they now use in settled cultivation. Since, a
major portion of them have now taken to settled cultivation by largely
giving upjhuming they have to buy the artifacts like plough, loader, Pokhai,

the hand implements used in irrigation, etc. from the local markets,
crippling down their craft which provided them implements forjhurning.
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Chapter -5
Social Organisation
Family
The family and kinship form the most important structural blocks of a

society. Their signiﬁcance is great especially in case of a tribal society
where these ties-are usually stronger. In this chapter we have taken up
an analysis ofthe family and kinship ties which are fotmd in the l\/lolsom
society. We shall ﬁrst discuss the type offamilies in existence among the
l\/lolsom and then analyse their kinship and clan structure.
Table : 7
Distribution of the families of the sample
villages according to their structure
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On the basis of the relationship among the members Molsom families
may be categorised broadly into three types: Nuclear, extended and
other types. Each of these categories has been discussed separately in
the following sections in this chapter.
Nuclear family

A nuclear family consists of husband, wife and their children. There
are mainly three reasons found among the Molsoms behind the fonnation
or continuation ofa nuclear family. A nuclear family may form, due to
separation ofspouses along with their children, ifany, from the extended
family after the completion of Smackachangte ofa husband; or secondly,
due to death of parents in an extended family resulting in separation of
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brothers from each other; or thirdly. due to separation of spouses
I11 1111 their natal houses after love marriage.
I11 our sample villages, out of a total number of 236 nuclear families
25.42 percent have been formed due to the ﬁrst reason mentioned
above. 12.71 percent for the second and 61.86 percent due to the third
cause. The genealogical structure of a nuclear family may be
diagramnratically presented as follows :
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Distribution of nuclear family based on cause of formation.
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' Table - 9
Distribution of the extended families of the
sample villages based on causes of cause of formation
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Extended family

Among the Molsoms an extended family may be described as the
combination of more then one nuclear families and is formed through
marriage of its member or members, especially children. Thus a nuclear
family may become an extended family through marriage ofa son or

daughter or both son and daughter. It may be pointed out that the
extended family through marriage of a daughter is formed due to the

existing system of Smackachangte where, as stated earlier, a husband
stays, for a preﬁxed period, with his father-in-law”s family after marriage;
and a family becomes extended through a son when, the son with his wife
and children if any, reside with his parents after smackachangte or love
marriage. And when these two cases occur simultaneously it takes the
shape of an extended family through both son and daughter. In our
sample villages a total of 66 families are found to be ofthe extended
type, ofwhich 63.64 percent are formed due to the marriage of the son,
21.21 percent through marriage ofthe daughter and 15.15 percent through
the marriage ofboth son and daughter. The genealogical structure ofthese
type ofextended families may be diagrammatically presented as follows:
Extended through both son and daughter.
Other types of family
Besides nuclear and extended families described above, there are some
families found in our sample villages which were formed under some
special circumstances andare discussed under the heading “other type”.
Three such types have been found so far. In the ﬁrst type an tmmarried
daughter is found living with the nuclear family ofher brother; in the
second type an widower is found living with his married daughter; and in
the third type an widow is seen living with her married daughter.
Regarding the Molsom families it may be mentioned here that for a certain
period every family has a chance to be shaped in any type ofnuclear or
extended family. A nuclear family, for instance, consists ofhusband,
wife and their children—son and daughter. Now after the social marriage
ofa daughter, this familyhas a chance to become an extended family for
the period of Smackachangte ofthe son-in-law; it would take the shape
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otunt 1lllL‘l' type ofextended family ifthe son ofthis fa.mily along with his
\\ile |'t*r~;itle.s with the parents after the completion of Smackachangte or
nller love marriage; and athird type of extended family may emerge if
the two eases mentioned above occur simultaneously. The change of a
N-'lu|.'~;u|11 nuclear family into various types of extended families may be
t I hm.-,1-; nnmatieally presented as below :

7\ln\\ntl:tys. the preference of the Molsoms is shifting towards the
at telear and extended through son type of families. This is because ofthe
ti;'_l\er incidence of love marriage_._, preference of spouses to reside in

ztet lit teal house and reduction in the period of Smackachangte due to which
:2 son or son-in-law returns to his parents house or from a neolocal
llotise. liarlier when the period of smackachangte was of longer duration.
If iere was every possibility that the son-in-law would have to continue

In |‘e:~;ide with the family of his father-in-law. In our sample villages as
many as 73.75 percent of the families are nuclear and 13.12 percent are
nl extentled through son type.
"
l\'in.~tl|ip
As l\'l1lSl1l|'1 is the product offamily and a family begins through marriage,
ll iv Mt ‘ll st ll I I kinsl tip may be divided into marriageable and non marriageable

enlegn|'ie.~+. /\eeording to the l\/lolsom marriage rules, a male cannot
tnatrry |'|lh' l3.ttl1er's youngest sister’s daughter anda female cannot many
lter motl1er's elder brother's son. l\/larriagc is permissible among all other

kinu|' the same generation.
I Inns H friendly. brotherly and sisterly relation prevailed among the same
p_t'tte|"nt lttll kin and accordingly a few kinship terms are in existence to
ut It lress tliese kin. Other non-marriageable relatives consist of the members
of une's elder and younger generations. The major kinship terms and a
ll‘tl old res|we't ive relations covering four generations namely, one’s own

},J_t'l lt‘l t ll it m. parenfs generation, grand parent’s generation and ch_ildren’s
p_t'llt‘I'illlUIl are eited below:
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Table -10Relationship and kinship terms among the
W
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lnterrelationship among the kins:

The interaction pattem among the Molsom is largely guided. as stated
earlier. by their marriage rules. The behavioral pattern among those vi-lto
are marriageable and those wlio are not could be differentiated. The

members ofthe same generation mix among themselves freely. Wliile
mixing with the members ofopposite sex. the use ofjokes and. at times.
sex related talks are common. .-"\ joking relation is also permissible with
ones brotliers wife and sister's husband. Among the people ofthe same
ses the code ofespected conduct is friendly and. at the same time.
brotherly or sisterly. At times. especially when anumberofyoung males
court a common girl in Leang. some rival1"y may develop. but that does not
last long and ultimately friendly relation prevails. During customary rites ot
thread wearing and puberty initiation namely Takbrokmi. Punmizel
and Risabomb. the free relation among the opposite sexes of the same
generation takes a ceremonial shape. The joking relations with ones
sister"s husband and brothers wife help in socialization especially
regarding sex knowledge and sex-life. The members among whom
marriage istabooed behave with each other as brothers and sisters.
Customarily they are not permitted to attend Leang. thread wearing and
puberty initiation rites of their brother or sister's kin.

\

"\‘

t"
All members of one's parent's (IQ (‘D .".'.eration
both ot tather"s and mothers
side. are respected as parents and the behavioral code is like also
that ofparents-child relationship. The members ofthis generation act as
agents ofsocialization in all spheres oflife for the kin of their children's
generation. The behavioral patterns with the members ofone’s grand
parent’s generation is of affection andjoke from the grand parents side
and respect andjoke from the grand children‘s side.

All members of a Molsom village. in one way or the other. are
related to one another and in most ofthe cases overlapping of many

relations occurs. Such overlapping of relations takes place due to
occurrence ofmarriage among a wide range ofkin especially of the

same village. The relationships among the members ofKalabon
Molsom Bari, one ofour sample villages. are presented in the latter
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|mt'llu|l ofthis chapter. Such an exercise will show how all the families
of at village are related by kinship ties.
In |~'.ulabon l\/lolsom Bari. it has found that out of a total of 42 households
only six family-heads were married outside the village and the remaining
to litmily—heads got married to the members of the same village. In the
lnhle given below a marriage chart stating the nearest matrimonial
relations of the family-heads who married within the village, is worked

out. For the convenience of preparing this chart. we made numbering
ofall the households serially. The last household on the right side (3
from the entrance of the village ) has been marked as number one
and then other households have been numbered serially up to the last
household on the left side ( from the entrance of the village). After
that the relationship, especially the nearest marital relation of a family
head with the other family heads are traced and represented in the
table placed below. Besides. we have also worked out diagrammatically
a relation-structure based on the relationships which are in existence
among the members of the Kalabon Molsom Bari. The head of the

household number 13 is taken as our ego.
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Thus alt./Iolsom village is self-sufficient so far as the supply of brides
and bride-grooms is concerned. AMolsom child, as a consequence, is
diversely related to the kin of his or her father’s and mother’s side.
Such self-sufficiency in marriage place and diversity in relations occur. as

stated earlier, due to wide range of marriageable relatives especially
within one’s own generation. In case ofKalabon Molsom Bari, for
instance, the family head of the household number 41 is ego’s father‘s

it

brother who is also ego’s wife’s mother’s sister’s husband (see the diagram
showing village genealogy ). In case ofkinship terminology. the head of

I‘)!

3

the household number 41 is ego’s Kapater if the relation is considered
through ego’s father's side. But that person is ego’s Kumrang also ifthe
relation is considered through his wife’s side.

The clan
The Molsoms are divided into twelve clans. In Molsom dialect clan is
known as pzmchi .The names of these clans are .s'inger, map:/1,
lengman, uisha, achep, nompor, lzmgthzmg’ nokham, rurstmg and

ronre. Every clan has one head man known as pttngifrrng . These
clans are not totemic. In fact, they are not able to trace the progenitor of
their clans. However, they believe that the names of these clans
originated due to some special work-activities ofthe head ofthese clans.
These clans are neither exogamous nor endogamous--selection of
mate, for marriage, is open among the members ofall clans." The children
inherit the clan oftheir father and the clan ofa women remains unchanged
after marriage. There is a beliefprevailing among the Molsoms regarding
the origin ofthe names of these clans which is stated below:

i
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In rshiemkhosakofBolpuitang. as per their hearsay. the Molsoms had
been residing on twelve adjacent villages. The dwellers of each settlement
urea were under the supervision of a headman who maintained solidarity
ar r tong the dwellers and maintained connection with the Kamchikao. Suprai
and other leaders of the community who look after the affairs and
problems of the people ofrespective settlement.
ln course oftime. those twelve villages had merged into one due to extension

of homestead areas of every village as a result of increase ofpopulation.
This sort ofmerger had created some problems in identifying the village
people in respect ofrespective village and their separate headman. To
solve this problem the Kamchikao and Suprai had decided to give a
name to each ofthe settlement heads on the basis ofthe type of works

he had done during the day time on a particular day.
One evening. they called all the heads ofthe twelve settlements to a meeting
at the house of Suprai and asked about the type of work they had
performed during the day time. Accordingly. the twelve heads reported
their deeds one by one and Kamchikao and Suprai gave a name to each

ofthe respective heads by which the other people of their settlement were
iderrtitied. The head ofone village reported thathe had repaired a supporting
pillar ofhis house locally known as deo. And thus that headman and the
people ofhis village were named deomi. Another head told that he had
done nothing btrt eaten chicken and drunk zukolcr. That head and his
village people. thus. were named singer owing to the fact that a wild cat
which is in Molsom known as singer does nothing but eat flesh. The third

head said that he and other adult members ofhis family had cleared the
jungles sunounding their house. That head and all people of his village
were named mcrpu . In Molsom nut: means courtyard and pr: means

large. The head of the fourth village reported that he had visited some of
his kin"s house and therefore he and his village people were named
l'vurrgrrri:rn. In Molsom leang means to visit. The ﬁfth village head informed

that he. along with other people of his village. had eaten the flesh of a
dog mistaking it a deer, which had incidentally been burnt in jhum—frre.
'1 he head and other people ofthe village therefore were named uisha.
In l\/lolsom ui means a dog and ashak means to eat. The head of the

sixth village reported that during the day he had punished a person ofhis
91
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village who had done some unfair deeds. In Molsom. punishment is
known as ron therefore the village head and his people were named
rome, that is. the person who impose punishment. The head of the
seventh village told that he, along with some youths had constructed round
their village a boundary-wall ofbamboo with pointed end. That head and
his village people were named sungﬁm. In Molsom sung means pointed
end and pirurr means sharp. The head of the eighth village reported that

he had made a hearth on the floor ofhis dwelling house. That head and his
village people ere named Zurrgrlmng as in Molsom. a hearth is called
lungrhurzg. the leader ofthe ninth village told that he. along with youths

ofhis village. had been detained by the people ofa neighbouring village
who doubted that they had bumt down some of their houses. although
they were not the actual culprits. The people ofthat village had pinched
them as a form of punishment and after that they were released. The
people of that village and their head were named achep. In Molsom
achep means pinching. The head ofthe tenth village reported that he had

taken his launch on an unclean leaf. He with his village people were
named nompor . In Molsom non? means leaf and por means unclean.

The head of the eleventh village said that he. along with some youths of
his village. had burnt the house ofa person to teach him alesson, for the
man had done some unfair deeds. The people ofthat village and their
head were named as nokhcmr in Molsom nokham refers to a person
who bums house. The head of the twelfth village reported that he had
supplied water to the house ofthe Kamchikao. He and other people of
his village were named training . In'Molsom rm‘ means water and sung
means to supply.
Thus we find that names of the clans among the Molsom are in clear

departure from the practices followed in other tribes, based on activities
and not on some gods and goddesses that might have been worshipped
in ancient days or based on some other totemic things.
Besides the stories narrated above. we do not have any other sources
ﬂom which the origin ofthe names ofthe Molsom clans could be veriﬁed.
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Chapter — 6

Authority Structure in the Molsom Society
Tlre conduct ofthe members ofthe Molsom society is regulated through
three-fold authority structure. namely the family authority structtue, the

village authority structure and the community authority structure. The
present chapter aims to discuss. in detail. about the composition and
functions ofthe authority structure at the three levels and to interpret their

signiﬁcance for the maintenance ofthe social order of the Molsoms
Family authority structure

‘

Among the Molsoms the conduct of the members in the family is
regulated and the socio-economic and politico-religious activities ofthe
family are looked after by the head of the family. Normally the oldest
male member heads the family and his wife acts as his assistant. After the

death or otherwise invalidation ofthe head. the next oldest male succeeds
him. This new head could be the eldest son or eldest son-in-law( in case
the family has no son or the eldest son has been staying with his fatheri-n-law’s family). In case the family has no adult male member the wife of

the head takes up the responsibility.
The head represents his family at the village and community level affairs

such as selection ofthe village chiefand other members ofthe council and
attends the village meetings called by the village council. He looks after
the economic and socio-religious activities ofthe family. In shifting

cultivation he is to choose the jhum-ﬁeld to be cultivated by the family
and has to take decision about the variety of seeds to be sown in the
jhum-ﬁeld. Land and other property of the family are kept under his

control.
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Distribution ofthe family-heads ofthe sample villages on the basis of
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The family authority structure of the Molsoms is. more or less. akin to

l

that ofthe other tribes ofthe state with the exception that, after the death

of a head among the Molsoms his eldest son-in-law is also entitled to
succeed him. In the villages where a sample survey has been conducted
for the present study, it has been found that 1.87% of family heads are the
eldest son-in-low ofthe deceased heads. 7.19% are their eldest sons and
2.5% are the wives of the deceased heads.
The village authority structure
.
The conduct and affairs ofthe Molsoms at the village level are regulated
and directed by the village council which also looks after the socioeconomic. politico-religious and other activities of the village people.
The village council ofthe Molsoms consists of the Khuoulm or Chaudhury
that is the village chief. the Khandolloom who is the assistant to the village
chiefand the Khamdoltoum the messenger. Two youth leaders namely
Tarrgoaloulm the leader of the boys and the Nungyakoulm the leader
ofthe girls of the village, also help the council when necessary. Besides
the above secular structure. there is another one-man religious institution
consisting ofthe Awchai, the priest ofthe village, who, when required.
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helps the council in the magico-religious aspects ofthe problems under
trial.

the village council of the Molsoms is, more or less, akinto that ofsome
other tribal communities ofthe state like Reang. Tripuri. Koloi. Uchoi etc.
though. of course. with some differences. Among the Reang and the
Triptrri the village council consists offour members namely Chaudhury,

Achai. Karbari and Khandol (Gan Chaudhury 1983 ; Deb Burman
1983 :64). But among the Ucohis only two members namely Chaudhury
and Karbari constitute the village council (Deb Bumian 1963 : 30) while
the village council of the Kolois consists of three members—one

Ciraudhury and two Khandols where no Karbari or Achai is found (ibid.).
The village council of the Molsoms, as we have already mentioned,
consists ofthree members——-Khuoulm, Khandolloom & Khandoltoum but occasionally they are assisted by three others i.e. the leader of the
male and female youths and the village priest.
The members ofthe Molsom village council are selected by the villagers in
a formal meeting. First of all the village chief the Khuoulm. is selected
which followed by the selection of the assistant of the chief the
Ix’/mitt/ol/orrm. and the messenger or the Khandoltoum. In the selection
of the /\'/rum./olioonr and Khandoltoum the preference of the newly

selected village chief gets some priority. While selecting the Khnoalm,
some religious rites are observed by the village priest. But such rites are

not performed in selecting the other council members.
All the family heads and some other adult male members of the village

assemble in a meeting and choose a person from among the family heads
of the village for the post of Khuoulm. Usually an aged and brave
man with remarkable hunting records. who is also considered intelligent
and economically sound, having many young males in the family, is
pre fened. In the traditional jhum economy, economic status ofa person
is measured by the number of adults in his family. It is so probably
because in jhum economy the land is a community property looked

alter by the village council; and a family is allowed to cultivate as much
I; ind as it can manage by its members. So, naturally, greater the number
ofadults a family possessed wider the stretch of land it is allowed to
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cultivate resulting in higher production. But in settled economy. a person's
economic status is measured by the cultivable landed property he

possesses. The criterion that the head of a family which has a number
of adult males is generally selected as the village chief probably owes
its origin to the fact that the personal family life ofthe village chief
would be disturbed as he would have to remain engaged. most of the
time. in the activities ofthe village council and thus he would be constrained
to detach himself from the economic and other management activities
of his family. The other adult males. in such cases, can look after the
family and economic activities.

i

.-,_.

For selecting the Village chiefat ﬁrst, the name ofa person is proposed by
any of the heads of the families and if that name ﬁnds favour t-vith the

majority of the people assembled there for the purpose and ifthe person
also is willing to take up the responsibility then the Awchai ofthe village
arrange for a test to find out whether the choice is auspicious.
He sacriﬁces a hen to the ruisangro deity and removes the elementary
canal of it. He then conceives ofthe elementary canal as divided into two
parts namely the mouth-adjacent pan, which is presumed to fall on God's
side, and the rectum-adjacent part. which is considered as belonging to
man’s side. The village priest then checks up whether there is any damage

spot on the elementary canal. If any spot is seen on the part supposed to
belong to God then no problem arises; but if there is any spot on the
rectum adjacent part or simultaneously on both the parts then the selection

ofthe village chief is supposed to be ominous and in that case the villagers
propose another name.
After the selection of Khuoulm, other members ofthe council namely
Khandolloom and Khandolroum are selected by the village people. The

personal qualities and the other criteria for selection as Khandolloom
or Khandoltoum are the same as those for village-chief selection.
Distinct work divisions is found among the council members. Khuoulm,
the head of the council, exercises supreme power in the council. He
negotiates various socio-economic. politico-religious and other disputes
and problems faced by the council. In traditional jhum economy the
Khuoulm is to choose the jhum-ﬁeld and settlement area where the
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\i|l;tgcrs would shift during thejhum-cycle. He is to collect subscriptions
I I ttlll the villagers and arrange annual Sangrak and iEh0.s'erworsl1ip.
|lt'.*~;itlt3..H.‘. the Khz.-:01-rim represents the village in the inter village affairs
tmtl in selection ofthe members for the community council.
I he Khrmdo/loom is the assistant to the Khuoulm. The Khandolroum is
the messenger who also arranges for Dabo the smoking implement
rltlrillg meeting of the council. The Khandoltoum also implements the
physical punishments imposed by the council. Usually the house ofthe

l\'/moulm is used as the office ofthe council. During council meetings the
l\'/moulm may take the help of any adult villager to solve the problem
under trial.

The '[img0al0ulrn and Nrmgakoulm are selected by the youths of the
village in a tbrmal meeting. An expert hunter, having rema.rkable knowledge
in craftsmanship and music, is preferred to be the Tcmgoaloulm.

Similarly, preference is given to expert weaver, or to those having special
skill in preparation of local alcoholic beverage , dance and music, for
selecting Nungukotilnr.
The Awchai is selected in a formal meeting called by the village council
where all heads ofthe families assemble. Personal qualities and other
criteria for the selection of Awchai are almost the same as those for the
selection ofa Klmou/n-2, with the exception that the person," in addition,
mu'.~;t have a specialised knowledge ofthe magico-religious rites and rituals.

‘Though this religious institution is not directly a part ofthe village council,
yet in the arena of village administration. it works along with the council.
The Awchai performs all Pujas arranged by the families or village council
HI ul is entrusted with the duty oftreatment ofdiseases by performing magic
or l’u_jas. He helps the village council with his knowledge and ideas about
the magico-religious aspects of the problem under trial. The Awchai
l‘c|1t'CSE3n'[S the village, along with the other council members, in selecting
the members for the community council. Besides, he has to perfonn
tel igious rites and tests during the selection of Khuoulm of the village
ct mncil. In return ofthe Awchai’s service, the village people cultivate his
lrmtl tor one season in a year. The general activities ofthe Village Chief
are conﬁned to the concerning village only.
"

The 'l angoaloulm and Nungakoulm make inquiry about the problems
especial ly relating to premarital sex and violence and place the report before
.
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the council. Besides they lead the youth team during the customary
mutual exchange of labour. and other youthful group activities.
There is no fixed tenure ofoffice for the members ofthe village council.
at the same time. it may not be life long. I t fully depends on the
working efficiency of its members. Whenever the village people find
incompetence in the activity ofthe council, they dissolve it in a general
meeting ofthe villagers. Besides. ifany member or members ofthe council

feel himselfor themselves in any way incompetent to perform duties. he
or they may resign. But ifthe Khuoulm resigns. then the other members of
the council have also to resign because the latter do not have any executive
power oftheir own. However. they may be re-elected in the next council
meeting. In case the other members or member, except Khuoulm, resign
no change takes place in the overall structure ofthe council; only the post

which is vacated with the resignation ofthe respective member, is ﬁlled
up by selecting another suitable person in a formal meeting ofthe villagers.
The working tenure of the one-man religious institution namely the Awchai
is life long but not hereditary. The Awchai can resign only ifhe feels himself
in any way incompetent to perform his works. The Tangoaloulm and

Nungakoulm are relieved oftheir office when they get married.
To regulate the behaviour and affairs ofthe individual in the different
aspects of life and for sustaining peace. some laws, customs or norms are
prevalent in the Molsom society. which are expected to be abided by the

members ofthe society. The village council is vested with the power to
impose fines and punishments ifviolation ofsuch lows occur. The amount
of fines and the forms of punishments vary with the nature of the

offence. Fine in cash or kind, torture, excommunication etc. are the
customary punitive action. Some of the existing laws and related forms
of punishments to be imposed against the violators. are cited below.
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Rs.45/- & one earthen pot ofZukola
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‘Divorce
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I lt".lt lcs the laws mentioned above there are some nonns prevailing amongst
the l\’lt tlsonts which are expected to be followed by the member oftheir
Ht tr: it-I y. No ti nc or punishment is imposed for violating such nonns, but a
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norm breaker is condemned by the village people. Some ofthese norms.
for instance. are cited below.

1). If anybody takes the help of physical labour of any person or
persons therfonner is expected to return the labour when the later is
in need of the same . Such mutual exchange of labour, inil\/Iolsom.
is known as Ron.
A
2).

A big game is expected to be distributed among all the households
ofa village, whether it is hunted i.n group hunting or by an individual.

3). Every household ofa village is expected to give subscription for
the performance ofany rite, ritual, ceremonies etc. arranged by the

village council.
4). In the holy day of Sangrak or Khohser worship. nobody from the
village is expected to work in Jhum or other"s land.
5). At least one adult member from each ofthe household ofthe village

-l
|]*

i

l

is expected to take part when the villagers customarily cultivate the

land ofthe Awchai for one season a year.
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Community Council

The community council of the Molsom is consisted ofeleven members
namely the Kamchikao. the head; Awchai. the priest; Yaksvrng and
Khzrksung, the assistants; Sangialean and Sangiatonm, the

messengers; Sangkanra. the executor of corporal punishment; ()/rma,
the tobacco maker; and Modi, the zukola supplier.
The members for the community council are selected by the Khuoulrns,
Awchais and some other influential members of the Molsom villages.
The selectors gather together in a formal meeting. usually in the house
ofex-Kamchikao and select the members for the community council.
At first, in the process of selection, the Kamchikao, the head ofthe
community council, is selected which is followed by the selection of
the Awchai, Chapialian, Chapiatoum,Yaksung, Khuksung, Sengialian,
Sangiatourn, Senkanta, Okma and Modi respectively.
The personal qualities and other criteria for choosing aperson forthe
post of Kamchikao are the same as those which are considered in the
case of selecting the chief of the village council. The method and
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other formalities observed for selecting the Kamchikao are also akin
to those observed during the selection ofthe village chief.
A llcr the selection ofthe Kamchikao, the Awchai is selected. A person
with sound religious knowledge along with other personal qualities, which
are taken into account for selecting the Kamchikao. is considered for the

selection ofthe Awchai. Besides, the Awchai is selectedfrom the village
which is adjacent or nearer to the village of the Kamchikao. The new

karnclrikao and Awchai, along with other assembled members, then select
the other members of the community council. The same criteria. as are
followed in selecting the Kamchikao. are followed for selecting the
other members ofthe council as well. But no religious rite is performed
for selecting_ them. The members like Chapialian,Chapiatourn.

Sengialian. Sengiatoum, Okma and l\/Iodi are generally selected from
the village of the Kamchikao or from the adjacent villages for smooth
rtutningofthe council.

y

i

After all the council members are selected. the Kamchikao assumes the
office formally when the Silzmgker . theimagical test-stone used for
identifyingasinner, is handed over to him from the outgoing Kamchikao.
This Silungket is believed to be preserved from Bolpuitang, the original
place as they believe. oftheir inhabitation.

Clear hierarchy and functional division are there among the members of
the community council. The Kamchikao acts as the chairman and exercises
supreme power over the council members. He gives the final decision in

solving the problems faced by the council; constitutionally he controls all
activities -economic, social, political, religious etc. ofthe community as a
whole. The hierarchy follows downward to the Awchai, Chapialian,
Yaksung. Khuksung. Sengialian, Sengiatoum, Sengkanta, Okma and
l\/lotli respectively.
The /\wchai acts as the religious adviser to the Kamchikao, helping him
with his magico-religious knowledge in solving the problem under trial.
llesitlcs. the Awchai performs the Sangrak and Khoser worship and other
rites. rituals. ceremonies etc. arranged by the community council.
(‘lrapialian and Chapiatoum act as the deputy chiefs ofthe community

council. They are assisted by the Yaksung and Khuksung. Sengialian
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and Sengiatoum communicate the decisions and other information of
the community council to the village councils. They invite the members of
the community council to attend council's meeting whenever necessary.
Sengkanta executes corporal punishment conferred to a guilty by the
community council. Okma and Modi arrange‘ for and serve tobacco and
liquor during the meeting of the community council.
Usually the problems which remain unresolved in the trial of the village
council are placed before the community council. This council tries to

resolve problems in two ways. It sends its representatives the Chapialian
and Chapiatoum to the village council from where the dispute has been
originated. The Chapialian or Chapiatoum on behalfofthe council. tries
the case in a meeting arranged by the village council and settles the
problem. Secondly, the community council solves the problem in a fonnal
meeting in the house ofthe Kamehikao.
"
If any dispute remains undecided after the trial in the court ofcommunity

council then the Kamchikao takes the matter on his hand and solves it
with the help ofthe silurrgket the magical test-stone . The Silungket is put
on the palm ofthe accused person and ifthe person fails to keep the stone

on his hand the charge brought against him is taken to be established.
The Silungket, as they believe, would hot up on the hand ofa guilty and a
real Sl1’1l’l€1‘ would not be able to keep the stone on his hand; on the

contrary, it would remain cool on the palm ofan innocent person. But the
Silungket is rarely used for judgment as most of the problems are
settled in the trial ofthe community council. The forms and measure of
fines and punishments exercised by the community council are mostly
the same as those imposed by the village council with some little differences
in the severity of the corporal punishments.
Besides looking into intra-community affairs, the Kamchikao also
represents the community in inter community affairs. He used to represents
the community during the customary annual tribal gathering of the state
which was traditionally held at the palace ofthe then Maharajas and was
known as Hasam Bhojan.
The working tenure of the community council is not fixed and, at the
same time, it is not life long for any ofits members too. It depends, as in
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the ease ofvillage council. on the performance of the office-bearers or
lltt' t iolation of norms by council members. especially by the community
t'hiel'. lfthe people ofthe community feel that the existing council has
lost tlteclliciencyexpected of them they can dissolve the council in a
l'ort~tal tneeting. Besides. the Kamchikao or any member of the
eootteit tnay resign ifhe feels himself unable to run the office competently.
.-\ny termination of the Kamchikao results in the dissolution of the
eooneil as a whole. But when any other member of the council resigns.
no change occurs in the over all structure ofthe community council; but
the vacatrt post is tilled up by selecting a suitable person in a formal
meeting o fthe community council.
"
(‘Images
Over the years. no major change has taken place in the structure and
functioning ofthe village and community council ofthe l\/lolsom except for
the relaxation ofsome traditional laws. Forinstance. the village council or
communitycouncil.nowadays allows community exogamy with a
minimum fine ofcommunity feast only. At present their community council

gives permission to the people ofother community to become Molsom.
The~interested person. in such a case. has to arrange for a community
lieast. The convert is allowed to choose any clan he likes but he is to declare
his choice before the council with a promise to obey all the existing laws.
norms. customs, beliefs. values etc. ofthe Molsom society.
The secular and religious components of the authority structure of the

l\/lolsom have some sort ofseparate identity so far as its frame work
is concerned. The secular part is vested with actual power and it occupies
ltip,lter status in the hierarchical strata. Thus the village chief in the village

er rt ll tc il and the Kamchikao in community council head the power structure
whereas the Awchai forms an essential auxiliary body. Such separation in

the structure does not interfere in the functioning of the council .Rather
so ne sort ofdiverse affect is found so far as some of its activities are
er ll tcerncd. The Awchai. for instance, acts as the main determinant in the
ti nal selection of the village or community chief. A person cannot be

se ectctl as the village or community chiefifthe religious test of the Awchai
proves ominous.

I
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The Effect of the Panchayati Raj on the Traditional Authority

Structure
Introduction of Panchayati Raj in the Molsom villages. along with
other hill villages of the state. has opened a new channel which

facilitated the involvement of the Molsoms in the main stream of
state’sadministration. Though there wasaTerritorial Council and Molsoms
also took part in electing the members of that Territorial Council

before the introduction of the Panchayati Raj. yet that institution did
not have much effect on the village or community level authority ofthe
tribals. It is. however. admitted that some new traits were introduced in
the political behavior ofthe members of the tribal community. especially
when the system of election was introduced. in place of selection. for
constituting the Territorial council. Since that time processes like secret
ballot voting, canvassing. participation ofall adult males in the processes
of selection etc. have been brought in to use. Besides. since that time.
the Molsom females. along with the females ofthe other tribal communities,
for the first time. started participating in the election process. But all
those new things were confined only to their behavioural pattem and

made no impact on the functioning oftheir selfgovernment namely village
or community council. It was the Panchayati Raj which penetrated
into the lirnctioning of the traditional village and community councils

ofthe Molsoms.
However, it can not-be said that the two authority structures are contradictorily
related to each other. Rather. the relation between the traditional selfgovemment and modem village panchayat is more or less. one ofcooperation.
Both authorities have their own inﬂuence over the people and have
separate functionaljurisdictions.
The problems related to sex and violence, marriage. divorce, adultery,
disputes regarding Ihum lands, problems related to religious activities etc.
are tried by the traditional authority. Whereas the problems concerning
land, health and sanitation, education, communication etc. are dealt with by
the village panchayat. In some cases especially in case of a serious or
long pending problem, the traditional village council and village panchayat
hold the trial jointly. Besides. the village panchayat, whenever necessary,
also takes the help of the traditional village council.
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It may be pointed out that problems which the village or community
t‘t rtmcil deal with are traditional in nature so far as their origin is concerned.
t tn the other hand the problems which the village panchayat handles are
created in the new situation. that is. in the settled economy. As stated
earlier. the traditional shifting economy of the major sections of the
l\/lolsoms has been changed into settled economy and as a result. the land
which was the property of the community in the shifting economy. has

become individual family's permanent property. Therefore. the nature
ofland disputes which occur nowadays. are mainly related to the right to

possession ofland. The records of these permanent lands are maintained
by the agencies of the state government. Other problems which the new
autlrority covers. in fact also have their origin in the pemianent settlement.
The homestead area in shifting economy, as mentioned earlier. shifted
from place to place along with the shifting of Jhuming ﬁom one Jhum land
to another during a .lhum cycle resulting in most temporary settlement
pattern. The comrnunication.in such temporary settlement. does not
develop due to the fact that once a pathway is made it is used only for three
or four years successively, that is, as long as Jhuming and settlement
continues in that area; the pathway is abandoned when the Jhuming shift to
some other place. This absence of the need of a permanent type of

settlement and a permanent type ofroad and other communication system in
a shifting economy left construction of roads etc. out ofthe purview ofthe
activities ofthe traditional village council. Activities like these have now
been taken up by the village panchayats without any encroachment into

the activities of the traditional village council.
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CHAPTER - 7

Rites of Passage and Social Control
Birth

_

After an expectant mother has passed three or four months of conception
the Molsoms observe Srrpa/rmg I-'ebm.i! or Kribeng rite for good
health of the mother and coming baby as a protective measure against
evil’s eyes and to prevent abortion. In Sapalang rebom! the Awchai
worships four supernatural spirits. namely Tuior, Asengoi. Thingkungoi
and Paoenpa by sacrificing seven chicks and three piglets. For Kabeng
the same spirits are worshipped but no pig is sacriﬁced. Kabeng is observed.
generally by those who are relatively poor as it is less expensive than
sapalang reboul . After Sapctlcmg reboul or Kabeng rite is performed
the Awchai forecasts the sex ofthe coming issue by observing the position
of the rectal cecum on the elementary canal of a sacrificed chick.
Down ward ofthe tip the rectal cecum portends a female issue whereas

an up ward position is supposed to signify a male embryo.
Among the Molsoms the pregnant women are to observe some restrictions.
They are forbidden to sleep with their husband after seven months of

conception and they are to keep covered their breasts by breast garment
locally known as Risa especially when they go out side the house. They
believe that an evil spirit called Khuri does harm to the breast ofthe pregnant
women with it°s malicious look. lfthe worst befalls. symptoms appear in
the shape ofbreast pain and. some times. with cracking ofnipples. To get
rid ofthe evil. the Awchai worship Khuri by offering boiled rice and
curry made of seven vegetables. Besides. the expectant mother is to
avoid filthy places where. as they believe. the Khuri lives and may take

possession of the mother. If it so happens. the women in the familyway
may lose mental balance.
When the delivery pain starts. a labour-room is contrived in the house
with sheets of cloth. bamboo mats etc. The Awchai worships Tuior and

Arkhonthace on the back of a stream or river by sacrificing one duck or
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her l for easy delivery and as a protective measure for the mother and the
comin g baby against evil eyes. The Awchai also forecast the time of
tlel T very. that is. early or late and the health ofthe issue by examining the
clet ncntary canal and the colour of the blood of the sacriﬁced animal
respectively. The shorter the distance between rectal caecurn and rectum.
earl ier is the expected time ofdelivery. and more deep-red the colour of
the blood ofthe sacrificed fowl the better would be the health of the

Tssuc. lfthe colour ofthe blood is found to be blackish the issue, it is
believed. may die before or after delivery.
In the labour room the expectant mother sits on the delivery bed
made o fbamboo mats. rests on her knees and catches tightly a post or a
rope siting from a beam ofthe roof. At the time of delivery a local
midwife and her assistant. locally known as Karina and Lauromi
respectively. and some other elderly ladies attend the woman. The
assistant of the midwife and some other elderly ladies hold the mother
steady from behind and the midwife pulls the baby out.
On the umbilical cord ﬁve knots. each at a distance of one inch from the
other. are tied with cotton threads. The midwife cuts the umbilical cord at
third knot with a sharp bamboo split locally known as Serena! . If a son
is born the split is obtained from a bamboo post ofthe house and in case a
daughter is born it is taken from a horizontal split of the bamboo wall

of the house. The umbilical cord ofa son is cut by keeping it on the
handle of hand chopper of his father and that of a daughter is cut by
placing it on an weaving equipment locally known as Khnroi, of her

mother. Juice of some local leaves is used to check bleeding. Placenta is
put in to an earthen pot or in a pot made of dry pumpkin and the father
ofthe baby places the pot on a bamboo stand in a nearby jungle. The
tn itlwi fe. her assistant and other ladies who attend the mother during
the dc I i very are entertained with It-I/(O10.

A |'tcr the last part ofthe umbilical cord is removed. generally four to six
days after the birth. abz.ir.s'uk ceremony is observed when naming ofthe
new horn is done. The Awchai worships the Arthengoi by sacriﬁcing one

hen and than selects one from two or three names proposed by the baby’s
relat i vcs. He takes two leaves and drops them from above uttering the
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proposed name. Ifboth the leaves fall with the same side up he rejects
that name as it is supposed to be ominous. When the leaves fall with
opposite side up, that is one dorsal and one ventral, it signifies that the
name is auspicious and the baby is named after that name.
The names are usually chosen after local birds. flowers, remarkable
incidents or happenings which might have occurred at the period of
birth. A person of Manithang Bari of udaipur. for instance, was born in

\

1952 and has been named Kuminist Pada as the communist movement
had entered the region during that period or a girl ofthe same village is
named as Ration laxmi since at the time ofher birth a ration shop was set
up near their village, and so on. Most of the names of the present
generation are corrupted form of the names prevailing among the
neighboring Bengalis. For example. the Bengali name Rupabati is
adopted as Rupaiti, Laxmi as Likhi, Pradip as pudip. Kamal as Kumal

etc. Two names bhagya and Bahadur. are widely used. A few examples
especially among the male are Saran Bhagya. Ninda Bhagya. Aprut
Bahadur, Nago Bahadur and so on.
On any evening, within one month after the birth ofthe baby the Awchai
worsl1ips_Muk0rcung reboul at doorsill by sacriﬁcing one young pig and a
chick. This is done as a protective measure against diseases for the new
bom. If l\/Iukotkung reboul is not performed within one month, the evil

spirit Khuri, itis feared, will cast anevil look on the baby and the baby
will vomit repeatedly. Within one year after the birth. the Awchai
worships Prosenpoi deity by sacrificing three hens which. they believe.

will help the new bom to leam speaking at an early age.
Up to four or ﬁve months the breast feeding is the main source offood
for the baby. When the child grows up to one year. he or she is provided
with normal meal. The mother and other elderly relatives keep the baby
on their laps or on the hammock. During the work time the ladies tie
the baby at their back with a short piece ofcloth made especially for the
purpose which is locally known as ponai .
The Molsoms observe ceremonies during the ﬁrst wearing ofcloths. The

wearing ceremony for the boys is known as takbrokmi and that for the
girls as pzmmizel. Traditionally they do not wear dresses except warm
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clothing in winter before solemnization of wearing ceremony. In
tit/nln-ntlmi aboy for the first time wears rakbrok. the traditional male
tlt ess. and in punmizel a girl puts on pnmnizel the traditional loincloth
lot" the lirst time in her life. At an early stage of this initiation. the parents
invite some young boys and girls to their house. Generally the ceremony
takes place in the evening when the parents leave the house. The boy

and girl invitees assemble in the house where they drink Zukola and do
merriment.

The boys help the boy or girl to put onanew piece of

loincloth. The boy or girl whose Initiation goes on. generally tries to oppose
but the other boys forcibly make him or her wear the garment. From this
very day the boy or the girl starts wearing dresses.
s
(‘hildhood among the Molsoms is passed cheerfully. They play
indigenous games and get training in various socioeconomic activities.
The adolescent boys and girls keenly observe various activities of their
parents and other elderly persons. The boys gain knowledge of bamboo.
cane and wood crafts. agricultural works. hunting, fishing etc. and the
girls gain skill in weaving. agriculuual works and other domestic activities.

Sometimes they participate in some minor works like rearing of
animals. weddings. collection ofﬁrewood etc. in groups.

.

r

Puberty

Among the Molsoms a ceremony is observed when a girl steps into
puberty. The ceremony is known as risciborn . After ﬁrst menstruation
I'l".\'t(/7()l'l'I ceremony is performed when a girl wears rr'.s'a. the "breast

garment. for the ﬁrst time in her life . In presence ofmany boys and girls,
during risabon-92. two strong boys tie a new piece ofrisa around the breast
ofthe girl. The other parts ofthis ceremony are sameas that of Pzmmizel

ceremony. The boys with whom the marital relation of a girl is
tabooed are interdicted from attending the Risabomb ceremony of that
girl. After risabomb a girl is fonnally accepted as a young girl or Nurzgak
(in their own terminology) by the society and her parents are allowed to

arrange her maniage. In Molsom society no ceremony is observed relating
to initiation ofthe boys into puberty.
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The cloth wearing ce1*emony namely takhrokzizi for the boys and
purzmizel for the girls and the puberty initiation ceremony for the females
namely I-'£.s'ab0m are unique of the Molsoms since they cannot be found
among the-other autochthonous tribes ofthe state. Among the l\/logs of
Tripura, however. .s'c.1ngpcrreebzri. the adolescent ritual for the males and
ranglcmgsa , the puberty rite for the females, are observed.

I

\

The Molsom youths lead aromantic life. They lighten the hard and tedious

works of jhum and other economic activities with music and rnerriment.
They participate in all socio-economic activities as and when necessary.
In the village the youths are organized under the leadership ofTangoaloulm

the leader of the boys and Nungakoulm the leaderofthe girls.
After the day’s work the young boys visit the house ofthe young girls and
amuse themselves there by gossiping. Generally a group ofboys consisting of
three to six members assemble inia girls house in the evening. This eveninggossiping in Molsom society is known as lazing. Traditionally there was a
room lmovvn as lingna or.s'ung11a in every Molsom house for the purpose.
In Leang the girl fonns the nucleus and the boys display their special qualities
in music, art, craft etc. and try to court the girl. They sing songs, play on the

musical instruments, and present bamboo, cane and wooden articles to the
girl. The girl offers Zukola, tobacco. betel leafand betel nuts to the boys and
observe them keenly. Ultimately one amongst the boys becomes successful
in courting the girl and for this the green signal comes from the girl when she

expresses her willingness symbolically.
After a period ofobservation one day the girl sits close to the selected boy
and offers a portion ofher loincloth to him. The favored boy sits on the
extended portion ofloin cloth so that the girl is unable to move to attend
to another boy’s request for preparing smoking pipe, offering zukola, betel

leafetc. From this the other boys present get to know about the affair.
No rivalries grow between the selected boy and rejected ones.

A similar type ofpractice is found among the Lushais of Tripura. The
Lushai call it rim . In rim also, like leang, three to six young boys gossip

with an young girl at her house in the evening and try to court the girl. The
other things of the rim are similar to those of the lecmg, the only
difference is found in the symbolic declaration ofthe girl about her choice.
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l'hc girl in rim takes a bailo (p a cigarette-like tobacco roll made oftobacco
and paper) from the boy selected by her and tie the same with her hair
and thus makes her choice known.
y
l’rc marriatal sex relation :
Sex relation between the unmarried girl and unmarried boy is not
uncommon in the Molsom society. Their society generally overlooks the
matter as these relations usually lead to marriage. However, ifa complaint
comes ﬁom any comer regarding a delay in marriage then the village council

takes up the case. The council imposes a fine of Rs.45/. a bottle of
country liquor and an earthen pot of zukola on the pair. The pair has to
declare before the council that they would many each other soon. If the
premarital sex relation results in pregnancy ofthe girl then the council
~
takes up the case. The boy at ﬁrst is lined
Rs.45/ an earthen pot ot~
xukola and a bottle ofcountry liquor. The boy in this case must many the
girl and he has to declare the date or month of the marriage which
should take place before the delivery of the issue. Ifthe boy refuses to
marry the girl the village council hands over the case to the court ofthe
community council. To take such a stand. the village council conducts
inquiries through Nungakoulm and Tangoaloulm to be sure that the boy
is responsible for the girl's pregnancy. The girl’s version too is given
adequate weight and is treated with some priority. Ifeven in the court of
community council the boy refuses to many, he is punished physically
until he agrees to marry the girl. But such instances are rare in their society.
3

Such a problem arises, generally, when two boys are found to have
had physical relation with a single girl.

Physical relation ofa person with whom his or her marital relation is socially
tabooed is treated as a major offence in l\/lolsom society. When such an

;1tl'air comes to some one’s knowledge it is communicated to the village
chiefand ifsuch affair is proved true the couple is ﬁned Rs.45/, an earthen
pot ofzukola. and a bottle ofcountry liquor. Furthemiore, they have to
proinise not to involve in such immoral relationship in future. In case the girl
is nude pregnant by someone tabooed to have sex-relation with her the

p; | ' r gets excommunicated from the society. The pair also have to pay a ﬁne
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of Rs.45/ an earthen pot ofZukola and a bottle ofcountry liquor. They are
also not allowed to get married socially. Such tabooed biological union.

among the Molsoms, is known as donkiic
Marriage

t
.

The Molsoms are monogamous. polygamy and polyandry are treated as

social offence among them. They practice endogamy at the community
level. Their clans are neither endogamous nor exogamous. A person
can choose his or her mate from any ofthe twelve clans. After marriage
the clans ofthe spouses remain unchanged but the children inherit their
father’s clan. Child marriage is not practiced among them, but age for
marriage is not ﬁxed. Marriage takes place at any age on attaining puberty.
The groom may be younger then the bride or vice versa. But a man,
generally, prefers a younger female as his wife and a female prefers an
elder mate. Both cross-cousin and parallel cousin marriage are in
practice among them with some restrictions on the fomier type. A person
is forbidden to many his father’s younger brother’s daughter and vice
versa. The marriage between socially penrritted relatives is knovm as halao
ocha . Both widow and widower marriage are in practice among them.
Marriage may take place between a widow and widower or between a
widow and unmanied boy or a widower and unmarried girl. The rites and
rituals for widow and widower marriage are the same as those of
normal social marriage but fewer ceremonies are observed in case of
marriage between a widow and a widower. A married person, male or
female, uses no sign or symbol to indicate his or her marital status.
Negotiation, mutual consent, elopement and courtship are the usual
methods for acquiring mates. As stated earlier, Leang is the customary
system for developing courtship. While keeping a vigil ofjhum crops the
young boys and girls express their mind to each other through love song.
Number ofpairs are formed during the jhum—watching. Elopement usually

takes place in cases of socially tabooed couples or other unions where
social marriage is not possible. In most cases of elopement the couple
performs baklak worship and thus gains a status equal to that ofa socially
married couple.
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I-"or negotiation. at first, a middle man. known as palm gives proposal to
thc girls or boy’s parents on behalfofthe girl’s or boy’s party. The parents
and other elderly relatives ofthe boy and the girl then confer at any party’s
house and settle an auspicious date for ﬁnal discussion which is known as
or/wide. The Adende takes place at the house of girl’s parents. On
or/twr/e the parents, the head of the clan known as pm-rgifkzng and other
cltlcrly relatives of the boy go to the girl's house with an earthen pot of

/.ukola. In the girl’s house her parents, Pungifang t in case of marriage
between members oftwo different clans ) and some other relatives assemble.

I laving taken a light drink they negotiate and they settle the date of maniage,
time period of samatit achangle (the customary system of staying in the

father-in—law‘s house ). the quantity of Zukola the groomis party would
take with them and some other things in presence of and with an active

mediation ofthe Awchai.
The marriage takes place in the bride’s house and continues over a period
of four successive days. The first day is known as twin .On this day the
groom goes to the bride’s house accompanied by his parents, uncles,
friends and other relatives with preﬁxed quantity ofZukola. Besides. they
customarily bring one pig, ﬁve hens, one set ofomarnents such as necklace,
nose ring. arm, ring etc. and one set ofdress including one puenzel and one
Risa with them. The bride’s party accords -a respectful reception to them
and usher them to a room where they are offered comfortable seats. The

groom’s party then hands over the pig and hens to the relatives ofthe
bride who ceremonially kill the animals and cook half of the pork. This pig
slaughtering is known as manrakrin. Every body then eats, drinks, sings

and make meny till all drop to sleep.
The second day’s ceremony is known as pantapui . Early in the morning

the /\wchai serially placed four deities namely. Tuisangro, Arthungoi.
I ‘I tingktmgnoi and Samalaimilika on the courtyard. The bride and groom
tnkc hath, wear new dresses and come in front of the deities accompanied
by their friends. The Awchai then starts worshipping the deities one after
tu It tther by sacriﬁcing two hens for each. The bride and groom follow
the Awchai. They bow their heads and repeat some sacred spells
tlictntctl by the Awchai. They then enter in two separate room arranged

tor them and relax there. A pig is slaughtered and halfofthe pork and the
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hens which are sacriﬁced in worshipping four deities. are cooked. This
pig slaughtering and cooking is known as n0k.s'crg . After noksag the
bride. the groom. other relatives and invitees have a feast and consume
large quantity ofZukola. .
ln the afternoon the bride and the groom take bath for the second time
and put on new dresses. The groom wears Takbrok and puts a turban on
his head. The bride puts on a puenzel. a risa and a set of ornaments on
her neck. nose and ears. They are then brought into a room where they
sit side by side on a bamboo mat. The bride sits on the left ofthe groom.

They project their feetin front. One boy friend of the groom sits on his
right and one girl friend of the bride sits on her left. A stone is kept in
front ofthem (nowadays grind- stone is also used ). The Awchai worships
the Moon and the Sun by sacriﬁcing two hens for each of the deities and
pronounces some sacred hymns.
He then puts some sacred water, which was kept after the Tuisangro

worship, on the head ofthe bride and groom and thus solemnization of
the marriage takes place. After that the Zukola which was brought by
the groom’s party is distributed among the relatives ofthe bride and the
groom. Customarily. the parents and maternal uncles ofthe bride and

groom get one pot each. The young male and female relatives ofthe
same generation to which the bride and the groom belong get one large
pot for each side and the rest is stored for the next day. After distribution

ofthe Zukola, all the relatives ofthe bride and the groom drink, dance
and make merry. This may continue through out the night.
'
The third day is known as dalani. In the morning the pork which was
preserved after Noksag ceremony is distributed among the parents and

the relatives ofthe bride and the groom. This ceremonial distribution ofa
meat is known as Antamingsemni . In anrarningsemni, the front and back

leg ofthe pork is divided into two equal parts which are given to the parents
of the bride and the groom. The groonfs parents further divide their
share into two equal halves and one halfis given to the head ofthe clan and
remaining halfis kept for themselves. The parents ofthe bride divide their

portion into four equal parts and give a share each to their sons, daughters.
and the matemal uncles ofthe bride, while keeping a share for themselves.
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s\ tier :\nttttningsernni all gathered takes part in drinking dancing. singing
.II Iti III Ittukittg merriment in whatever way they like till they retire to bed.
I he Iourth or last day is called ocrikbz.r[)‘iIIpcIn!are. Early in the
IIIoIIIing ofthe day the relatives ofbride and groom take a light drink
nod slut‘! tltelrjourney back home. The groom remains in his father-inI.Iu is house for Smackachangte. Traditionally the period was 25 / 30
\I‘Ill s, hut nowadays it has been reduced to two to four years. Dttring
HI I|;|t?l\'tlL‘lIZIl1f_§.iL"C the bride groom is treated as a member of his father-in—
Ittu ‘s littnily. The father-in-law bears all expenses for running the family
o his son-in-law. The son-in-law customarily gets a portion of the
;I:I'l'lt‘llllIIl'tIl products under his personal disposal. Besides. he may also
p .'It‘llk't'|1tItIllI'_\_’. piggery.duckery etc. personally. The son-in-law shares
II‘e;Is. experiences and knowledge of his father-in-law during socioI.-ct HIUIIIIC activities and thus gets sharing in various spheres of life. In the
t'\ ening. often. the elderly manied males assemble in a house ofthe village
ulterc they discus various problems related to various economic activities,
rt Istt Itnauy laws. norms etc. and drink Zukola. The son-in-law customarily
Io lows the father-in-law in such assemblage where exchange of
lsl'tI\\-’lL‘tiI_',L‘ tukes place. After completion of Smackachangtea personis
III .owcd to stay witlt his wife and children in a separate house on the
I.'oIIIpoIIIId of his Iittlter-in-Iaw"s house or he may return to his fatheris
Int IIII Ilcrc the choice is open to the son-in-law but leaving father-inIIII\“s IIotIsc before completion ofSmttckachangte is considered as a
IIIII|oroI'I'cnce.
_
( 'II.~II' study of an widow marriage :
Sn I\-I:Id|Iu ( iopal l\/lolsom. a youth of25 years ofl\/Ianithang Bari. married

NI I II I . I Iijoy laxmi l\/lolsom. an widow of35 years whose husband . Chandra
i\-"iIlIIIl\ \/Iolsotn. died ofillness. Bijoy Laxmi had two daughters by her
tit't'k'II.‘iI.‘tl lutshatnd. After her second marriage she had one more son and
II til II I pl ﬁler. The wi fe of l\/Iadhu Gopal got a service in the Social welfare
I It ~| Ii Irt I It IeI It ofgovemment ofTripura and was posted at Udaipur township.
.‘-III- po. II quarters at Udaipur where she shifted with her husban and
I.'III II lII- ‘I. I'Icir elder daughters (daughters by the deceased husband of
I IIII Iy I I I s I I Ii I got admitted to Udaipur Government Girls Higher Secondary
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School. At the weekend, they used to visit their village regularly where
they had their original house. Bijoy Laxmi was the only govemment service
holder in their village due to which she got some special respect from the
villagers.
Adultery

"

Adultery is treated as a major social offence among the Molsom. The
spouse of the adulterous person may claim divorce in the court of the
village council. The village council imposes a ﬁne ofRs. l 20/, an earthen
pot full of Zukola and a bottle of country liquor along with physical
punishment ofﬁve whip lashes. However, such cases are rare. During my
ﬁeld works I have not witnessed any such problem.
Divorce
Divorce is socially permitted among the Molsoms provided that the
person seeking divorce gives sufﬁcient reasons. Divorce is granted
generally, when a charge of adultery is proved. It is also granted on a
proven complaint of impotency or non-adjustment of the spouses. A
divorce prayed on charges of adultery is generally granted at the outset
by the village council after necessary inquiries. But a divorce claimed on
the charge ofthe non-adjustment or impotency is more difficult to obtain.
In case of the non-adjustment ofthe spouses the council at ﬁrst tries to
negotiate by reasoning with both parties and by keeping them under
observation for a certain period. j If after observation period the person
again claims divorce and, at the same time, the council also realizes that the
couple cannot adjust with each other then a divorce is granted. The
divorce claimed on the ground of mental imbecility is generally granted
almost instantly. Resolving the problem is more complicated when a
divorce is claimed on the ground ofimpotency. The village council usually
make inquiry about the background ofthe problem through by friend or
girl friend ofthe husband or wife ofthe complainer. The Nungakoulm
and Tangoaloulm ofthe village also help in the inquiry. After a divorce
is granted the claimant has to pay Rs.l30.60 to the council from which
the divorcee gets Rs.60 as compensation and the rest ofthe amount is
divided among the council members and the youth leaders of the
.
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\'IIIII;.-,e. A divorcee may remarry-or remain alone. When the divorcee

wt InIcII cannot sustain herself or her kids her parents take care. Minor
I' I ll Id ren stay with the mother and unmarried grown ups are allowed to live
with either of their parents according to their choice.
III-nth
I he Molsoms cremate the body ofthe dead. But they bury the corps of a

child. After death. the body is taken out from the house and is kept on the
courtyard. The close male relatives of the deceased person cany the
dead hotly on a bamboo made stretcher, locally known as Tolai , to
the erentatorium where the corpse is laid on apyre and the Achai and
otIIer relatives of the deceased set on fire. After cremation, the ground
is washed and boiled rice, vegetable curry and zukola are offered at the
ercmatorium in favour ofthe deceased. This ritual of offer is known as
lmsok. Mcramsi is observed up to three days by the villagers and
seven days by the agnates when they take vegetarian meal. On the seventh

day after death Tuisangro worship is performed by the Awchai at the
house of the deceased by sacriﬁcing a pig.

All relatives of the

deceased and the villagers attend Tuisangro worship and have a feast.
'I'II_is is known as .s'um.s*z'r . On the thirteenth day after death ser rite is

perI'ormcd when a pig is slaughtered and cooked pork. Zukola, country
liquor and boiled rice are offered for the deceased . In every month of
the date of death the agnates of the deceased offer cooked pork, boiled
I'iI'e and ?.LIl(OlEl at the crematorium which is known as zu-that/c The zu-

Ilmlr continues for one year. After the completion of one year the Besu
rite is performed when a pig is slaughtered and the cooked pork is
oI'I'ered Iior the deceased and the relatives of the deceased have a

II-Itst. 'I'he bone-ash are committed to the Gomati river or other holy
water IIIIUI‘ the besu rite is performed.
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Chapter- 8

Religious Life of the Molsoms
We shall start this chapter by giving an idea about the world view of the
Molsoms. The Molsoms generally believe that the man came to this
world from under the earth. Long ago. according to a folk story

existing in their society, man used to live under the earth from where they
tried to come ottt bttt they found no way. Fortunately. after intensive

searches. the Kukis discovered a way but they had to stop coming out
through that path because as soon as they came over and stepped on
the ground. they were killed by a big bird. I'zImulIIenpcI. By that

time. the Molsoms had reached there under the headship of the Suprai
and came to know about the mishaps that the Kukis had to meet with.

The Suprai took it as a challenge and decided to go out through that
opening and to take on Rumuluenpa. He took a bow. some arrows, a
shield and his pet dog with him. As soon as he stepped out of the tunnel
and stood on the ground on earth, the Rumulttenpa came out. before it
could strike the Suprai, his pet dog subdued it and then the Suprai killed

the bird by shooting an arrow. In the meantime the leader of the Kuki
came out and ﬁred an arrow at the slain bird and claimed that he had
killed the bird ﬁrst. Suprai, hearing the Kuki-leader°s claim. got angry
and was waiting silently to teach him a good lesson. The Kuki-head

went down underground to bring out all members of his community.
By that time all Molsoms came out before the Kukis could come out.
The Suprai closed the passage with a big stone and thus the Kukis were
trapped inside. The Kuki chiefthen requested the Suprai to open the

gate-way. The Suprai told him that ifthe Kuki chief promised not to
claim himselfas the killer ofRumuluenpa and not to ﬁght with the
Molsoms. only then he would open the gate-way. The Kuki-chiet

\

agreed and the Suprai removed the stone opening the way for the

Kukis to come out.
The Molsoms believed that earlier the man was immortal and was as
powerful as the supematural forces. There was an Awchai ofthe Molsoms

I

i
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\\ ho llt.'ll.|LIll_\_-", with his extraordinary supernatural power. as they
lIt'll\'\I.'Ll.\'vI.1S protecting the human being from death and other dangers.
I lIt'_\' he ieved that it was Asengoi, the god of death. who made the man
Int Iual. Ln this regard there is a myth which goes on as follows.
.\-.I~II;=o’ tried hard but failed to make human beingmortal. because
the .\'u .T'tll could make alive everyone whom Asengoi had killed. Being
|II't‘tl o.'fIis failure. once Asengoi asked the Suprai how he could die.
Ihe SI.prai told that he would die only of a snake bite. Asengoi then.
wttlf his supernatural power assumed the form ofa poisonous snake and
ttid 'IirIsel I‘ under the bed ofthe Suprai. At night when the Suprai went
Lo s]ee;i the snake bit him. He cried out loudly in pain and the people
rusteti there. The Suprai told them about the mishap. He requested

then to bring some leaves from a medicinal plant. He gave them a dry
isli for ﬁnding out that plant and told that the dry ﬁsh would get its life
hack after it was touched with that plant. He also warned them that
the leaves Inust be brought before the sun rose. or else he would die by
tlIcn.
lhe people went to the forest and started looking out that plant by touching
every tree with the dry ﬁsh. Finally, they found a tree which brought the
dry Iish in life. They collected some leaves from it and started for Suprai"s
IIoIIsc. Asengoi. however. came to know of their endeavour and
decided to foil their attempt to save the Suprai. He changed himself into a
\'llltI}'_L‘I' and reported to the people that the Suprai had already died. He
then took them to a place where. with his supematural power. ‘created the
IIIIIsiI II I that the Supraiis house stood there and the members ofthe Suprafs

IiIIniIy were mourning his death. Thus the Asengoi had put the people in
II II III Ice and they believed him. The people threw away the leaves realising
that their efforts had gone in vain and they were about to leave the place

III pnile. Itut no sooner had they thrown the leaves. their trance was
over and they were back to reality. They saw that the house. the dead
III It Iv ofthe Suprai and everything else that they were made to see in their
IIIIl'~lt ‘III v;IIIislIed. The people then realised that they had been fooled in

the ll Ill It-Inpt to save the Suprai as there was very little possibility to ﬁnd
out at It Il I Ier Inedicinal plant in time because they had no dry ﬁsh with them.
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However. they rushed to the village to get another dry ﬁsh and again
started the search. Butit was too late as the sun was about to rise. So
they could not locate the plant before sun rise and thus the Suprai could
not be saved. After the death of the Suprai there was no other Awchai
powerful enough to protect the people from the Asengoi and therefore,

they believed that from then on man became mortal.
The Molsoms have full faith in the existence ofsoul. They believe in the
survival of soul after death. They cremate the body after death and they
have been practicing this since long past. The rites and rituals performed
after death namely. Busak, Samsir. Zuthak. Besu etc. may be considered
as evidences oftheir belief in the survival of soul after death. But they
have no clear idea or beliefabout the rebirth ofthe soul. They believe that
the dead ancestor gains some higher supematural powers and, with these.
they can help the living people in time ofcrisis or to get rid ofdiseases.
Besides ancestors. some other supernatural powers and spirits are also
appeased or worshipped by the Molsom. Some ofthese powers and spirits,
as they believe, are benevolent while others are malevolent by nature.

Malevolent powers and spirit are appeased to prevent them from ill doing.
Such appeasement. in most cases, is done by arranging for their worship
by the Awchai. Benevolent powers and spirits are worshiped in the same
manner as the illustrious ancestors are worshipped. The activities ofsome
supematural powers and spirits and how they came to be worshipped
are described below.
1-

'
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Suprai
The Molsoms believe Suprai to be the most powerful ancestor-soul.
He was once a great Awchai. According to the myth mentioned above,
he had been saving the htunan beings from death and thus he made man
immortal. The Suprai who is worshipped by the present Awchai by sacriﬁcing
two hens, can still save the Molsoms from crisis.
Sangrak

Sangrak is also an ancestor soul who was, before death, a great warriorMolsom. In every Molsom village Sangrak is worshipped collectively
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once in a year. The village chief has to arrange for annual Sangrak
\\'t'tI'Hlllp by collecting subscriptions from every household of the.
village. The village council in a formal meeting ﬁx a date for annual
\'t‘ItI'Slllp of Sangrak as there is no preﬁxed date for this. Generally it is
performed after the winter harvest with the objective of defeating
evils — both natural and supernatural ; and as a preventive measure
against accidents injhum activities especially during clearing the jungles
andjhum-fire. Dttring Sangrak worship at village level. some restrictions

are observed. No outsider is allowed to enter into the village and no
villager is allowed to go out of the village on the day of worship. If any

outsider enters or any villager goes out. then the worship has to begin
afresh. Beside worshipping collectively. Sangrak is also worshipped
at family or individual level as and when such worship is considered
necessary. Regarding the death of warrior Sangrak there is amyth
prevailing in the Molsom society which goes as follows.
.
There were. long ago. two friends named Goria and Sangrak. Both of
them were brave warriors who also possessed some supernatural
powers. The two friends were living together in a house where a little girl
used to do cooking and other domestic worksfor them. On attaining
puberty. the girl grew so beautiful that both the friends fell in love with

her. One day. they expressed their minds to each other bttt none was
ready to sacrifice his love to resolve the deadlock. However. they arranged
for a test ultimately and decided that the ﬁttest person would win the girl.
'I'he test was to be held in two rounds. In the ﬁrst round. they were to

sharpen their hand chopper on two separate boulders and the person
who would be the ﬁrst to break his boulder into two pieces would also get
the first chance in the second round oftest in which a supporting pillar

ofa house which is made of a bundle of Muli bamboo and locally known
us tffﬂ would have to be cut by hand chopper in one stroke. The other
person would have to stand close behind the diu so that he too be chopped
iIIto two pieces along with the pillar.
t it nia won the ﬁrst round and got the ﬁrst chance in second round. As

pet" terms of the second round Sangrak stood close behind the pillar and
t it aria struck it with his hand chopper. But Goria was unable to slash the
pillar and hence failed to hurt Sangrak because while sharpening his
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hand chopper on the boulder. he had wrongly rubbed the sharp edge holding
the hand chopper vertically instead ofin a slanting position which is the
normal method of sharpening instruments. Due to this the blade ofhis
chopper had got blunt instead of getting sharp. Then came Sangrak's
tttrn. But when the Goria saw the sharpness of Sangrakis chopper he

immediately realised that his end was near. He therefore turned and tled.
Sangrak gave him a chase but Goria ttsed his supernatural power and
sought refuge in the uterus ofa pregnant women. Sangr-ak too used his
power and was able to detect where Goria had hidden himself and he
removed the uterus ofthe pregnant women. While doing so he hurt Goria’s

hip. Goria also struck Sangrak with his hand chopper and injured his
leg. Sangrak then becotne furious and started killing the inhabitants of
neighboring village. After some time he came to the bank ofa river where
he heard a women‘s voice calling for help in canying her water pot. Sangrak
went towards her but as soon as she saw him she disappeared. He was
puzzled by this happening but through his supernatural power he discovered
that she possessed the leafofa particular tree which had any one held it
on his head would be invisible. He then resumed slaughtering the
villagers keeping such a leafon his head. After some time. when he had
resumed his normal human self. he became thirsty and entered the
house of a widow to drink water. The widow knew ofhis deeds and as

soon as he entered her house she crippled his leg with one stroke of an
ax. Sangrak became crippled and was also unable to move. The
widow called the villagers and asked them to slay Sangrak. Accordingly.

the villagers attacked Sangrak but all they could do was only to injure
him, for killing him was beyond their power. Sangrak requested them not
to torture him any more because his death would come only when he

wished to die. He then told them to bring a piece of wood. They took a
piece of wood and Sangrak carved out his own image on it. After
having done so. he died voluntarily but his soul entered the wooden image.
After some day, he appeared in the widow’s dream and told her to
worship the image. The widow refused. but Sangrak kept on persuading
her in dreams. Notwithstanding Sangrak’s insistence the widow persisted
in her stubbornness not to worship his image. Sangrak then turned
dream into nightmares, but the widow still remained steadfast in her
.

I
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resolution and did not relent. "Sangrak. however. realized that the widow
would not give in. He then requested her to hand over the image to the
Molsom. The widow then gave it to the Molsom and since then. as they
hel ieve. the Molsoms have been worshipping Sangrak.
Napangoi
Napangoi is a female spirit believed to reside in the forest. It can
make one ill by possessing one"s body or just by casting its fearsome
looks. The symptoms of such illness appear usually with high temperature
accompanied by headache and pain all over the body. In some cases, it
causes delirium to the patient. To get ridiof such evil spirit and its evil
look the Awchai worships the spirit by sacriﬁcing two hens or one pig.

The process of worship. however. varies from case to case depending
on the nature of symptoms. Ifdelirium continues for a long period then it is
considered that the Napangoi has dominated the soul ofthe patient and
is trying to take possession of the patient permanently. In this case the
Awchai. in addition, worships Sangrak by sacriﬁcing two hens or a pig
to drive out Napangoi. In fact. any type of mental imbalance is
considered as possession ofthe patient by Napangoi.
Asengoi
The malevolent male spirit. Asengoi. as stated earlier in the folktale related
to mortality of human being, is believed to cause one’s death. The Awchai
worships this spirit. in case ofserious il lness. by sacriﬁcing two hens or a pig to
prevent the death ofthe patient.
_
i
I Kolopaoen

The kolopaoen is also a malevolent male spirit believed to reside in an old
abandoned house. In the evening, as they believe. it comes out of its
residence and moves around everywhere. If anybody. especially a child.

comes on its way it possesses the body ofthat person and causes illness.
the symptoms ofsuch illness are rise in body temperature and shivering.
I he Awcltai appeases Kolopaoen through worship as a remedial measure
hr‘ st Ieh illness by sacriﬁcing a hen preferably in the evening. There are
st I ne trees which are believed to be the dwelling places of Kolopaoen.
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Tuior
s
This is a female spirit believed to live in water. It inﬂicts. ifgets hold of
one’s body, illness in the form of loose motion, stomach pain, and rise in
temperature. The Awchai appeases it through worship by sacriﬁcing a hen
in a stream or river.

Khosher
Khosher is worshipped once in a year praying for an overall development
ofthe people ofthe Molsom village. The date ofthe worship is settled in
the meeting ofthe village council in presence ofthe village priest. Some
regulations are observed_on the day ofthe worship. No one can enter the
village and none can go out the village area on the day. None is allowed to
do an cultivation work on fhum or other land. The violator of these
regulations is to be punished and the nature ofpunishment is decided upon
by the village priest. Some decorated bamboo splits are placed round the
boundary and alongside the gate-ways of the village as a signal to the
outsiders about the ceremony. The symbol attached to the decorated
bamboo splits used for the purpose is understandable to all tribal
communities ofthe state. Traditionally. capital punishment was the usual

punishment for the violators ofthese prescription. At present, however,
the punitive measures have been softened remarkably. To use the
Durkhemian terminology, the nature oftraditional laws has changed from
repressive to reformative mode.
Besides the powers and spirits described above, the Molsoms worship
some deities. These deities are supposed to be benevolent by nature and
most of them are, by some means, related to social or other activities of
the Molsoms. Tuisangro, Arthengoi, Thingkungnoi, Samalaimilika, Baklak
etc. are some such deities. Tuisangro is believed to be the god of
femininity; Thingkungnoi ofmasculinity; Arthengoi of perfection and
Samalaimilika of over all development of life. These four deities are
collectively worshipped by the Awchai by sacriﬁcing two hens during
Pantapui ceremony during a social marriage.
s
In Molsom society some rites and rituals are performed at some important
stages in the life ofan individual such as birth, attainment of puberty,
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marriage. death etc. The Aburzuk rite is performed after the birth ofa
lmby; Takbrokmi and Punmizel are performed during the ﬁrst occasion
o|'wcaring ofcloth by the boys and girls respectively; Risabom, when
girls attain puberty; Adende. Tusin. Pantapui, Dalani. Oaikbulfulpantate

etc. during maniage ; Besu, Zuthak etc. after death. All these rites are
the rites ofpassage as these are associated with some transitional stage
in the life of an individual member ofthe society. On the other hand, the
religious rites like annual worship of Sangrak and Khoser may be called
the rites of intensification because these rites emphasize on some basic
value of their society which also promote social interaction.
Inﬂuence of Hinduism and Christianity
on the Religious Practices of the Molsoms:
It is not known how and when exactly the Molsoms came under the inﬂuence

of Hinduism, though they claim themselves to be Hindu since the time
immemorial. However, a good number of animistic traits are found intheir

religious activities which are in practice even today. Some ofthese animistic
traits appear to be contradictory to Hinduism in so far as religious activities,
especially those prevailing among the neighbouring Bengali Hindus, are
concerned. Married Molsom women, for instance, do not use vermilion,
conch bangles or iron bracelets which are commonly used as the signs
ofamanied women especially among the neighbouring Bengali Hindu women.

In fact, there is no symbolic dress or ornament which can differentiate a
married Molsom woman from an unmarried one. A few of them follow
Baishnabism and worship lord Krishna and Radha. These Vaishnabs

were, as neighbouring Bengali Vaishnabs do, a set ofTulshimala around
their neck and paint Tilok (the holy clay of the Gangas and other holy
places) on different places of their body; but most of them take
nonvegitarian food like pork, ﬁsh, dry ﬁsh, etc. which the neighbouring Bengali
vaishnabs regard as tabooed. They worship some ofthe Hindu goddesses
but in their system ofworship some animistic rites are also followed. They
worship, for instance, the goddess of Laxmi but instead ofmaking an idol
ofthe goddess, they make the image ofLaxmi with rice and egg. They keep
some rice in an earthen pot and place an egg longitudinally on the rice. Then
they place the earthen pot containing rice and egg under a bamboo-made
rectangular structure locally known as roseng. Laxmj is worshiped by
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them generally on the full-moon day by sacrificing a hen and by
offering local liquor and egg. It may be worth mentioning herethat
activities like sacrificing of animal. use of alcoholic liquor, egg etc. are
the animistic traits in their worship of Laxmi which are found to be in
practice along with Pranam, Zoker. fasting etc., which are religious
activities performed by the Hindus. Thus the Molsoms have been
following a number of traditional religious practices along with some
Hindu religious activities.
8

Conversion to Christianity started among the Molsoms from the middle
part of this century- Though it is not possible in this study to record the
actual number ofHindus among the Molsoms in the state, yet it may be

‘ti

stated that there are quite a considerable number of Christians among
the Molsoms many of whom I met personally. However, among the
Molsoms Hindus outnumber the Christians. In our sample villages 86.88

percent of the households are reported to be Hindus and the rest 13.12
percent are Christians.

One may deserve a few things about the Christian Molsoms as have been
observed about the Molsom Vaisnabites. The Christian Molsoms follow
some oftheir traditional customs. values, norms etc. which very often go

against their religious sanctity as Christians. Mention may be made about
their practice ofanimal sacriﬁcing during the worship ofsome spirits to get
rid ofdecease.
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The spread of Christianity among a section of them has notcreated
any sense of isolation so far as other cultural activities, except religion.
are concerned. The Christian Molsoms attend the socio-religious rites,
ceremonies, etc. of their Hindu neighbours. They obey, participate in,
and depend on the traditional village council as do their Hindu neighbours.
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CHAPTER - 9
Music, Dance and Games
I lIL‘ Molsoms are rich with indigenous music. musical instruments and
tlanccs. ln the process ofsoeialization. along with other culture—traits,
an iialividual Molsom learns these music and dances. It is rare to finda

Molsom without some skill, at least. in vocal music. Almost in all
ccrcmonics. rites and rituals. song and dance form an integral part .The
wortls ofa l\/lolsom song may vary from place to place, person to person
or group to group. but there is always some basic similarities. The tune of
a particular type ofsong remains more or less akin. Such variation in lyric-

cotnposition occurs due to the fact that in most of the cases these are
co tnposed then and there by the singer or singers in the frame ofa particular
tune structure. And the basic similarity which can be found in such
compositions results trom the fact that the content and the environment
arc common for a particular type of song. However. the words of the
Molsom songs are very similar. simple and in most ofthe cases the verses
tlu not maintainrhyme and rhythm. A particular subject. in such songs,
is hi ghli ghtcd through some allegorical examples drawn and cited from
the surrounding environment and every day experiences regarding nature
and life. .

'l'hc songs of the Molsoms may broadly be categorised in four major
types. These are the songs sting during work. love songs, religious
songs and songs sung during works. In most cases, songs sung during
o=orl~;s are related to some work-activities like seed-sowing, weeding,

I u lI'\'USlit1g etc. Injhum cultivation, such sorts ofwork-activities are done
in ilroup and the speed and unity ofthe team-work are maintained by
lllt‘ l'lT|}-’ll1lT1 of music especially songs. These songs are jhum-songs
locally known as Haihaklo . A person from a team, in jhum-song.
i‘uttl|1tiS€S a few lines based on a particular tune-structure and he then
-.1 | 1; is those lines loudly which the others ofthe team repeat in chorus
tn; tintaining some musical time-beat. that is. Tala. The subject matter of

sttt'|1 composition is based on and related to the system or process
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of the concerning activities. The lyric of a jhum-song which is sung
during the seed sowing activities, for instance. is usually composed
describing the process of seed sowing such as how to dig a hole. how to
put seeds in the hole. ﬁ'om which comer ofthe ﬁeld sowing is to be started.

or any other instructions required to be conveyed to any person ofthe
team and so on. In most cases no drum-like instrument is played on to
accompany such jhum songs. Love songs are also sung in the j hum ﬁeld
especially when growing crops are kept under watch by the youngsters.
When comstalk grow the youths ofa Molsom village shift temporarily to
their watch house to facilitate constant vigil. This period of watching,
traditionally _is also the time for mate selection among the Molsom and
other tribals ofthe state. In the jhum ﬁeld the love song are generally
sung by two parties———a boy’s party and a girl’s party. At a time, one
person from each related to love and romance are put through songs to
the other party which the latter replies through song sung by one ofthe
members. In most cases, a boy and a girl from each of the parties lead
the respective teams. Sometimes a competitive spirit develops between
the parties which try to defeat each other through a tough puzzle or question.

Also. during religious rites and ceremonies songs are invariably sung.
The lyric ofa religious song, in most cases, is related to various activities of

the respective rite. ritual etc. or, sometime. those are composed to sing
the glory of the respective deity or spirit. Besides the type of song
mentioned above, some songs are also sung during some every day activities
or. during some A other rituals and ceremonies related to birth.
puberty. marriage etc. The lyric of such songs are also composed and
performed during the observance of respective rituals and ceremonies.
Some traditional Molsom songs along purport in english are cited below:
l . Love song locally known as r0 ow! .'
A boy sings following a girl :
H0 HO HO HO
KUNA UNU DUM DOINU NANGMA LE KUMA
MA LE KOIMA E1 mulung
A roi hung dumderta

Maisher ugan mangaiti
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I

t I .ove me o beautiful girl | Ifyou love me. I shall solve all problems ofour
lifc - however tough they may be. I shall collect ﬁre from ﬁreﬂy and light
lamp for our use.)

I

The girl replies and sings :
Ohaipa rukum kokidik kadak

O roimi rcmgoi asu
Lau ponkul kunte rhingbu kurung oampa
Kaichu noming roimi

.

Aio noming do roimi.

(Your lips are as odd looking as lips of pelican. your voice is as rude
as the voice ofowl and you look like a halfburnt tree ofjhum. I don’n
love you).

The boy makes more protestations oflove and sings :
Kzmaunu vaidumnu
Nangma le keima ei molung aroimung
kongmui ta khrom mangeiti
Jeokoma uitang ngan mangeiti
.

Thakpui nom multmg mangeiti
Laiphcmg kung meiphum mangeiti

(t) my dear, love me. I entrent you. If you love me. nothingn ofthis world
l shall care for. I shall make shoe with thron, treat tiger as ifthey were pet
dogs, sleep on a mat made ofa poisonous leaflocally known as thakpui
and set fire on banana plant ).
'
t
I
Another girl from the girl’s team sings to convince the girl:
O roimioi O roimioi
Kha kha khom timrao
Thui thui khom timrrro
Abuisu dina chu
Nidan nongchular
O roimioi.
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( O my friend. O my friend. Don’t refuse him in such a rough way. You
will not remain unmarried for ever. So. it is better that you accept his proposal
for you may get all sorts ofhepl from this boy in future.)
The girl replies :
Thing thing rimaro O roimioi

'

Kemil mum: chcno
Ntmga risirnong kcmil khom aisu
Khomlung khom aisu.
(Don’t tell me to love him, my ﬁiend. I don’t feel any such urge within me

now. My heart is not dictating me to love now. So. Don’ttell me to love
now).
.
Another person from the boy’s party sings to convince the girl :
Kikham osut khum khzmr osut
Roaknin aiomsin
O roimioi hakan timaro

( Days are not so short, and years too are not ﬂeeing away. You should
think for your future. Please don’t refuse him outright. He loves you so
much, so you shall also love him).
The girl replies :
O roimioi O roimioi
Kokopal aisu borok kohoipek omak
Kche bauka rongo aisu
Chang baa ketc nangma kc!
Khomokorr chinin omker
(O my friend. O my friend. Please try to understand me. And listen to me

for the last time that. I want to live like a free bird ).
2. A religious song use to sung during the worship of goddes Lihki.
This song is lically known as Likhi thak lo.
This is accompanied by a dance. This song is sung solo or duet.
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O adunpn /rhrrri khomhongma
Uong khom/iongma
.»’lim1 /ik/if tau bi.-War 0/‘tong

(.'hz'l0 khomlmngmn. jrrklam khomhongmcz
Chmrai I1uluin
In kai/mi mohongnirr prrnrhc!"
Phonin cimr Likhirang
Hailam Min /raisokhgo

(l lallo householder. Please open your door. Don’t be afraid.No ghost
or ghoul has come. but our mother Likhi has come. ‘So light the lamp.
burn tlhup and spread a new piece ofcloth on the floor and place our
mother on it ).
3. A lullaby :
E le le le le /compo zung bong re
Tungoal rzc/"tang mrng mmgak ngoi le
Nurlumrang lcrzrlrrmpo uganhorc rang
()upozr/ zong joirlotr
()c1/ru:ong_/‘rm lam ngarhan rang
Busapung domlrrri nu rm: tang rang
E /e /c /c /c em) or:i.s'cn.

(() my deer child I You sleep. sleep now. You will soon become elder
and thcn you will go to thejhum field with many young girls. You will
cultivate j hum and perticipatc in mutual exchange of labour. You will

cull i vutc such a big plot of land that a big bird. locally known as Oapoul.
will fail to cross it. Your crop-store will be so big that you have to use a

llltlLlL‘l' to take crop out of it. My little child, you sleep, sleep now ).
-l. A st mg of liustration :

/\ girl. rejected by a boy to whom she offered her love sings :
Hoia hoia kaimoto koprrl kopol rephcma
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Janaitau kochampic do
Komar bcmiom komar saritei
Retairto kosampic do

'

Hoia hoia kaimato kopal rephna.

(Alas I It seems my fate is full of misery. Therefore I am so ugly looking
and nobody looks at me ).
The notation ofﬁrst song naimly Haihak lo’s ﬁrst paragrapg and a song
offustration are given below .
The tune ofevery paragraph ofthe ﬁrst song is the same, therefore we
have prduced only the tune ofﬁrst paragraph. The notation is done based
on Aker Matrik Swaralipi system. The notation is written in Bengali
and wordings oflyric arewritten in English.
_
Notation ofﬁrst song :
( Kunaunu dum doinu ............. ..)
Notation ofthe song offrustratation
( Hoia hoia kaimato .................. ..)
Note: For our convenience. in lieu of ‘O’ of Aker Matrik Swaralipi
system we have used ‘O’
Musical Instruments
_
A variety ofindigenous musical instruments are found to be in used in
musical pursuits ofthe Molsom. Almost all ofthese musical instruments
are made of indigenous materials and are played generally in
accompaniment with songs and dances and sometimes independently.
According to the purpose ofuse and the nature of sound, the Molsom
musical instruments may be categorized, broadly, into two types. namely,
Tala( musical time beat ) producing and tune producing instruments. Tala
producing instrtunents are used to mark and maintain the rhythm and
Laya of the music and dance. Khong, Dhakri, Dhelki etc. are such
instruments. Briefdescription ofthe Tala producing instruments ofthe
Molsoms is given below:
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lslrong

lt is made of a piece ofhollow log and dry skin of goat or cow. This
is played with hand or bamboo or wooden sticks. Itcan be played on
lroth sides. A khong is generally used as an accompanying instrument

with song. dances and other musical instruments or, in a few cases,
independently. The size and shape of a khong is more or less similar to
the l)holak used in the neighboring plain society.
Dhakri
A Dakri can be played on only one side and is made of wooden log and

animal skin. Traditionally a Dakri is used for making public
announccments~—--to invite people for amass gathering, to proclaim a
war etc. Different speciﬁc symbolic sounds are produced on the Dhekri
to announce publicly ofparticular occurrences like death, mass gathering
etc. Besides being used for public announcements, aDhakri is. sometime,
used as an accompanying musical instrument with songs and dances.
Dhelki

A Dhelki is also played on only one side and is made ofsmall.hollow
wooden log and animal skin. This small conical shaped dhelki is used
as an accompanying instrument with song, dance or other musical
instrtunents.
There are mainly two to three types of tune producing instruments
found among the Molsoms. These are string instruments such as
(lrongpreng, Sarinda, Ditra etc.. and flute. locally known as Sukmul. In

the string instruments, tune is produced through vibration of a string or
strings. Some ofthe tune producing instruments which are found among
the Molsom are described below:
_
( 'Iro|rgprcng

p

I t is a four stringed musical instrument made ofwood and bamboo. Four
in Til] or steel strings, in chongpreng, are set on a hollow structure. the length
of which varies from about fourteen to eighteen inches. The base ofthe
st ructure is more or less oval in shape and is connected to a semicircular

plat lorrn. the upper surface ofwhich is ﬂat. Strings are set on the plain
surlircc ofthe wooden structure by ﬁxing each of the two ends of the
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strings to the corresponding extreme ofthe structure-each string being
separate from the other strings by equal distance. At the base. strings are
ﬁxed over a bamboo bridge so that they do not touch the body ofthe wooden
structure and at the other end. these are ﬁxed to the structure through four
bamboo rods which are inserted into four holes made at two sides ofthe
platform. These rods can be twisted clockwise or anticlock-wise making
the strings tight or loose. Tune is produced by the rubbing of a bow made
ofbamboo and tree-fibers. The intensity of the tune is regulated by controlling
the working-length (length ofstring between two closed ends) ofthe
strings and by working on their base by the ﬁngers of the left hand.
Shorter the working-length of the string higheristhe intensityofsound

produced. Tuning of the string may be done by twisting the rods.
Chongpreng is played independently or in the company ofother musical

instruments. or with dance or a song. The structure and playing mechanism
ofa Chongpreng is, more or less. similar to those ofa violin.

I

Sarinda
l

The Sarinda is also a four stringed musical instrument made ofwood and
bamboo. The structure, playing mechanism and tune controlling system
ofa Sarinda are alrrrost similar to those ofa Chongpreng. But in size and
shape it is larger then a Chongpreng.
Ditra

.r__t_--

i
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It is a two stringed instrument. The structure and tune producing and
controlling mechanism are almost the same as those ofa chongpreng with
a little difference in the structure. The upper surface of the base ofa ditra
is covered with a piece ofanimal skin. Sound is ‘produced. unlike from
chongpreng and sarinda, by stroking on the strings at base with a small

L.

and sharp piece ofwood or bamboo. Ditra is played solo or in company

of other musical instruments, songs or dance. The structure and playing
mechanism of a ditra are similar to those of a Dotara used by the
neighboring Bengalis. In fact, the name Ditra might be the comrpted from

the Bengali name ofDotara.

jl
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Flute

Among the Molsoms ﬂutes are found in various sizes. The intensity ofthe
tune ofa ﬂute varies according to its size. Shorter the length and breadth
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ofa llute. higher is the intensity oftune produced. l he length of a l\/lolsom
!"\.

llute generally varies from about eight to fourteen inches. It is made of a
special variety of bamboo. For making a ﬂute. the portion between two
nodes ofa piece of bamboo is cut and separated from the main body to
obtain an open-end tube like structure. On the bamboo-tube seven small
and round holes are made in a straight-line row. Ofthese seven holes.

one. made near an end of the tube. is treated as upper part. The other
six holes are made on the middle part ofthe tube. The space between
the holes remains equal in length. Air is blown, for playing a ﬂute. through
the upper tnost holes and the range ofthe tune is regulated by closing or
opening the holes. through which air isallowed to pass out. by the use of

ﬁngers of both the hands. Generally thumbs are not used. When air is
allowed to pass out through the upper holes ofthe row. the intensity of
tune becomes high and vice versa. A flute is played solo or as an
accompanying inst1un1ent with other musical instruments. songs and dances.
Dance

.

A Molsom dance may be performed solo, duet or in group. The males
as well as females take part in dance. During various activities ofthe

l\/lolsom life. dances are performed. Dance in l\/lolsom is known as
l.um . Some ofthe l\/llsom dances are described below :
Haihak lam
l laihak lam is performed when j hum crops are, for the ﬁrst time. cooked
and taken. The ceremony is locally known as Sarbirrg .In haihak lam is

commonly known as jhum dance where the male and female members of
a village dance in a group imitating the movement and activities ofj hum

l

cr tltivation. such as jhum cutting, seed sowing, weeding. harvesting etc. A
haihak lam is generally accompanied by a haihak lo or jhum song and
acct rtnpanied by musical instruments ofboth beating and tune producing

typcs. A haihak lam is also performed during a galaday gathering.
I jltlrithak lam

-—-—- -_-t_.-

I his is also a group dance performed by three persons—one female and
two ntalcs. This is performed during the worship ofLikhi. Through this

dance sacred paddy of Likhi worship is distributed among all the
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households ofa village. The girl ofthe dancing team carries the sacred
paddy in a bamboo basket from door to door, moving her body in a style
as if she is the goddess Likhi. The two male members ofthe team sing
Likhithak lo and follow the girl. They go to every house ofthe village and
the girl distribute the sacred paddy.
Labang or Chongpreng Lam

This dance is performed in accompaniment of only the tune of chongpreng
and therefore the dance is known as chongpreng lam. In a galaday like
that of a social maniage, a community feast, or a feast after_a group
hunting the adult members. both male and female. of a Molsom village
take part in this dance. After drinking zukola or country liquor they
jump, hop, shake and move their bodies as they like without following
any ﬁxed rhythm of style. The dance does not seem to have a set style
for itself. Generally no beating instrument accompanies this dance.
Muroi Lam

—

.

This dance is based on a Molsom folklore related to a pregnant women
who became a ghoul for violating the norms and customs followed by
the pregnant women in the Molsom society. In Molsom society a pregnant

women is called Muroi , after whom the dance is named. Three males are
involved in this dance. Two males dance in the role oftwo vultures and
the third dances in the role of a ghoul. During the dance, at ﬁrst, two
persons move their bodies and make gestures as iftwo vulture are eating
a dead body. After that the third male appears and moves his body in a
manner as ifheis chasing away the vultures. He then plays a ghoul eating
the ﬂash of that dead body after having succeeded in driving away the
vultures . No music or song accompanies this dance. In fact it is an
acting based dance.
Sarhil Lam
This is a group dance performed mainly by the females. It is performed
during a galaday ofa ceremonial gathering. Two pastels, for this dance,
are kept side by side on the ground having an open space of about
fourteen to sixteen inches between them. Two more pastels are then
kept crosswise on the ﬁrst set making a square in the open space between
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the four pastels. Four boys hold the tips ofeach set of pastels with their
hand—each set of pastels are held by the two boys who sit face to
face. The boys then start closing and spreading their pastel-set in a set
rhythm maintaining a tempo. Thus in course of closing and spreading
the pastels, an open square space is formed alternately between the
pastels. Some girls are made to stand in a row in that open space
between the pastels. They start dancing in such a way that in course of

spreading the pastels they step in the open space and before the
pastels are closed they step out. The process continues in a cyclic way.
The dance started with a slow rhythm but ends in a high tempo.

The music and dance form an essential part ofthe l\/lolsom culture. In
fact. these are functionally related to their way of life. The dance and music
are used as the special mode ofcommunication, expressing the mind ofthe
group or an individual, which helps in maintaining social solidarity. The
Haihaklam , for instance, facilitates team-work during jhuming operation;
love song helps in selecting mate; Muroilam is used as a means ofsocial
control especially over the pregnant woman as it threatens them against
breaking the norms and other expected behaviours to be followed by them.
The group songs and group dances reproduce, time and again, the
social . group-solidarity. symbolically, despite tendencies towards greater
social differentiation.
A
Games and Sports

Y

A number ofindigenous games are played by the Molsoms, especially by
the children and youths. In most cases these out-door games are played
hctwccn two parties. Some ofthe l\/lolsom games are detailed out on the
pages to follow.
I ..aisdi Pardi

This game is played between two parties with the seeds of a local plant
used as striker or pawns locally known as poi. The number ofmembers

l'or both the parties has to be equal and it varies from four to eight
persons for a team. On the ground two parallel straight lines are

drawn at about ﬁfteen feet distance from each other. The game starts
with one ofthe teams winning the toss for choosing its line and getting
lirst strike. The toss is done with a piece of bamboo-split. The winner
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ofthe toss chooses a line on which they stand side by side each with a
striker in his hand. The members ofthe other team keep their striker on
the opposite line in front of every member ofthe toss winning team.
The members ofthe toss-winning team try to dislodge the strikers of
the opposite party from the line by striking at them with their own strikers
in one chance. The players who can strike the striker ofthe opposite
party and throw them out of the line get another chance to hit at the

striker again in the second round and a failure is treated as
disqualiﬁcation. In the second round. they go over to the line of their
opponents and stand facing their own line. behind the respective striker

which they dislodge in the ﬁrst round. They are now to send the striker
out side the line on which they stood at the start of the game. They
have to do this within ﬁve strokes the number of strikers which

cross the line is taken to be the number of points in favour of the
striking team. The game continues for an equal number of rounds for
both the teams and the team which gathers highest number ofpoints is
declared as the winner.
Apangte

I

Apangte is played by two teams having equal number ofplayers. It is

played with two Pois. Here also two straight lines are drawn the same
way as in the case of Laisdi pardi and the game starts with the toss-

winning team making the ﬁrst strike. It takes six successive rounds for the
completion ofthe game. A player ofthe striking party, in the ﬁrst round,
stands on a line and throws a poi towards the second. line but drops on the
ground as near as possible to the second line. If the Poi crosses or
touches the second line. the player who throw the Poi is treated as
disqualiﬁed and in such a case another player ofthe team has to play. In
the second round the player takes another poi, which is used as a
striker, and he places the poi on his toes. He then goes and stands on the
second line. He has to touch the ﬁrst Poi with the striker-poi on his toes
and as soon as the two Pois came in contact he lifts one ofhis legs from
the ground and picks up the striker-poi with one of his hands. He then
comes backto the ﬁrst line by leaping with one leg. In the third round the
player takes the striker-poi in between ﬁrst and second toes ofhis right
leg. He then goes to the second line and stands on it. He has to touch the
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lrrst Poi with the striker-poi held between his toes. If he succeeds. he
returns to the ﬁrst line. In the fourth round he takes the striker-poi in
between his lips. start clapping. goes to the second line and stands on it.
He then drops the Poi from his lips on the second poi and as soon as
the striker-poi touches the second one. as in case ofthe former round. he
lifts up one ofhis legs from the ground and comes back to the ﬁrst line by
leaping. In the ﬁfth round the player keeps the Poi on his head . starts

clapping. goes over the second line and stands on it. He then drops the
Poi from his head on the second Poi and as in the previous cases. comes
back to the ﬁrst line by leaping. He then in the sixth round. stands on the
ﬁrst line with his leg spread and head bent between the legs. I--Ie throws

the striker-poi towards the second line in such a way that it encircles his
body longitudinally before it drops on the ground. and at the same time. it
must not touch or cross the second line. In this case special credit is
given to the player if he can hit the second Poi and in such a case the
player is exempted from doing other activities of his round. The player
then. in case he failed to hit the second Poi. goes and stand near the second
Poi and throws his striker-poi in such ta way that it encircles his body
longitudinally before it strikes the second one lying on the ground. In this
case also he has to stand with his legs apart and head bent between his
legs. Ifhe succeeds in hitting the second Poi, he takes both the Pois on his

head and goes back to the ﬁrstline. The successful completion ofall the six
stages is treated as a score. y Failure in any of the rounds is treated as

disqualification of the respective player and in such a case another player
ofthe team gets the chance and he has to start from the stage in which the

previous player failed to attain success. In case all the players ofa team fail
to complete all the stages ofa round, the other team gets the chance and, in

such a case. no point is awarded to the former team.
In successful completion of all the six stages by a team in a an equal

nutnbcr of chances the team which scores the highest nrunber ofpints is
declared to be theiwinner.
l"ormit
I his is also played by two teams having equal number of players on
hoth the sides. Each team takes a coloured Poi. Pois oftwo different
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colours are taken so that a team can identity its own Poi. Two parallel
straight lines. having forty to ﬁfty cubit distance from each other. are
drawn on the grotmd and ofthese two lines one is used as the starting line
and other as the ﬁnishing line. The distance between the lines differ

depending on the strength ofthe number ofthe team. The more the number
of members in the team the greater is the distance kept between the
lines. Here also the winner of the toss starts playing. The Poi of the

opponent team is kept at about three cubit distance from the starting line
and a player ofthe opponent team hits the Poi ofthe other team with the
Poi ofhis own team -which is used as striker~——to make the latter advance
towards the ﬁnishing line. A player gets ﬁve successive chances and with
the endeavour of every player of a team the total number of times the
second Poi takes to cross the ﬁnishing line is treated as the number of
points scored by the respective team.
Poi Rukap

This game is played by two players with Pois oftwo different colours.
In the _ﬁeld two straight lines are drawn in the same way, as in the
case of Formit game described above. But the distance between the two
lines, in this case, is ten to ﬁfteen cubits. Here also the winner ofthe toss
begins the game. The beginner stands on the straight starting line and
throws apoi towards the second line in such a way that it would not
touch or cross the second line. He tries to keep the Poi as near as possible
to the second line. He then hits the ﬁrst Poi with the second one by
dropping the latter successively from the various parts of his body
namely, toes, feet, in between two knees, in between two thighs, arm pit.
shoulder, in between two lips, nose, eyes, forehead and head. For this, he
keeps the Poi on the respective part of body, goes and stands on the
second line} He drops it on the second Poi and if it hits the latter, he
collects the striker-poi and goes back to the starting line. A player
continues playing until he fails to hit the second Poi by the striker-poi in
any of the stage ofthe game. In case of a failure. the opponent gets a
chance and the unsuccessful player. in his next chance, is to start from the

stage where he failed during previous chance. In the equal number of
chances the player who scores the highest point is declared as the winner.
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In the games and sports ofthe Molsoms it may be observed that balance.
aim and the patience are the essential qualities which are required for a
player to be successful. These qualities, in fact, are most essential ones

which help a person to cope with the hill-entourage and life-style. Thus.
through the practice of indigenous games andfsports the Molsom youths
can prepare themselves for activities like hunting, ﬁshing, climbing etc.

where balance. aim, patience are especially needed. Apart from their
‘essence’ games and sports are good source ofentertainment and therefore
form an essential part of Molsom life and culture.
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RELATION OF MOLSOM WITH OTHER TRIBALS
AND NON TRIBALS OF THE STATE:

.

The Molsoms are. by nature. very simple. peace loving and hospitable.
They have friendly relations with other tribals and nontribals ofthe state.
Though in the long past. at times, some rivalry was there especially with
the neighboring tribal groups. In those days. the trespassers into a

l
l

l\/lolsom village or jhum area were severely punished. sometimes with

capital punishment. by their village council. In fact. such strict restrictions
were also observed by other tribal groups of the state which resulted.

sometimes. in inter tribe conflicts. But those days are gone. Every
community is at present veiy much acceptable to the Molsoms. And
thus many matrimonial relations are taking place with the members of
other communities and they are permitting the people ofother communities
to be a part ofthe l\/lolsom society. They had good relations with the then
rulers ofTripura especially as some of the men of the royal family had

married Molsom girls. ht fact the Molsom girls are well known in the state
for their beauty. Regarding the marital relations of the Molsom girls with
the members ofthe royal family there is a hearsay popular among them

which goes as follows.
_
In the long past there was a king in Tripura who had two queens - one
Tripuri and other l\/lolsom. The prince born of the Molsom queen was

r'

+1

elder. There was deep intimacy between the princes. But after the death

ofthe king dissension arose between the queens regarding succession to
the throne. Both the queens wanted to make her son the successor to the
throne. At last the royal priest found a way to solve the deadlock. He
arranged for a test and decided that the worthier would be the next king.
The priest let loose a white elephant into a forest nearby and told the
queens that the princes who would ﬁrst come back to the palace by riding
the elephant next day A before sun set would succeed the throne.
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Accordingly on the next morning the two princes went to the forest and
started searching for the elephant from two different sides of the forest.
Within afew hours, the elder prince found the elephant but he could not
ride on it as he did not know how to command and drive an elephant. He
then decided to ride on it with the help of a ladder and went to a
barnboo-clump to collect bamboo for making ladder. In the mean time
the younger prince came there and found the elephant and rode it. He
thus came back to the palace riding the elephant and was declared the
successor to the throne. However. the relation between the brothers

remained cordial. The new king provided the traditional throne to his
elder brother in the royal court and made a new throne for himself. He
used to take advice from his elder brother on matter of royal duties.
Since that period, the Molsom believe, they have been getting warm
reception from the royal families. And thus in the customary tribal gathering
(known as Hasam Bhoj an) in the palace they used to be provided with
the ﬁrst seat in the community dinner.
The interrelationship between the Molsoms and the other tribal communities

of the state is also healthy. This may be evidenced from the fact that a
number ofMolsoms can speak and understand some other tribal dialects
such as Tripuri, Jamatia, Reang and Kuki. In case ofinteraction with the
members of an unknown language group. they talk in Bengali. In this
regard it is worth mentioning that a good number of peole of all of the

tribal groups in Tripura can speak Bengali.
An intimate relation between the Molsoms and the non-tribals, especially

the Bengalis, also has been prevailing ever since the first MolsomBengali interaction. In fact, this close relations of the Molsom with the
Bengalis may have helped the former to accept the techniques of settled
cultivation.
I
MOLSOM DIGITS (1-100) AND THEIR ENGLISH EQUIVALENT

Molsom Digit.
Khatka
Nika
Thrunka

Englisg equivalent
One
“Two
Three I
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Molsom Digit.
Mm
I

Ringa
Urka
Siri
Ritka
Kok
Som
Somleikhatka
Somleinika
Somleithumka
Somleimilika
Somleiringaka
Sonqleiuruka
Somleisirika
Somleiriatka
Somleikokka
Somnika
Somnika khatka
Somnika inika
Somnika uthumka
Somnika milika
Somnika rignaka
Sornnika uruka
Somnika sirikai
Somnika riatka
Somnika kokka
Somthumka
Somthtunka khaki

Englisg equivalent
Four
Five

Six
Seven

Eight
Nine '
Ten
Eleven
Twelve
Thirteen
Fourteen
Fiﬁeen

Sixteen
Seventeen
Eighteen
Nineteen
S Twenty
Twentyone
Twenty-two
Twenty-three
Twenty-four
Twenty-ﬁve
Twenty-six
Twenty-seven
Twenty-eight
Twenty-nine

Thirty
Thiltyone

Molsom Digit.

Englisg equivalent

Somthumka inika

Thirty-two

Sornthumka uthumka

Thirty-three

Somthumka milika

Thirty-four

Somthumka rignaka
Somthumka umka
Somthumka sirika
Somthumka riatka
Somthumka kokka
Sommilika

Thiny-ﬁve

Sommilika khaki

Thirty-six
Thiny-seven
Thiny-eight
Thiny-nine
Forty
Fourteen

Sommilika inuika

Forty-two

Sommilika thumka
Somrnilika uthumka

Forty-three S
Forty-four

Sommilika rignaka

Forty-ﬁve

Sommilika uruka

Forty-six

Sommilika sirika .
Sommilika riatka
Sommilika kokka
Sonirignaka
Somrignaka khatka
Somrignaka inika
Somrignaka uthtunka
Somrignaka milika

Forty-seven

Somrignaka rignaka

Fiﬁy-ﬁve

Somrignaka uruka

Fiﬁy-six

Somrignaka sirika
Somrignaka riatka
Somrignaka kokka

Fiﬁy-seven
Fifty-eight

Forty-eight

Forty-nine
Fiﬁy
Fifty-one
Fiﬁy-two
Fifty-three
Fifty-four

Fiﬁy-nine

i

Molsom Digit.
Somrukka
Somrukka khatka
Sommkka inika
Somrukka uthumka
Somrukka milika
Somrukka rignaka
Somrukka umkka
Somrukka sirika
Somrukka riatka
Somrukka kokka
Somsirika
Somsirika khatka
Somsirika inika
Sornsirika uthumka
Somsirika milika
Somsirika rignaka
Sornsirika \n'ukka
Somsirika sirika
Somsirika riatka
Somsirika kokka
Somriatka
Somriatka khatka
Sonniatka inika
S Somriatka uthumka
Semriatkamilika
Somriatka ringnaka
Somriatka uruka
Somriatka sirika

Englisg equivalent

Sixty
Sixty-one

Sixty-two e
Sixty-three
Sixty-four
Sixty—ﬁve
Sixty-six
Sixty-seven
Sixty-eight
Sixty-nine
Seventy
Seventy-one
Seventy-two
Seventy three
Seventy—f0ur
Seventy-ﬁve
Seventy-six
Seventy-seven
Seventy-eight

Seventy-nine

Eighty
Eighty-one
Eighty-two
Eighty-three
Eighty-four
Eighty-ﬁve
Eighty-six
Eighty-seven

Englisg equivalent

Molsom Digit.

Somkokka khatka

Eighty-eight
Eighty-nine
Ninety
Ninety-one

Somkokka inika

Ninety-two

Somriatka riatka
Somriatka kokka
Somkokka

'

Somkokka uthumka
Somkokka milika
Somkokka rignaka
Sornkokka uruka
Somkokka riatka
Somkokka sirika
Somkokka kokka
Rizaka

Ninety-three
Ninety-four
Ninety-ﬁve
Ninety-six

_

Ninety-seven

Ninety-eight
Ninety-nine
Hundred.
GLOSSARY:

ENGLISH VERSION OF SOME COMMON MOLSOM WORDS
Human body :
Molsom
Ban
Bunek kut
Dar
I-la

English
Ann
Right hand
Shoulder
Tooth

Kiu

Elbow

Kulmngul

Lower arm

Kuth mitin
K uth teuk

Nail
Pointed ﬁnger
Ring ﬁnger

Lu

Head

Kuth ehal

Molsom
Bok

Chang
Fung
Keipbai
Kothehen
Kuth muja
Kuth puinu
Kuth lei
Kuth te
Mai

English

Breast
Chest
Belly
" Ankle
Wrist
Palm
Thumb

Middle ﬁnger
Little ﬁnger
Chick

Molsom

English

Molsom

English

Malai

Navel

Mal

Thigh

Mether

Vagina

Mir

Eye

Ring

Neck

Ring

Backbone

Rukhuk
Noro

Knee
Hay

Sam

Turmeric ~

Sumul

Hair
Female genital
Female sex hair
Left hand
Male genital
estis
Male sex hair
Sesame

Oisul

Pasto
R0
Rumui
Saran _

Cotton plant
Bamboo
Rose-apple
Cotton thread

Serok

Oil

Vegetables, plant etc. :
Molsom
English

Su
Wai kut
Zang

Zﬂhgtil
Zangmul
Si -

Molsom

English

Song

Paddy

Amhong

Pungent

Tentra

Tamarind

Ankelki

Lady’s ﬁnger

Thaihai

Mango

Beel

Thing
Zing thakkutui

Ginzer
Sweet potato

B01
Chongroi

Marmelo
Potato
Chili

Molsom

English

Goam
Goiphol
Jhinko
Balad
Dumderta
Banthe

Guava

Animals, birds etc.:
Molsom
English
Dumbai
Cucwnber
Arjel
Hen
Aok,Uok
Pig
Kumoi

Pumpkin

Laiphang

Banana plant

Lau

Bottle gourd

Papaya

Cucurbitaceous
Bullock
Fire ﬂy
Dryﬁsh

Molsom

English

Molsom

Laue

Jack fruit

Gyotak

English
Duck

Lichu

Leechee

Kei

Tiger

Mantu

Bringel

Kel

Goat

Meiser
Michi

Limon

Khao

Salt

Kokidik

Grass hopper
Owl

Banana
Radish
Fly
' Snake
Rat
Fish
Pigeon

Lei khrek

Squirrel

Lim

Dondrai

Python
Machan house
Stair

Jian

Night

Khosak
Kholau

Village
Afternoon

Butterﬂy

Khozing ribet

Evening

Sai

Elephant

Khuri

Ghoul A

Sakhi

Deer

Kunou

Mother

Sakor

Horse

La

Song

Saloi

Buffalow

Lam

Sarat

Cow
Wildcat
Ant
Bird
Dog
Toad

Lo

Dance
Jhum

Lomphi

Duster

Lungthu

Hearth

Mangkhar

Funeral pyre

Meiot

Spimiha
Flre
Laugh
Earth

Mot V
Mula
Matho
Murul

Muzu
Ngo

Pharva
Pholep

Singer
Singnir

Chungin

Jhakroi, Ua
Ui
Uichok
Vam
Zong

Beer

Moi
Munui

Monkey

Neing

Neupang

Child

Miscellaneous
Molsom
Ni
Argas S
Arshi
Belkinot
Bu
' Chap
Chang
Chem
Nerthaitha
Remang
ﬁrmui
Samak
Sap,ang
Talai
Tangoal
Thow
Tuikorong
T1ang'

English

Sun

Lamp
Star
Roundish
Earthen vessel
Boiled rice

Cry
Trap
Hand chopper
Dream
Loom
Bride groom
Warehouse
Bier
Young man
Moon
Stream
Morning

Molsom
Nungak
Numoi

Young girl

Nupui

Bride

Oareng

Hammock

Punchi
Pamai
Rekai
Retai

Clan

Widower
Marriage
Divorce

R0
Rukap
Samthi
Sekra
Than
Thini
Tui
Tuilom

Cloud
Sport
Cumb F
Sickle
Crematorium
Wind
Water
River

English
Vlﬁdow
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